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MANNIGH III
CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION TO OPERATION HANNIGH ZII
MANNED BALLOON FLZOIT INTO THE 3TRATOSPHERE

The MANHIGH balloon flights into the stratosphere are
to be considered as a major contribution of the United States
,'ir Foroc Aeromedioal Field Laboratory iz the area of the performanoe of human operators and of the relinbility of sealed
systems under space equivalent conditions.

•

The six and one-half hour MANHIGH I flight piloted by
Captain Joseph Kittinger in June 1957, established the feasibility of manned flight to 97,000 feet in the MANEIGH capsule.
The thirty-two hour MANHIGH 1I flight piloted by Lt Colonel
David G. Simons in August 1957 explored the possibility of
making observations at the 100,000 foot level through a twentyfour hour period, and examined the problems man faces living
under space-equivalent conditions.
The purpose of the MANHIGH III flight was to make scientific
observations through the eyes of the pilot under the direction
of a panel of experts in communication with him from the ground.
Medically, it studied the ability of the pilot to make these
observations and developed and tested techniques to assess his
performance during flight.
'AHIOH I and ANNIGH Il were described extensively in
Technical Reports AFML-Tt-9-24 and AFMDC-TR-59-28.
This roport covers the ANHIGS ZI
and the last - of the MANHIGH projeot.

flight, the third -

The various chapters of this report were prepared by the
individuali who uere in charge of the numerous and complex
tasks of this project. The reader has, therefore, the opportunity to follow the phanes of the flight from differint points
of view. The repetition* involved in this procedure show the
many difficulties encountered during the MANHIGH project, and
especially during the MAHIOR III flights
Released yau hors 19 October 1960

OIAPZA It
SYS TM DESCRIPTION AND FLIOHT PERFORMANCZ

A. THE STRUCTURE OF THE CAPSULE*
l. General
The MANHIGH XI flight system was very similar to
MANHIOR I and II in nice and shape. However, the MANHIGH
III system incorporated many refinements and additional
equipment.
The capsule itself was larger than the previous
capsules, being three feet in diameter and nine feet high.
The structure consisted of two main assemblies, the internal
and the external (Fig. 1 and 2). The internal assembly included the upper dome and turret assembly and all the intarior
equipment. The exterior assembly included the lower pressure
vessel (lower "can" with lower dome), substructure (or "crash")
structure), 12-and 24-volt jettisonable batteries, and other
equipment designed to operate outside the pressure vessel.
2.

Interior Assembly

The upper d • was of one-piece spun aluminum, and
its lower edge was a pressure flange which mated with a a ilar flange on the upper part of the turret ring. These two
flanges were pulled into a pressure-tight seal with the upper
marmon clamp (Fig. 2). This dome contained the subject camera
and p ;to panel camera, the instrument panel, the manual decompression valve, a rack for the pilot's [-100 movie camera,
a vent-ring to direct regenerated air to the portholes to prevent fogging, and a potentiometer with adjusting rheostat for
the body and capsule temperature sensors (Fig. 3). The VHF
antenna and the autosyn compass transmitter werv attached to
the outside top of the domes
The instrument panel (rig. 4) contained the following
item.: clock, vortmeter (24 volt), ammeter (24 volt), voltmeter (12 volt), ameter (l volt), pressure gauge (cabin to
outside differential), vertical speed indicator (Air Force
standard), altimeter (Air Foroe standard), altimeter (high
altitude NACA type), cabin altitude indicator, milliammeter
(low velocity thermistor), milliammeter (high velocity
gy Lt a R oCurt
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Just below the dome and on a level with the pilot's

head was the machined steel ring containing the six portholes.
This unit was the main structural support member of the interior-exterior assemblies and was known as the turret assembly (Fig. 1 and 2). The Firewel valve was bolted to this
ring between portholes number two and three and the Firewel
vent drilled and placed behind the valve. All electrical
through-connections were made by installing a double pin cannon plug connector through the turret ring, connections then
being made to this cannon pin on inside and outside of the
turret ring. The parachute riser attach points were integrally
made into the outside of the turret structure. Two plane mirrors, mounted to afford the pilot an almost vertical up and
down view, were also part of the turret structure, arranged
on the outside of porthole number five (Fig. 1). These mirrors
could be varied slightly in angle of view, being driven by a
small, reversible electric motor operable from within the
capsule.
Equipment below the turret, on a level with the pilot,
was not attached to the shell of the capsule as was done with
items contained in the upper dome, but was secured either to
the aluminum tubing framework leading vertically down from the
turret or to the subfloors fastened horizontally across this
tubing (Fig. 5). The general arrangement of items contained
in this part of the internal assembly is shown in Figure 1.
The control panel was located on the left of the pilot (Fig. 6
and 7). The items on the control panel are:

(1) 12-Volt Power Selector Switch - This switch selected
any one of four alternate, ballastable exterior battery packs
or one interior, non-ballastable emergency (silver cell) pack.
(2) 12-Volt Master Switch
for the power pack selected.

(3) Red and Green Lights
gency or normal power pack.
(4)

-

-

Provided an "ON-OFF" switch

Indicated whether on emer-

24-Volt Selector Switch - Same as No, 1 above.

(5) 24-Volt Master Switch - Same function as No. 2 above.
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(6) *4-Volt Indicator Lighto - ftnetion mAe as Noe 3*
(7) VIF or BY Selector Switch
(8)

Vir "ON-OFf" Switch

(9) and (10)

VHF and Marker Beacon Telemetry Switches.

(11) Selector Switch for VHF Communications - Manual use
is foot switch; VOX position, a voice-operated relay.
(12)
and down.
(13)

Adjustable Mirror Switch - For driving mirror up
Rotating Beacon "ON-OFF" Switch

(14) Mask Heat "ON-OFF" Switch
(15) Air Regenerator Blower "ON-OFF" Switch and "ON"
Indicator Light
(16) Air Conditioner S'itch - A heater only, installed
just below the pilot's seat and near the air regenerator. This
iiater had "ON", "OFF", and "AUTOMATIC" positions. The automatic position made use of a preset thermostat.
(17) Suit Ventilation Switch ; Removed for flight.
(18)

Down Camera "ON-OFF" Switch

(19) Photo Panel Camera "FAST-SLOW" Switch - Controlled
the picture rate.
(20)

Transmitter Tune

,(21) Plate Current Meter - Indicated plate current in
HF transmitter, for tuning.
(22)

Thermistor Waver "ON-OFF" Switch

(23) Apex Valve Selector Switch - Provided meann to
select either one or both valves simultaneously.
(24) Valve Actuator Switch - Actuated the selected
valve conditions
(25) and (26) Indicator Lights for Valves - Green for
fully cloned, amber for partly open and red for fully open.
12

(27)

2-Volt

attery Jettison Selector Switch

seleoted the 12-volt pack that was to be dropped as ballast.
(28)

Jettison Actuator Switoh

(29) 24-Volt Battery Jettison Selector Switch - Selected
any one of to'separate 12-volt packs comprising the five 24-volt
battery groups.
(30)

24-Volt Battery Pack Jettison Actuator

(31)

Autosyn Compass Switch ,,ON-OFF"- Installed to be

able to cut the compass off to reduce power drain.
(32) 12-Volt Master Relay Switch - Determined the 12-volt
power choice for the power to the hold-down relay.
either
eele,
normal or emergency power,
03)" 24-Volt master Relay Switch

(34) Oxygen quantity Gauge "ON-OFF" Switch - The oxygen
level was measured only when this was in the "ON" position. Used
to reduce power drain.
(35) Upper Clamp Release - Activated squib that released
upper marmon clamp.

(36)

Lower Clamp Release

(37) Cut-Down Override Switch - Allowed the pilot to
override ground cut-down procedure.
(38)

Red Light Indicating Ground Cut-Down

(39) Termination Switch - Air termination switch which
must be operated simultaneously with termination actuator switch
to function.
(40) -Termination Actuator Switch

(41) Balloon Release Switch, or Ground Termination
Switch - Must also be actuated simultaneously with termination
actuator switch.
Notet All control switches labeled "Emergency Control"
in the diagram are covered with a reverse operatinT safety cover.

Located above the control panel was the carbon dioxide
analyter, which was a Frpite volumetric instrument of the Orsat
type.

An automatic chost-type personnel parachute was placed

in front of the pilot after his entrance.

It was hung on two

hooks from the lower part of the turret. Also hinged from tho
bottom of the porthole ring was the mount for the spot photometer and a "gadget-bag" containing now and exposed film, camera
cassettes, photometer computer, flashlight, eto. Figure 8 shows
the complete interior assembly with all Sear and the pilot ready
to be lowered and sealed for flight.
To the pilot's right was the oxygen system panel (Fig. 9)o
The capsule-suit selector switch allowed the pilot to .direst the
oxygen from LOX or high pressure source, either to the suit facepiece or into the capsule. Oxygen could be brought into the
capsule under constant flow conditions by using the constant
flow valve. The capsule emergency oxygen bottle (Fig. 10) was
of the high pressure type and would provide sufficient oxygen
for seven hours when used through the face-piece.
Below the control panel (Fig. 31) to the pilot's left,
was a food-storage container of approximately 0.5 cubic foot.
Just below this was the water container of 0.5 cubic foot capacity. Below the mesh seat at the front of the capsule were
located the circuit breaker panel and four urine bottles of
1.5 quart capacity each. Toward the rear and below the seat
was an auxiliary heater to be used mainly to avoid freezing
of the air rngenerator unit and also for pilot comfort.
The omni or VHF transceiver set (Fig. 10) was located
to the right of the pilot Just below the oxygen control panel.
This set had a VHF tunable receiver and two-channel crystalcontrolled transmitter. It was used as the primary voice communication on 122.8 and 121.5 megacycles. It could aoso be
used as a navigational aid by taking bearings on selected VHF
ground stations.
The air regenerator (Fig. 10, 12, 13, 14 and 15) was
located just below the pilot's seat to the rear, bolted to
the subfloor. This unit was considerably different from
those carried on the two previous MANHIGH flights. The other
flights utilized this "nit outboard, duoting the air from the
capsule out and back. The IAIIHIGH III unit was inboard, with
a blower picking up the capsule atmosphere directly. The chemicals previously used were discarded in favor of KOH. Thi3
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substitution was made because XOI offered greater activity
in absorbing 00a and also beoause of ita ability to absorb
waters This single ohemioal could replacoe the three ohemicals used on the previous flights. The unit was filled with
approximately 16 pounds KOH in stick form inserted into one-

hall inch diameter stool spring retainers.
The operation of the unit was simple. Capsule atmosphere was directly drawn in by a 2 ofm blower, blown down
into the lower liquid-collecting part of the regenerator,
then passed up through the KOH sticks and through the outlet.
The outlet was connected to a three-inch flexible hose which
led'up to a Y-valve. The pilot could use the Y-valve to
direct the regenerated atmosphere into the dome ring, which
distributed the air down over each porthole, or he could direct the air through another flexible hose normally discharging upward at head level. This hose could be used to direct
the air on to the pilot for cooling, or toward other places
if desired. In operation, the water in the capsule atmosphere
was absorbed by the chemicals on the surface of the sticks;
this surface became saturated with a solution of KOH-120, and
this solution dripped into the liquid-collecting part of the
unit below. The incoming atmosphere was first blown over this
liquid to try to gain the chemical use of this KOH solution.
This solution of KOH was very caustic; therefore,
valves were installed in the outlet and inlet that could be
operated by the pilot to seal off the unit during landing.
The unit was also designed so that no liquid would reach the
ports if the regenerator were lying on any side, a condition
occurring if the capsule landed and then fell over.
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Subfloor Section

The equipment belbw pilot-level was that equipment
below the subfloor (Fig. 7), and included the electronic or
"pie" section, the LOX cpnverter, LOX buildup and evaporator
coils, and the emergency battery packs for both 12-and 24-volt
systems. The LOX converter was a Bendix type, five-liter,
standard unit. The oxygen system was not entirely located
under the subfloor as is shown in Figure 16. Every item in
this'system is fairly standard for LOX systems as used in
aircraft and very similar to that used in the previous flights*
With the exception of the automatic suit valve and the Firewel valve, all items in Fijare 16 are stanlard and warrant
no further description.
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The automatic suit valve was an aneroid type switchover valve. It &*need total pressure, and if total pressure
dropped to an equivalent pressure-altitude of 28,000 feet,
would automatically switch the LOX-supplied oxygen over to
the suit positions This valve could be reset from within.
The Yirewol valve controlled total cabin pressure by sensing
any buildup of that total pressure over that set by the pilot
on the aneroid mechanism, and venting the excess pressure overboard. The 160 cc bleed shown in connection with this valve
was a controlled leak necessary for Firewel valve calibration.
The emergency battery packs were mets of LR-40 and
LR-100 silver cells arranged to give an output of 12 and 24
volts. These batteries could not be used as ballast, as could
the exterior batteries. Battery life was sufficient to allow
normal descent with all equipment operating plus a margin of
safety.
The electronic gear aboard the capsule was located
just below the subfloor in a space eight inches deep with a
diameter equal to the diameter of the internal assembly. Five
separate sections were made from this assembly, the divisions
resembling the divisions of a pie (Fig. 17). Each section
could be removed individually, greatly simplifying maintenance,
adjustment and necessary changes. Each section will be considered independently.

Section 1 - High Frequency Transmitter (Fig. 18).
This high frequency transmitter was a unit built in Winzen
Research Inc's. electronic shop to operate on 1740 kc. The
unit was in constant use in flight, being modulated by a code
keyer that gave outside altitude information.

This transmitter

was a second source of capsule-to-ground communications and

could be voice-modulated for normal communications, or a Morse
code keyer could be inserted in place of the altitude keyer
for pilot code operation. The antenna of this unit projected
from the lower half of the capsule, while the VHF antenna was
installed on the upper dome. If emergency conditions dictated
capsule separation, one antenna would remain to provide communications if either top or bottom marmon clamps were released.
Section 2
A unit similar to
ination circuit.
receiver. It was
but contained its
than 40 hours.

- High Frequency Receiver and rower Supply.
this receiver is a standard part of the termIt was used in this case as a communications
not dependent on the capsule power system
own batteries capable of operating for more
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Figure 17S

MANNIGH M
LAYOUT AND WIRING

"Pit" Layout and Wiring
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lootion 3 - Audio Out-Down Warning dpooch Amplifier
and VOX Control. The audio out-down warning would provide
a tone in the pilot's headset when the 298.1 mo "ate" opening signal was reoeived for five straight seconds by the termination receiver. This audio warning would occur simultaneously
with the visual red light warning on the instrument panel. These
devices forewarned the pilot that ground termination and outdown had been initiated and would occur 30 seconds later unless
the termination override switch was actuated. The VOX control
allowed the pilot to bypass use of the foot switch and use this
voice-operated relay for communiations.
Section 4 - Commutator and Subcarrier Oscillator Sections.
The suboarrier oscillator section wan a standard, enclosed subcarrier assembly manufactured by Dorset Laboratories. The unit
had provision for four standard F.1-FII telemetry channels. Three
of these channels were used - Band 1 of 400 cycles per second
subcarrier frequency, Band 5 of 1300 cps subcarrier frequency,
and Band 11 of 7350 cps subcarrier frequency. Band 1 was modulated by the respiration sensor output, Band 5 was modulated by
the output from seven sensors through a commutator which allowed
the telemetry of these seven items on this single channel, and

Band 11 was modulated by the output of the EKG sensing apparatus.
All sensing circuits had voltage outputs designed for and adjusted
to the subcarrier assembly input acceptance range of from 0 to 3
volts. The three FM subcarrier oscillator sections were all
voltage-controlled oscillators with a t7-1/2 percent modulation.
The three channels-of information were fed into a mixer and the
composite signal output of this mixer was the modulating signal
for the final stage FM telemetry transmitter, operating on 227 mc.
The comutator was a ten-point, pulse-switched type
commutator. It allowed the outputs of seven sonsors to be switched
alternately every 30 seconds to modulate the subcarrier Band 5
of the telemetry system. The high-voltage calibrate signal feeding the commutator consisted of a standard voltage of three volts.
A shorted lead was upsd for low voltage calibration (zero output
calibration), a clock-driven, five-minute stepping resistance
for five-minute time information, a one-hour, clock-driven stepping resistance for hourly information, a bellows-type inside
pressure transducer for inaide pressure (altitude) information,
a thermiater-type sensor located in a ventilated cage just under
the pilot's seat, for capsule inside temperature information,
and the BSR sensor circuits The commutator gave information in
the followine sequencer
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Calibrate High
Oalibrate Low
Time Hour
Time linute
BSR
Inside Preesure
BSR
Inside Temperature
BSR
Inside Pressure
Section 5 - Photo Sequence System, Power Supplies,
Telemetry Time Clocks, and Telemetry Inside Pressure Transducer.
Power supplies consisted of two DC/DC converters for supplying
250 volts to the HF transmitter and a 24V DC/24V 400 cps AC
converter to supply power to the autosyn compass. The input
to the HF supply units was 12V DC, and the input to the autosyn
compass converter was 24V DC. The time clock transducers were
clock-driven type commutators providinS a stepped resistance
that changed value every five minutes and also every hour. The
inside pressure transducer was a bellows-operated, low-altitude
transducer. The photo sequence system was a motor-driven, commutator type that had two speeds, the pilot being able to select
either one. The fastest speed and fastest frame rate was to be
used on ascent; slower speed was for film conservation when
floating at altitude (see Chapter XII).

4.

Medical Electronic Circuits and Sensors

The medical electronic apparatus consisted of the suit
harness and modified X-90 kit, ZKG, BSR, respiration and body
temperature circuits.
The "suit harness" was composed of EKG, BSR, and three
body temperature sensors and their leads. The leads were threaded
over the suit underwear where possible, but always under the suit
itself, until they reached a point where exit through the suit
could be made. Outside the suit they were threaded loosely up
the capstans in a manner that would not interfere with pressure
suit operation, The leads were put through a special junction
mode into the X-90 kit and from there went to capaule electronic
sections via cable with quick-disconnect (Fig. 19). The two
skin-temperature sensoro wore held in place by pressure-sensitive
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tape, as were the MU electrodes on cheat and bck. These
were kept from slip jing by on additional elaatic bandage
wrapped around the cheat. Prossure-uensitive tape wan also
used for the BSR leadt.
a.

The ZKO Circuit.
This circuit was providod in order to obtuin heart

rate and "K wave form continuously in flight. This function
was provided by using the output of a bridgeo circuit to modulate the subcarrier Band ll. Three leads were attached to the
subject, one at heart apex, one on the right side of the subject's back at the trapezius, and one, the ground lead, on the
subject's left ankle (this also was common ground connection
with BSR circuit). There was a standard voltage of 6.745 volts
applied across the bridge. The subject's heart output unbalanced this bridge an amount proportional to this output;
this imbalance was put into the EKG sensor amplifier (Fig. 20),
and the amplified signal :as fed into Band 11 subcarrier section.
This band had the highest response (from 0 to 110 cps) of the
three bands available. The heart rate information was expected
to be the highest cycling information telemetered; therefore,
it was put on this band with highest response.
b.

BSR Circuit.

This circuit was also a bridge circuit, the output
of the circuit being put directly into the subcarrier oscillator (Fig. 21). Between the subject's right arch and the
common electrode on the left ankle was the BSR variable resistance portion of the bridge. This circuit was in parallel with
a fixed resistance of 100k ohms. This parallel combination
formed one leg of the bridge circuit, the other three legs
being precision 110k-ohm resistors. Mercury cells provided a
standard 12 volts across the bridge. Fluctuations in the skin
resistance caused unbalancing of the bridge, providing an output voltage fluctuation proportional to the skin resistance.
This bridge output modulated the subcarrier channel five; this
channel had a response of from 0 to 20 cps.
c. The Respiration Circuit.
The respiration sensor was a small carbon microphone held aGainst the lower left side of the chest, on the
outside of the suit, by a belt around the subject. The variations in the resistance of the carbon microphone resulting
from exransion and contraction of the cheat caused signal vari-

ation in the bridge of which it was a part (Fig, 22),
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eignal wan the input to ouboarrier Band Is This band, with
a no-ainal frequency of 400 ope, had the lowest reeponae
As the respiration was expeotod to have the lowvat
(6 op)
fluctuation rate of the information transmitted, it was put
on this band*
do

Temperature Heasuring Circuits.

The body temperatures taken from the subject during flight were not telemetered, but were measured in the cockpit and voice transmitted by the pilot. The measuring circuit
was of the null balance potentiometer type. Internal temperature measured on the subject was rectal; external, ri±ht thigh
skin and right ankle skin. Since the circuit was a potentiometer,
all sensors were variable resistance type. The rectal sensor
was a thermister probe and the other sensore were flat, thermalribbon type probes of 675.5 (±0.5) ohms at 770Fo There were
five additional capsule temperature points measured with this
same circuit for a total of eight measurements. In use, the
pilot would select the temperature to be measured with an ei.htpoint switch; the potentiometer adjusting knob would then ta
moved to bring the galvanometer deflection to zero, and the
temperature read directly from a scale attached to the galvanometer adjust knob, The scale was graduated in degrees
Fahrenheit and presented a reading to the the tenth of one
degree. The locations of the eight temperature points are
Eiven in Figure 23.

Note:

Figure 24 shows the X-90 Kit Wiring and Figure 25 is a
Block Diagram of MANHIGH Capsule Electronics.
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SECTION DA-A

CIRCLED NUMBERS ARE WADC
CHAMBER TEST THERMOCOUPLE
POSITIONS.
INSIDE ITHERMISTOR LOCATIONS
I.CAPSULE TOP
2 CAPSULE FRONT
3. 120* RIGHT OF FRONT
4. CAPSULE BOTTOM
5. 1200 LEFT OF FRONT
6.SUBJECT RECTAL THERMISTOR
7.SUBJECT FOOT THERMISTOR
8.SUBJECT THIGH THERMISTOR

THERMISTOR LOCATIONS INSIDE CAPSULE

Figure 23*

Theristor Locations Inside Capsule
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BALLOO 1'RNJANON~AND MCTFQIROLOOGT
*. Neteorologioal P~rameterp
The meteorological parameters to be considered on a

JO-hour manned stratospheric balloon flight are as followas
a.

Surface temperature.

Surface temperatures of roughly -20OF or colder
should be avoided if possible. Although the balloon passes
through colder layers during ascent, maximum stress is often
encountered during the launching process. Moderately high
temperatures can also be disconcerting because of the tendency
of the helium to superheat. This obscures the weigh-off process
by indicating excess lift which would dissipate after launch when
ventilation commences.
b.

Temperature Inversions Close to the Surface.

Steep inversions require extra initial free lift or
ballast for penetration. Conceivably, they may be employed for
braking action during a landing.
c.

Surface Winds.

Three knots was the estimated maximum acceptable
value for a pit launch with this particular three million cubic
footer. Inflation without pit protection requires approximately
1.5 knots or less. The MIANHIGH III flight configuration required
these light winds to almost 400 feet above the ground. In sporadic
cases, surface wind shear at launch is also important. A strong
temperature inversion may protect the first 400 feet from a 15-knot
wind, prior to launch. Encountering this shear immediately after
launch may prove fatal to the balloon because of its condition
of maximum flaccidity. A radical change in direction of a con-%
stant wind field as low as 8 knots would be more disastrous.
d. Trajectory During Ascent.
It is important that the balloon is not upwind of a
large water surface or mountains when encountering a jet stream
or the tropopause.
e. The Jet Stream
factor.
ByMr

Shear rather than wind speed is the most significant
However, measurement and detailed knowledge of shear arc
,

Gildenberg
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still somewhat limited*

Consequently, maximum wind speed is

used as an indicator of potential shearo
iiAhty knoto would
be the approximate limit for this manned balluun.

f. Tropopaume Condition.
Precisely# it is the minimum temperature encountered
during ascent which is important hoe# rather than the temperature
of the true tropopause. For a stvatosphere balloon flown in the
United States, this will be someplace between 35,000 and 53,000
feet, MSL. In Minnesota the minimum temperature is almost always
warmer than the brittle temperature of polyethylene (-680 to -70'C).
However, the presence of the jet stream level at the tropopause
level, magnified the effects of both components.
In New Mexico, the minimum temperature is occasionally
colder than polyethylene brittle temperature, and frequently close

to it (average is about -68C).

This problem is somewhat alleviated

by the height of the almost tropical tropopause (55,000 feet SL),
and the subsequent light wind speeds found there. Furthermore,
the seasons of minimum temperatures and maximum wind speeds are
happily out of phase. Statistical breakdown of about 5Q0 flights

at Holloman Air Force Base, indicate that -72°C is an excellent
borderline for balloon tropopause mortality.
g. Floating Altitude Trajectory.
This must be forecast carefully in order to formulate
the logistical plan for the flight. Ground and air tracking units
must be pre-positioned, and some conception of the landing terrain
established. A trajectory over mountain terrain, for instance,
equates to greater ballast requirements.
h.

Parachute Drift.

Prior to the flight, and during the flight, when fresh
data are received, the parachute drift from altitude ahould always
be available to the flight vontrol officer for consideration during
emergency conditions. This factor became a reality du:ing MANHIGH

III.
2.

MANHIG9 III Meteorological Case History
a.

Initial Schedule.

The flight was initially scheduled for Minnesota in
August. MANHIGH I had been flown the same month from Minnesota,
and experience vividly indicated that it was a relatively unfavorabi* time for this type of balloon flight.
In order to assure the

4o

speoified launch oonditions of three knots or less, one had to

be within 100 miles of the centir of a high pressure area& The
"go'$ sign for a manned WiSfioL ust only be given during launch

conditions of hgh reliability due to the complicated and wearing
processing of the subject which is required. During August, the
balloon will drift a short distance (10 to m0 miles) eastward
and at about 70,000 feett reverse direction proceeding westward
for the rmainder of the flight#
The anticyclone (high pressure area) during this
period, is usually moving eastward, and within perhaps ten hours,
the balloon is located over the western perimeter of the anticyclone.. Minnesota and South Dakota are especially notorious
for a high incidence of cloudiness.
If the launch site is just south of an east-west
stationary front, a satisfactory lull can occur. Coming in from
Canada to northern Minnesota, these fronts contain low, but fragmentary and generally scattered, cloud conditions. However, they
are notoriously fickle, and may accelerate at any time.
Cole are more infrequent, but also treacherous with
respect to duration of lulls.
A climatological investigation prior to MANHIGH III
indicated that the most reliable situation would be a strong
hurricane block off the east coaet. Naturally, this is a relatively rare occurrence. Eight years of data averaged out to
1.5 "go" days from 15 to 30 August. The minimum case was zero,
the maximum five.
b.

Delay of Launch.

Delay of the launch until late September resulted in
a new set of meteorological parameters, and a temporary improvement in the number of "go. days. With the advent of winter,
surface anticyclones are larger in area and depth, providing

more extensive calms and minimum cloudiness.
The floating altitude trajectory is also altered by
the following process. During the summer, the stratosphere is
under the influence of a huge anticyclone centered in the Artic
regions. This masive, static aystem extends to Mexico, and

easterly flow (windo blowing eaat to west) prevails throughout
the United States. By September, at 100,000 feet MSL, this anticyclone is rapidly breaking down, and being replaced by a winter

cyclone which will eventually occupy almost the same domains.
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This phenomena occur# first at higher altitudes and hither

latitudes, earlier in the season,

Zn 195o, for instance, it

occurred by 15 August at 95,000 feet H8L at 53 degrees latitude,
and 23 August at 111,000 fet M3L over the snttes. The shift at
higher altitudes, therefore, can serve as index to the shift at
100,00 feet NSL,
The map analysis at 100,000 feet is concerned only
with streamlines. Temperature data above 23 millibars (8WOW0
feet MSL) are practically non-existents. The number of stations
providing wind data at 1000,U feet MSL and higher are sampled
in Figure 26. July and August are probably the months of highest
frequency (Fig. 27).
The rectangle symbolizes the borders of the United
Statesl the circle, the town Crosby, Minnesota. By 26 August
at 115,000 feet the anticyclone was centered over the United
States, rather than Canada, and westerly flow would now be encountered over Crosby. Simultaneously, at 100,000 feet, the flow
was still easterly. The radiosonde run from Seattle, graphically
illustrates the shift from one regime to the other - summer at
100,000 feet, and a whiff of autumn at ±10,UO0 feet. The mean
flow for September at 12U,000 feet at the botzom of Figure 27
illustrates an even more advanced state of winter it the high
stratosphere. The Canadian trough has penetrated as far southward as Kansas, and the Pacific and Bermuda high pressure areas
advance from the coasts. In the final picture for winter, the
Canadian cyclone, centered in the Arctic in place of the summer
anticyclone, will dominate the United States, except for sporadic invasions of the Pacific High, and sporadic protrusions of
the Bermuda High over the Gulf States.
By 21 September, daily surveillance of the stratospheric winds was initiated. At this date, the structure at
100,000 feet closely paralleled the 115 000 feet situation
shown in Figure 27. This was a fortunate circumstance, for
the balloon would then move eastward with the surface anticyclone and literally track the good weather. Furthermore,
the northerly component would help avoid the Great Lakes, and
speeds were only about 10 kncts.
On 24 SeptemLer, the first sign of the Canadian
trough appeared. The trajectory shifted due eastward, and increased in speed. This bearing inferred the Great Lakes; a
stiff south-easterly climb-out would be required to avoid them.
Apparently we were slipping past the ideal time for this flieht
in the Minnesota area. This would have been between 20 August
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and 20 September, when the shift from westerly flow to easterly
tlow oocurred, resulting in speeds loes

than 15 knots*

The maps for 26 to 29 September on Figure 98 looked
identical to the 120,00 foot MSL mean map for September. A
floating trajectory from 240 degrees at 20 knots equated to a

landing on rugged Canadian terrain.
The rapid entry of the Canadian trough prompted a
check of the 1957 data for early October at 1009000 feet. These
indicated a very nearly linear increase in speeds, with 50 knots
established by 10 October. Even by 6 October, It was 30 knots,
which would have carried the balloon over the Atlantic. The
project officers, consequently, were alerted to a possible Minnesota cut-off by the second week in October. That same evening
further negative evidence was noted; the weather stations INL and
$SM indicated sporadic readings of 35 to 50 knots. Scrutinizing'
the 1957 data more carefully, it became apparent that these stations
on the Canadian border, roughly once a day, picked up sharply increasing winds. The rest of the states reported fairly constant
speeds. This then represented the southern perimeter of the
50-knot wind belt, which in 1957 penetrated Minnesota by 10 October.
By the next day, 30 September, it was winter in the
Minnesota stratosphere. The bottom of Figure 28 illustrates this
condition, with INL and SSM displaying a persistent 50 knots, and
the weather station STC, a wind of 40 knots. This trajectory
meant flight termination over Nova Scotia. Comparison with the
same map for 1957 (Fig. 29), demonstrated that winter had arrived
one week later that year at 18.9 miles.
The next chance in Minnesota would not have been until
November, because between November and January, the strong windd
are sporadically interrupted by outbreaks of light easterlies in

the stratosphere, especially in seasons when the Pacific High is
more pronounced. However, some years this may not occur at all;
therefore, long periods of stand-by would have been required.
A conference was held in which attention was called
to the very favorable meteorological regime currently reigning
over Holloman Air Force Base, New Mexico.
c. The Flight.
The map of 6 October (Fig. 29) illustrates the average
conditions existing prior to and during the MANHIGO III flight*
Holloman Air Force Base was located in the col, between the Canadian trough and the western tip of the protruding Bermuda high
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pressure areal therefore, the float winds were light and variable. Additional metooiolojictal advantagea were offered in the
relative scarcity of frontal activityg and the sheltered Tularosa Basin, which permitted vertical Inflation of skysoraping
balloons, without a pit* A further advantage was the presence
of the greatest concontration of tracking instrumentation in the
country*
The perfections of this desert launch site were exemplified in the cloud conditions. For a five day period, including the actual flight, there was less than one-tenth cloud
coverage. Visibility was never less than 60 miles. During the
flight, only a few cumulus appeared in the afternoon over the
Sacramento Mountains.
Prior to 14ANHIGN III, balloons of two million cubi,
feet had been vertical-inflated in this area, but nothing larger.
There had been, however, some successful launches with a one
thousand foot load line deployed. Ten years of plastic balloon
launching experience in the Tularosa Basin indicated that the

handling of larger balloons in the vertical position, was feasible.
Holloman Air Force Base is located in a basin with
steep walls 5000 feet high on the eastern perimeter close to
the base, and averaging 3500 feet on the western perimeter. The
topographical daytime flow is up the basin from the south. At
night, cold air drains off of the Sacramento Mountains from the
east, almost always penetrating to the Base. During the switch
from the nighttime to the daytime regime, there is inevitably a
lull. The gradient wind in general is light because of 'the
blocking of the prevailing westerlies by the bordering mountain
ranges. This topographical profile is also excellent for per- i
sistent surface temperature inversions.
4.'

The time of the lull may vary from day to day in
duration and time of occurrence, and must be forecast to assuro
a launch prior to the onset of increasing wind speeds heralding
the daytime regime.
Initially adhering to the philosophy of launching on
a perfect day, layout of the first MANHIGH III balloon was delayed until the lull actually commencod. Unfortunately, problems
with the reefing sleeve delayed the completion of inflation until
1000 MST, exceeding the termination of the lull by one hour. At
this time the wind increased to over 8 knots and destroyed the
balloon by ground contact.
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On the SeU attempt, it was ageed te layout on
a time specified by the forooastor, prior to the advent of
the lull if necessary. This was the technque esployod on
standard AINO launches and has proved to be highly reliable
on many occasions under different conditions* This was confirmed once more by the XANNIGN III launch.
The gradient wind (above the surface friction layer)
was northwest. Pilot balloons were launohed every hour all
night long by Air Weather Service. Approzisately 30 minutes
prior to the desired layout time, there was still no sign of
the easterly drainage from the Sacramento Mountains.
It was decided to drive a car toward the mountains to check the progress
of the drainage and the relative strength. Just prior to this
action, the forecaster suddenly felt a slight motion of cool
air from the mountains baroly three feet off the ground. All
other levels were still northwest. The signal to initiate layout was given.
The situation was an obvious one, especially since
the easterly drainage had a slight southerly component. The
northwesterly gradient wind was only five to seven knots, and
the vectors almost exactly balanced& The mountain drainage
gradually acquired momentun, and was soon in evidence up to
several hundred feet. By inflation time, it was only .5 knots
and launch was performed at 1.5 knots. Three hours after launch,
it was still almost calm.
The tropopause temperature two days previous to the
flight was -72*Ce i.e., marginal for a manned flight. Howover,
the flow at minimum temperature altitude (55,000 feet MSL) was
forecast to shift from 250 to 270 degrees, which usually warmed
things up somewhat. The cold air in the stratosphere lies to
the south, above New Mexico. In the X minus one day briefing,
-709C was considered the temperature which would preclude the
flight. A special radiosonde run just prior to layout indicated
-699C. The actual minimum temperaturs during Lt McClure's ascent,
was -689C at 33,000 feet MSL, or 97 millibars.
The jet stream, though active in Minnanota by this
tine of the year, was still far north of New Mexico. Maximum
wind encountered by the balloon was 36 knots at 60,000 feet M8L.
In general, the meteorolo~ioal oonditions were probably more ideal than for any mannod stratoophers balloon flight
in history, The surfac wind3 at touchdown were almost as light
as during the launch. This landing, after twelve hours flight
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time, occurred only twenty miles from the launeh site
The
balloon could be easily deteoted without optios, right up to
sunseto
Figure 29 analyses the floating altitude trajectorye
The Canadian trough was still moving gradually southward, and it would soon be expected to generate New Mexico's prevailing southwesterlies for %'.tober and November. For a day or
so, howover, the protruding Bermuda High would have been another
important factor, fluctuating the New Mexican flow from 160 to
220 degrees. As the delay of the launch would have resulted in
an invasion of the Canadian trought the ground tracking vehicles
were positioned as far nortLeast as Amarillo, Texas.
Another argument for positioning the ground vehicles
east of the Sacramento Mountains, rather than lining up for 160
degree flow, was the mountains themselves. It is a little known
fact that even in the high stratospheret air trajectories are
modified by mountain blocks. As a rule of thumb, in the Holloman
region, we find that if the flow is less than 15 knots at 100,000
feet MSL, a balloon upwind of the mountains will be deflected.
The flight could either be prevented from crossing the range for
a full day, or be delayed many hours.
By X -12 hours however, the Bermuda High had unexpectedly intensified. A radiosonde run to 115,000 feet MSL revealed easterlies all the way to the top. The situation was
markedly anomalous for this season. A typical run would have
pivoted from southeast at 8 knots at 90,000 feet, to southwest

at 30 knots at 115,000 feet.
At this time the network of tracking groutd vehicles
was drawn back nearer to the Base.
Two hours prior to launch, a radiosonde run indicated
1400 at 8 knots at 100,000 feet. This low speed was sufficient
for the mountain block to effect the trajectory for most of the
first day. At that time, it appeared logical to continue to hold
the ground vehicles east of the mountains. However, from the
flight itself we learned that the speed of easterlies is generally
faster than indicated on the early morning radiosonde runs.
The climb-out winds were a variable which contributed
further to the failure of the mountain block. They decreased
rapidly, and proved to be slightly slower than forecast. The
flight consequently attained floating altitude directly over the
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ISaramento Mountains, rather than just upwind of then (Figs 30).
furthermore, the flow at oruising altitude had increased from
8 to 2 knots.

This combination of oioumstanoes nullified the

expected block.
Over the middle of the basin however, after two hours
of float, the balloon had slowed down to 115.knots. There were
a few segments of southward deflection by the 3ower Ban Andres
Mountains west of Holloman. This indicated that if the speed
at floating altitude had been a few knots leas, and the flight
had reached float upwind of the Sacramento Mountains, the balloon
would have spent at least half the day blocked by the higher Sacramento Mountains.
There were even higher and more extensive mountain
ranges to the west of the San Andrea which would have provided
definitive blocks even with the 15 knots. Furthernforej' a drop
to 80,000 feet after sunset would have deflected the balloon
northward; this actually occurred during descent (note 1605 MST
on Fig. 30). Accordingly, the vehicles were kept north and
slightly east of the balloon.
In retrospect, the AFMDO radiosonde run six hours
prior to the flight, reported 138 degrees at 11 knots. Until
modified by the San Andrea mountain block, MUMNIGH III floated
at 120 degrees at 15 knots. A run from Edwards AFB during MANHIGH III floating time, compared with another at X -4 hours,
indicated a definite northward shift of the Bermuda High. This
fits nicely with the shift over the Tularosa Basin from 138
degrees to 120 degrees, ioe., from the nose of the protruding
high, toward the southern perimeter.
3.

Balloon Performance
a.

Floating Altitude.

The 1.5 ail, three million cubic foot balloon weighed
1,010 pounds. The total load below the balloon weighed 1,819
pounds for a gross load of 2,829 pounds. Employing the ICAO
1954 Standard Atmosphere, upon which most balloon manufacturer
curves are currently based, this dictates a theoretical floating
altitude of 98,857 feet MSL, or 11.67 millibars pressure.
The ICAO Standard Atmosphere assumes a temperature
of -410C at this altitude. The 0415 MST AFMDC rawinsonde run
indicated -440Cs A second rawinsonde run, in the air when the
balloon attained peak altitude terminated at 83900 feet MSL.
It suggested a warming trend however#
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Two rawinsonde runs from 9dwards AIS, prior to, and
during the tlight, did attain 100,000 test, and were sketched
in with the AIMDO runs# They demonstrated a parallel warming
trends Zxtrapolating the temperature on the second ANDO run
with these guides, we arrive at an ambient flight temperature

of -?070.
Using -37°0, and assuming the helium to be 100 persent pure9 the computed pressure altitude is 11.9 millibars.
For -4400 it would have been llo5 millibars, a difference of
only 700 feet.
This assumes that the helium temperature was equal
to ambient. Adding ten degrees centigrade superheat, a reasonable increment for polyethylene balloons at altitude$ generates
11.8 millibars for the -37°C case, a difference of only 160 fot.
Referring once more to the ICAO Standard Atmosphere,
we find 11.8 millibars at 98,388 feet MSL. The 0415 MST AFMC
rawinsonde run gives 99,050 feet MSL for 11.8 millibars. A
pressure-height curve averaged from 20 runs for AFMDC for the
month of October equates to 98,350 feet MSL for the same pressure.
The radar indicated a peak altitude of 99,900 feet
HSL, at the conclusion of the valving period (Fig. 31). The balloon was over the Sacramento Mountains at this time, however.
Consistently$ a deviation in balloon altitude has been noted
here. The constant density surfaces are apparently lifted over
the mountains. Thus the balloon would achieve a geometric altitude peak here, but an expected, there was no definitive pressure
altitude peak registered on the gondola altimeter.
Drifting off the mountains, the flight descended 900
feet beluw peak in the down wash. It stabilized at 99,150 feet
MSL radar altitude for an hour over the valley. This most likely
represents the undisturbed height of the constant density surface.
The optical network of the Integrated Range, which is
amazingly accurate (readability at this altitude was one foot)
indicated that the radar was 300 feet high. The geometric floating
altitude therefore, should be corrected to 98,850 feet MSL. This
corresponds to 11.86 millibars on the 0415 MST AFMDC rawinsonde
run, a difference of only .06 millibars from the computed theoretical altitude which assumes lOC superheat.
Since the altimeter could easily have been .3 millibars
off at this altitude, 11.85 millibars appears to be the best estimate for the actual floating altitude of MANNIOU III.
The atmospheric density at floating altitude would be 18 grams per cubic

meter.
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Feet MSL

Feet MSL

Millibars

Standard

AF14DC Run

Feet f14L

Pressure

Atmosphere

0415

(correoted)

11.86

98,280

98,850

98,850

11.67

98,857

99,460

11.9

98,210

98,750

11.8

98,388

99,050

Radar

Radar Floating

Altitude
Theoretical, Standard

Atmospheri
Theoretical with

-37*C
Same with 100C Balloon Superheat
Radar Peak

99,600

Altitude
Gondola Altimeter

b.

12.15

97,750

98,,50

Ascent Rate.

The overall ascent rate for MANHIGH III was 504 fpm.
It was 670 fpm in the troposphere and 400 fpm in the stratosphere.
Four seconds of valving was performed in the troposphere but there
was relatively little effect.
Ascent rate incremunts in the tropoaphere were beautifully correlated with the temperature lapse rate. Note the values
for 5000 foot intervals.

Kilofaet MSL

Ascent Rate fpm
,__
_

__ __

Lapse Rate (Deerees

feet)

___ _O_

5-10
1o-15

670
680

9
10

15-20

680

11

20-25

770

13

S0
0-30

12

35-40

490

6

40-45

57,O

6

4-50
5-

360
400

7
4

Looking at the radar data more closely, we note that
the maximum ascent rate occurred between 23K and 27,5K, at 900
fpm. This was also the location of the largest drop in temperature. At this time, wary of the increasing rate, a little valving
was initiated. A closer look at the temperature spectrum prior to
the flight however, would have indicated a natural maximum ascent
rate at this level and perhaps delayed the docision to valve at
that time.
c. Optical Data.
Figures 32 through 35 illustrate some of the amazing
capabilities of the vast optical networks of the Integrated Range.
It is beyond the scope of this report to delve into atmospheric
periods of less than one second. However, the illustrations do
highlight the potential of this type of facility for work in detailed aerostatics, and some idea of the stability of such a
manned vehicle at altitude.
These runs commenced at approximately 1200 MST. Only
in the first run was there an appreciable change in altitude,
some 100 feet in 140 seconds. On the rest of the runs, the balloon demonstrated a maximum amplitude of oscillations of 34 feet,
in 40 second periods.
On the one second samples, periods averaged three to
four seconds. On the last sample, with five readings per second,
there were smaller scale oscillations of .4 second. Maximum
stability appeared to be about a three foot amplitude in four
seconds.
A definitive analysis of these data will require rigorous coordination with the mathematicians associated with the
Computor Division of AFMDC. Very roughly, accuracy at this altitude and position is about five uo ten ieet. Definition is, as
notbd, one foot#
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RADAR DATA 0? MANUOi II VIORT

TIME

AZITM

0655

183*

FET MSL
fL

0657
0700
0705
071o
0715
0720
0725
0730
0735
0740
0745
0750
0755

177
171
163.5
163.5
166.0
170'
177
178.5
172
163
146
139.5
127.5

6
7.5
9.0
10.5
11.5
13.0
14.0
14.5
15.5
15.0
15.3
17.0

0800
0805
0810

11K
13X
16.5K
19.7K
23.0K
27.5K
31.4K
34.0K
36.0K
38.2K
42.5K
44.oK
46.6K

120.5
113.7
111.o

0815

19.0
21.5
23.5

108.5

49.oK
52.4K
54.0K

25.4

0825
0830
0835
0840
0850

58K

106.3
105
104
103.2
98.7

0855

25
30
30.5
31.3
32.2

98.5

61K
62.5K
64K
65K
70K

0900

33.3

99

70K

0905

33.0

751

98.7

32.0

0910
0915

79K

98.3
97.2

31
30

0920

79K
79.6K

97.2

0925
0930

29

82K

96.4
94.9

0935

27.7
26.6

94.9

83K
85K

0940
0950
0955
1000

26.2

95.8
96.2
93.4
93.1

26
23.3
21.9
21.2

86K

1005
1010
I035
1045

5

92
90.9
67.5
33

19.8
19.1
12.3

10,6
61

90K
96K
98K
99.3K

99.9K
99s4K
99K

99.2K

ANNEX Z (Coon'd)

IDO MILLPS

TZH

AOT

1105
1125
11.50
1200
1210
1220
1230
1240
13'
134,
1545
1550

19.7
J49,3
330
324.4
325
318.8
319
310.6
304.5
301.-5
296.6
293.6
284.2
283.9

9.6
10,8
1.5.5
17.2
19.3
20,3
20.8
24,3
25.4
26.8
34.8
36.0
63
63.2

1555

283.5

1600
1605
1610
1615
1620
1625

63.5

282.9
283
283.9
284.5
285.5
286.3

88K

64.9
65.5
66.2
66.9
67.1
67.5

86.9K
81K
76.7K
72K
73K
73.5K

62

fLJL

99.6K
99,2K
99.1K
99.1%
99.2K
99.2K
99.4K
99K
99K
98.8K
99K
99K
89.6K
89K

SL

ANNEXC 11
UPPER AIR DATA FROM RADIO SONDE

LAUNCHED 2-1/2 HOURS BEFORE MANHIGH III

3
32D 51' N

Latitude

Date - 8 October 1938

Longitude

-

106D 05#W

Time - 0415

4levation

-

4090 Feet

Visibility - 15+ Miles
Cloudless

Height
MSL in Ft

Wind

Temperature

Direction Knots| Degrees 0

Pressure

Density Relative

Millibars

GI,-M3

,Humidity

4090
5000
10000
15000
20000
25000
30000

Calm
M
M
330
330
360
020

Calm
H
M
21
17
17
09

13.5
17.0
17.7
-1.6
-13.2
-26.1
-38.3

874
845
814
584
481
390
315

1060
1018
980
752
643
550
469

35000

260

22

-44.4

" 252

385

40000

240

36

-50.4

200

312

45000
50000
550v0

250
260
270

43
34
31

-60.6
-64.9
-70.6

157
1 123
95

258
206
164

60000

270

17

-65.3

74

124

65000
70000
75000
8oooo
85000

250
210
190
010
090

08
09
04
07
14

-59.4
-58.6
-32.4
-51.0
.5l.O

58
43
36
28.
22.5

95
73
57
45
35

90000

130

19

-49.0

18.0

28

95000

130

12

-45.5

145

2.22

10C000

14o

08

-43.6

11.5

17.5

102907

130

07

-42,6
63

10.0

1591

75
54
41
IM out
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A.

ISTORZOAL RE!V

The pilots for the J4NAHZGN I and 11 flights served as
alternates for each other and were selected by the Chief of
the Aerozedical Field Laboratory, Colonel J. P. Stapp, who
required the following qualification procedures (1) a Class
I aviation flight physical, (2) physiological training in
use of a partial-presaure suit at high altitude, (3) one parachute Jnmp, (4) a Civil Aeronautics Administration balloon
pilot's license, and (5) a 24-hour confinement test which
included Captain Erwin R. Archibald's urine steroid study.
Following the NANHIGH I flight, a 24-hour Wright Air Developsent Center low pressure chamber simulated flight test was
added.
Following the philosophy of the previous two MANHIGH
flights, the Project Officer, Lt Colonel Simons, recommended
a pilot and an alternate to General Flickinger at Headquarters,
Air Research and Development Command. At that time, the prime
purpose of this flight was to obtain data for manned balloon
capsule development anticipating more sophisticated MANNHIGH
research vehicles in the future. The prospective pilot, a
civilian, who had engineering experience was related to the
.project through the contract and his alternate was an Air
Force Aviation Physiologist.
At first, the requirements for MANHIGH III were those
previously established for the MANHIGH I and II flights, with
four differences. The requirement for a parachute jump was
waived for the pilot in view of his civilian status. Secondly,
a contract had been established with the David Clark Company
to provide a modified partial-pressure suit to provide ventilation and relieve pressure points to make the garment more
suitable for continuous use through prolonged periods of more
than 24 hours. Each garment was individually fitted and
tailor-made in order to provide maximum comfort. This fitting
procedure had to be worked into the rest of the schedule.
Thirdly, arrangements were made for Dr, DV.L. Brown of
Chicago to examine the pilot's eyes thoroughly before and
after flight to detect any possible changes induced by heavy
'y

Lt Colonel D, 0. Zimon* and Captein W",Lo Beoding, Jr.

mll'

mJ

'm

6","

primary cosmic particless This required a preflight visit
to Dr, Brown, Fourth, evaluation at Dr. George Ruff's tress
and Yatigue Section at the Aeromedical Laboratory, WADO, was
introduced for psychiatric interviews and psychological evaluation, including a subject terminated enclosure in the aneohoic
lightless chamber,
With the almost simultaneous dipqualifioation of the first
two subjects during the first week of June 19389 two now candidate pilots were introduced to the program, At this point,
General ?lickinger recommended that they be subjected to a
selection procedure such as would be Iequired for selecting
an astronaut for satellite flight. The following additional
(1) a preaelection
selection procedures were introduoedt
interview by the Project Officer# (2) a series of physiological
stress tests, supervised by Dr. Charles L. Wilson, and (3)
centrifuge teats supervised by Dr. Edwin P. Hiatt of the Acromedical Laboratory, WADC. Since these new prospective pilots
were relatively unfamiliar with the capsule, an added period
of capsule familiarization was needed. Arraneements were made
for Dr. Herman B. Chase of Brown University to examine each
candidate preflight for comparison with postflight examinations to determine insofar as possible, the incidence of
hair greying induced by primary cosmic particles.
With the disqualification of one of these two prospective
pilots two weeks later, two additional candidates were introduced in the program and subjected to the selection procedure

now established.
As subjects were eliminated for various reasons and replacements had to be found, available candidates were less

and less acquainted with the program. The original two MANHIGH III subjects had been associated with the program through
the MANHIGH I and II flights. The next two candidates had
been assigned to the Laboratory through the period of the first
two flights, but had not been directly associated with the MANHIGH project. Two candidates were es3entially completely unacquainted with the project prior to their introduction to the
program us prospective pilots.
One candidate had a degree in Ceramics Engineering, with
a broad spectrum of keen interest in the field of science.
Another candidate had had some engineering training and considerable practical experience with previous balloon flights.

I"Now 'richt Air Development Divi~ion (WADD)
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Three were trained Aviation Physiologists# one at the Ph.sD

level, except for completion of his dissertations

One eandi-

date was a raduatoe psychologist with extensive experience in
parachute tasting of experimental personal equipment.
By the time the last two candidates were introduced into
the program, the following requirements had evolveds
1.

Preselection interview with the Project Officer.

2. Complete physical evaluation at Lovelace Clinic,
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
3. High altitude chamber and partial-pressure suit
indoctrination in accordance with'AFR 50-27.
4.
A 24-hour confinement (claustrophobia) test at
Holloman Air Force Base.
5.
Psychological/psychiatric evaluation under the
direction of Dr. George Ruff at WADC.
6. Physiological stress response under the direction
of Dr. Wilson and centrifuge response under the direction of
Dr. Hiatt, WADC.
7.

One parachute jump.

8. CAA balloon license.
9.
10.

A 24-hour simulated flight chamber test at WADC.
Capsule indoctrination.

a

Each of these selection and training procedures will be discussed as they were experienced by the six MANHIGH III candidates.

B. PRESELECTION INTERVIEW
The earlier candidates had been preselected by virtue of
their familiarity with the program and their intense desire
to make the flight. As it became necessary to look for candidates among personnel who had had no previous experience with
the program, the need for a preselection interview became apparent. It was conducted to determine the motivation of the
proapect, to examine the rdequaoy of his soientific background
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and traininl, and to review his medioal and family history,
@hooking for any obvious medioal oontra-indioations to his
becoming a MANSION pilot.
Of these, the question of motivation was considered most

isportanto

An attempt was made to elicit the true reason the

individual wished to be considered as pilot for the flight.
Was the individual interested in proving something to himself,
or about himself to others, or was he primarily motiviated to
explore the unknown and advance the frontiers of scientific
knowledge? Individuals with the former motivation would not
only be nore likbly to fail under extreme stress, but would
be such less likely to obtain an optimum amount of high quality,
research data.
The ideal pilot should have adequate physiological training
to understand the capabilities and limitations of the human
body in high altitude flight; have previous experience as a
pilot, understanding pilotage; have a sufficient understanding
of physics to comprehend not only how the capsule itself functioned, i.e., what actually went on "inside" when a particular
knob or switch ias operated in the capsule, but have a hobby
acquaintance with the underlying physical principles of meteorology, astronomy, photography, and communications. These latter
qualifications would be critical for optimum effectiveness of
the panel of experts.
Specific zedical contra-indications included such things
as a history of claustrophobia, indications of emotional instability, and a history of episodes of unconsciousness.
In addition to the preselection interview, General Flickingi- requized that the candidate not have reached his 36th
birthday. No limitation as to physical size was imposed, but
one subject was nearly two inches taller and 15 pounds heavier
(and much more heavily built) than the individual for whom the
capsule was originally designed. He encountered serious difficulties repeatedly during the chamber flight and during capsule familiarization because of his large size. As a consequence, there was a serious question of his size being a grave
hazard in the event of an emergency requiring an escape exit
from the capsule. Figure 36 illustrates the tight squeeze
required to fit him into the capsule.
The two individuala with strongly positive motivation*

had histories characterizad by significant resoarch accomplishsenta and an intense desire to learn more of the environment
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and problems of living in space.

One of these was elimi-

nated because of an unexpected and purely physical problem,
the other successfully accomplished the flight in the face
of overwhelming difficulties.
With respect to the second factor in preselection breadth

and depth of scientific background, none of the prospects had
adequate training in all of the desired areas.

In each ease,

it was a question of which factors were of greatest value and
what areas needed to be emphasized in their training program.
The Aviation Physiologists were prone to be weak in physics,
astronomy, meteorology, and pilotage, while the engineering
types tended to be critically weak in the aviation physiological area. This emphasizes the extreme importance of publicizing the need for broad scientific backgrounds in future astro-

nauts and for establishing educational programs which will provide
adequate training in the previously unrelated required disciplines ("cross-training").
The third factor in preselection, medical assessment and

contra-indications, began with a general medical and family
history. Each subject was assessed in terms of the aggressiveness with which he undertook unfamiliar and physically
hazardous tasks. He was asked to cite an emotionally traumatic claustrophobic experience to determine the degree to

which he has been able to withstand or not withstand enclosure
and confined spaces in the past. Finally, he was interrogated
for any specific contra-indications for making the flight as

previously mentioned.
C. PHYSICAL EXd'INATION
In addition to meeting the requirements .for an Air Force
Class I flight physical, each candidate was 'rocessed through
a four day evaluation procedure at the Lovelace Clinic, Albuquerque, New Mexico. The series of ekaminations was oriented
specifically to the question: "Is this candidate qualified
for the physical stress likely to be imposed by a flight of
this type?" The type of examination had been developed through
previous experience with the Air Force evaluating the fitness
of pilots to undertake special missions. It includod the

following:
L.

A thorough medical history.

2. A complete physical examination (including dental,
sigmoidoscopic and proctoccopic), • complete eye, ear, none,
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and throat examination (including funducopic, naophryn8oseepJ* and audiogram), and electroenoephaloorams
3#, X-ray evaluation of teeth, chot, opineo and abdomen,
inoluding upper and lower gastrointestinal series.

4. Cardiac evaluation, including Double Masters Two-Step
electrocardiogram and ballistocardiograme
3. Pulmonary function tests, including nitrogen clearance,
ventilation reserve, resting lung capacities, and maximum breathing capacity.
6. An exercise (bicycle ergometer) test rated as percentile
of oxygen uptake per minute per kilogram body weight. During
this te0, the heart rate, systolic and diastolic blood pressures, and the oxygen-CO 2 gas exchange rates were carefully
measured.

7. Complete laboratory studies, including gastric analysis.

8. Additional special examinations were added by the examining physician as indicated.
All six 111MfIGH III candidates experienced this evaluation.
Candidate A was disqualified by the physical examination.
He had a body weight in excess of normal for body size, combined with a positive Double Masters Two-Step of a definite
type and a Ballistocardiogram of Grade III abnormalityj based
on Grades I to IV. Prior to taking his physical at Lovelace,
Candidate A was known to have complete myopic astigmatism, sufficient that without corrective lenses, he would be unable to
read dials and see controls in the capsule in the event of an
emergency. For this reason, he had contact lenses fitted and
was practicing using them so that he could wear them during the
flight. Vision was 20/20 bilaterally with contact lenses. He
wore them successfully during his parachute jump.

Candidates B, D, E, and F were all normal with the added
observations that Candidate B had an unusually high exercise
test rating and Candidate D had an exceptionally high maximum
breathing capacity. Candidrte F had a normal rating on his
exercise tolerance test, but the test had to be discontinued
because of elevated blood pressure, rather than elevated pulse
rate, which is the usual response. In addition to the above
examination at the Lovelace Clinic, Candidate D was meticuloualy
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ezesifed by Dr. Ieia'Loh Rose of the Opbthaolao Depaztaent
of thie Sehool of Aviation Medicine for color vision. Is wasn
found to have completely nornal color vision.
Candidate 0 was found to have a hi h frequency perceptional
deafness secondary to acoustic trauma (undesirable but not disqualifying), a moderate wed-green color weakness (very undesirable$ but not disqualifying), a positive Double Masters Two-Step,
and a Orade 11 abnormal tallistccardiograme His blood cholesterol level was high, 331 mg ptroents Be also was physically
too large to fit well in the capsule,
For the above reasons, thia candidate was returned to his
home organization as physically disqualified for the flight.
There a we-run of his Double Masters Two-Step yab reported no&~
ative and his blood cholesterol reported within normal limits
(later found to be associated with medication). Based on these
observations, the positive Double Masters Two-Step and high
blood cholesterol levels observed on initial examinations were
considered transient observations 2nd not disqualifying. Thus,
the candidate re-entered the program And continued through his
21 I-hour WADO chamber run. Following tais run (despite medication), his blood cholesterol was again above acceptable l4-mitso
Prior to this finding, he had been designated the pilot for the
?L&NHIGH flight, but at this point he waa redesignated standby
or alternate pilot.
An additional study conducted through the Lovel~ace Clinic
was a whole body gamma ray activity count at the Los Alamos
Scientific Laboratory. This indicated the candidate's lean
body weight and the gamma radioactivity level of Ilody tissues,
particularly radioactive potassium.
D. PREPAR~ATORY TESTS
1.

High Altitude Chamber and Partial-Pressure Suit Indoctrination

This is a training and indoctrination procedure which
was prerequisite to the Skyear balloon training flights and
the 24-kaour flight-simulating chamber runs.

2o

Twenty-Four Hour Confinoimont_.Qlaustrophabia) Teat

This test was extabliahed at Colonel Stapp's request
as a requirement for qualification as a MAIHIGS pilot* At
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first, it consisted simply of Confinement in a metal chamber
the usie and shape of the MAIONHI
capsule with no tasks or
physiological monitoring. After several runa, the opportunity for asking physiological measurements became irresistible.

Toward the end of the program, psychologioal tets were

incorporated.

Five such 24-hour tests had boon conducted prior

to those described here. Of the six candidates considered for
the MANHIOH III flight, only three experienced this test. The
third candidate who did not experience thia test was being examined at the time when there was a profound sense of urgency
to qualify candidates as quickly as possible. It was necessary,
at times, to conduct tests when convenient, rather than in their
logical sequence. This third candidate who did not receive the
AMYL 24-hour confinement test was eliminated at WADC during the
24-hour chamber run for claustrophobia. It is most unfortunate
that he missed this claustrophobiatest since it would have
helped greatly to establish its usefulness for this purpose.
Of the three candidates experiencing the 24-hour confinement test, one was given this test at the contractor's
plant at Minneapolis, using the MANHIGH capsule itself. Unfortunately, the command van, containing the ground receiving
equipment for the physiological telemetering circuits, was
not available at the time of this test, so no physiological
data were recorded on this subject. The transcription of communications between the candidate in the capsule and those outside during the test, indicates that he maintained a high level
of performance with short periods of sleep throughout the run.

His performance was entirely satisfactory.
The remaining two candidates, C and D, experienced
this test at AFMDC. Captain Erwin Archibald, previously Project

Physiologist, was responsible for development of most of the instrumentation used during this test. Dr. Harald von Beckh supervised the final checkout of ,the instrumentation system and assembled the protocol as used.
themselves.

He ably supervised the runs

The procedure for the tests called for the candidate
to eat only a low residue diet for three days before the test.

A protocol was established by Captain Archibald for obtaining
blood and urine samples to evaluate the corticoateroid hormone
excretion of the candidate to correlate this excretion with the
stress imposed by the test. It required that the candidate have
a fasting blood sample drawn the day before the tet and that he
start coilecting all urine excreted each 12-hour period in separate containers. The urine samrle collection continued throughout the test and throe days following it with fasting blood samplea drawn one day before and three days following the teats
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b

The candidate was dressed in a partial-pressure suit
which covered most of the torso with impermeable rubber bladders. Ne was then placed in the simulated capsule which was
so positioned that he could hear or see no one directly#, but
could communicate to the operators through the radio system.

While confined in the capsule for 24 hours, the candidate waa

required to perform three tasks which were evaluated in terms
of time it took him to accomplish each task,

The tasks re-

quired that he extiLguish a small light, called the "panic
light" whenever it came on; maintain a mock cabin pressure

gauge at a prescribed reading; and indicate whenever an oxygen
blinker meter failed to function at its usual frequency.
task was administered at least twice every 30 minutes.

Each

The following psychophysiological data were recorded
during each run:
electrocardiograph tracings, galvanic skin
r:zi;tance, pulse rate, respiratory rate, and systolic and
diastolic blood pressure.
Three items were evaluated every 30 minutes in an effort
to assess the candidate's alertness:
(1) degree of wakefulness
(candidate's rating), (2) operator's evaluation of candidate
(of the manner in which the candidate spoke and gave reports),

and (3) attitude toward tasks (candidate's rating).
Degree of wakefulness was evaluated on a five-point
scale defined as: (1) wide awake, (2) somewhat sleepy, (3)
sleepy, (4) difficult to stay awake, and (5) unable to stay
awake.
The operator's rating was rated on a five-point scale
defined as:
(1) bright, alert, precise, (2) reasonably alert,
some sign of fatigue, (3) tired, flat, but coherent (obviously
tired), (4) mumbling, halting, incompletely coherent, and (5)
incoherent, trailing off.
The candidate's attitude toward his tasks were rated
on a six-Voint scale, defined as:

Alpha

-

Thoroughly enjoying doing tasks - would
like more of them.

Beta

-

Enjoying tasks, kept just busy enough.

Gamma

-

rrefer doing them - mildly enjoyable.

Delta

-

The number of tasks don't bother me or
leave me particularly bored - I am indireorent.
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Ipsiloa

- Kimber of tasks eausiag some strain.

seta

-

This is too suoh - I an overloaded
with efforts

At the conclusion of the tests, each candidate was given
a careful physioal evaluation and debriefed by those responsible
for the test.
The results of the test of adrenal cortical response to
stress are not yet available, The results of the two runs conducted in this manner showed revealing differences in the attitude and performanoe of the candidates* Examination of Table

I shows that Candidate D consistently out-performed all other
candidates with a more marked tendency to improve throughout
the test period with some lo*3 of performance efficiency during
the third quarter. The ozy3sn blinker is probably the most sensitive indicator of the individual's alertness since it is the most
subtle, requiring the greatest vigilance to detect the absence
of the blink normally occurring once every three seconds. The
superior performance of Candidate D as compared to Candidate C
is especially marked on this test. The previous confinement
test subeoqts, No. 1 and No. 2, are included in Table I for
comparison only, and were not candidates for the MANHIGH III
flight.
TABLE I
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?igure 37 illustrates physiologialo

data obtained for
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both Candidates 0 and D during their toots* There is nothing
remarkable about the pulse rate of either eandidatse The somewhat elevated pule rate of Candidate D at the end of his run
was likely due to this being overheated by having to wear the

pressure suit at a temperature of 85 degrees with practically
so ventilation caused by the failure of the blower fan noter.
The remarkably constant skin resistance values for
Candidate D may be significantly related to his constant and
high level of performance throughout the run. It correlates
with this description recorded during the debriefing of his
approach to the run:
"Zotablish immediately a routine adequately covering the tasks required but requiring no additional effort and
maintaining exactly this level of effort throughout the whole
period, thereby conserving energy when feeling well to help
carry over during the sleepy periods."
The steady increase in resistance of Candidate C suggests a
steadily declining level of alertness and correlates with his
declining total overall performance.
Figure 38 shows the return of both subjective and operator judgment ratings to higher values with sunrise of the sacond day. The prospect of termination of the test is correlated
with increased performance scores or at least no loss of average
performance which is characteristic of the fourth quarter for
all candidates. The degree to which an operator's assessment
and that of the candidates themselves agree in Figure 38 is
noteworthy. It is also very interesting that both candidates
rated their tests much more enjoyable at the end of the flight,
probably becauso the accomplishment of them became identified
with termination of the test.
The tendency for individuals to become irrit.able with
prolonged sleeplessness is well established. When asked a
leading question concerning his feeling toward the operator
throughout the run, Candidate D replied with the significant
comnseut, "Any operator (at the control console) that had some
jeat in his voice, a little bit of lightness, wasn't too appreciatod" , This reflects the deep seriousness with which this
candidate approached all tasks required of him.
When asked about his
uineral Impre saio~ of the test,
he repliedt
M-.11, whon I started the test I know the importance
of the test iteelf, especially if I was going to be a subjact
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in MANION, So I resolved not to force myself to take it,
but sine I had already stayed in the suit might hours Sunday just for the practice, I figured it would be pretty easy,
but after about the ninth or tenth hour, it was a totally different matter. It still wasn't a matter of whether you had to
grit your teeth and bear it, hold yourself or anything, it was
just a difficult job and you just had to sit there and do it&

I never forced myself to do it, if I had had to, I would have
come out of there because I don't think you should go on the
MANHIGH flight when you are under that much strain". This is
a profound commentary on the nature of this individual's motivation.

3.

Isolation Stress and Psychological/Psychiatric Evaluation

The evaluation of each candidate carried out under the
direction of Dr. George Ruff, Chief of the Stress and Fatigue
Section of the Aeromedical Laboratory, WADC, included parallel
psychiatric interviews by two psychiatrists, a clinical psychological evaluation, and placing the individual in isolation for
as long as they were willing to remain. The psychiatric portion
of the interview was done primarily to gain a clinical impression
of the individual, his motivation (kind and degree), his psychodynamics, emotional maturity, emotional stability under stress,
etc. The psychological test battery was selected to measure
motivation and personality and included such tests as the
Rorschach Teat, Thematic Apperception Test, DrAw-A-Person Teat,
and the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory.
The individual's response to isolation was evaluated
by having him voluntarily enter a dark, sound-proof room, and
stay as long as he could.. The length of time that he remained,
the degree of stress the test imposed, his manner of handling
it, and the reasons for and manner in which he terminated the
test were all considered in his evaluation.
A part of the psychiatric evaluation program included
atric interview of each candidate every several hours
a poyc
during his 24-hour WADC simulated flight ohsmber run in a mannor analogous to the interviews conducted during the actual
MANHIGH III flight. The psychiatrist conducting the interviews on a given candidate during the chamber test, was expected
to, and did, serve as a member of the gan l of expartq during

his flight.
Candidate D rap throujh both the oheaber run and isolation study without sianifioant evidence of stress from a
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psyohiatrie point of view. Candidate O over 10 years older,
had lose of his youthful capaoity to overeome all obstacles
but demonstrated grest stability, None of the tour eandidato
evaluated psyohiatrically were reported inadequate for the
MANXN O mission&
4.

Physiologioal and Centrifume Stress Reasonee

The physiological stress responses of four of the six
candidates were measured. Captain Charles L. Wilson of the
Physiology Branch, Aeromedioal Laboratory, WAW was responsible
for the tests and their evaluation. Although all of the desired
tests available within the Physiology Branch were not included
because of time limitations, the observations that were made
were considered valuable. The stress tests began with a Harvard
Stop Test to insure adequate cardiac reserve to perform the
subsequent procedures.
The MC-l, Partial-Pressure Suit Test, required that the
candidate dress inan MC-lsuit, and MB-5 helmet, denitrogenate
for two hours on 100 percent oxygen, then sit in the low pressure chamber which was evacuated to 42 millimeters of mercury
(equivalent to 65,000 feet altitude). The candidate remained
at this barometric pressure one hour (or less depending on various objective and subjective data). The ECG, blood pressure
(indirect strain gauge), pulse, as well as suit and capstan
pressures were recorded.
The cold pressor test required that the candidate
plunge both bare feet into ice water and hold them there for a
period of seven minutes while the pulse and blood pressure were
recorded. An increase in both pulse and blood pressure has
been considered by Dr. Terrence F. McGuire as advantageous and
an expression of a responsive sympathetic nervous and hormonal
system which more effectively maintains the body homeostasis.
The 30 mm HEg Pressure Imbalance Test was administered
by having the candidate denitrogenate on 100 percent oxygen for
one hour, then breath against 30 millimeters of mercury pressure at 40,000 feet wearing an A-13A mask breathing 100 percent
oxygen. This test rates the individual's cardiovascular responce to increased intrathoracic pressure, as well as mild
hypoxia.
Three of the six candidates progressed sufficiently
far in the program to exporionce this group of teuta. A fourth
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soI

was eliminated at this point beoause of unfavorable reactions
during the initial phase ot theme tesab. All three oandidates,

0, D, and 3, achieved average scorest ranging from 73 through
79 on the larvard Step Test.

Those in good physical condition

routinely score 80 to 95, while those in top physical condition
sore 95 to 125, or rarely better.
The results of the cold prenor tests on each of the
three candidates are presented in Table N.
The response by
Candidate 0 is a mild yet definite trend toward increased pulse
rate and increased blood pressure considered favorable by
Dr. McGuire. Candidate D evidenced a very dynamic response,
atarting with a somewhat elevated pulse, presumably from anticipation and terminally experiencing a quite high blood pressure.
Candidate E was responding quite favorably by the end of the
first minute of the test, at which time he withdrew his feet,
complaining bitterly of the intense coldness and pain. This
was only the second instance of interruption of the test by
the subject because of discomfort in 100 subjects. The pulse
and blood pressure response are considered favorable but the
premature termination had unfavorable implications with respect
to motivation.
TABLE II

COLD PRESSOR RESPONSE RADINGS

di__fte

Resting
Pulse

Response
Pulse

Resting
B/P

Responce
B/P

c

v6

86

112/78

146/90

D

100

112

108/72

170/100

3

68

118/78

130/96.

926

*Reading at end of one minute when candidate withdrew his feet,
complaining bitterly of the intonse coldnss and pain.
Candidate C performed the MC-I Partial-Pros3ure Suit

Teat very well with no appreciable change in pulse, blood pre3sure, or advers typtoms or signs. Ea remained at 63,000 feet
the required 60 minutis.
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I
Oandidate D started with a base line systolic bloo
pressure of 110 =s I# which maintained itself vll during
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of the proposed 60 minutes, and then suddenly dropped to 90
millimoters of mercury systolic and remained low on recheck.
The base line pulse of 76 had Increased to a maximum of 140.
At the 14 minute point$ the oandidate had a very swoaty, slightly
pale faco and in view of the hypotension and tachycardia, was
considered to be in a preaynoopal itate. Prudently the test
was terminated. This was interpreted as a poor response to the
test.
The candidate had a taohyoardia considerably higher than
had been seen in many months.
Candidate Z started with a base line pulse rate of
84 which gradually increased to 108 at the end of 38 minutes
at 33,000 fet pressure altitude. At the same time, he developed definite sweating, marked light-headedness, nausea,
and a mild hypotension of 100 millimeters of mercury systolic.
Because of these prosyncopal symptoms and signs which experience
had taught would lead to unconsciousness with continuation of
the test, the test was terminated at the end of 38 minutes.
This was considered a poor reaction to this test.
The 30 millimeter mercury pressure imbalance test was
accomplished satisfactorily by Candidate C. The pulse change
was less than 10 beats per minute increase and the blood pressure remained steady.
Candidate D's test cannot be considered valid because
it was terminated due to a burst of ECG waves which appeared
on the oscilloscope to be of low ventricular origin (not written
on paper). The teat was irnediately aborted. Although there
in no good evidence that this was an arrhythmia, since the unusual pattarn could have been caused by temporary electrode
grounding, it was potentially a serious emergsncy and exploration of this possibility could not be pursued. At no tine
did the candidate demonstrate unusual symptoms, and close examination upon his return to ground level, revealed no evidence
of abnormality.
Candidate Z exporienoid an increase of pulse rate from
112 at ground level (not an unusual base line taohycardia for
the uninitiated in the low pressure chamber) to 132 beats per
minute. The blood pressure remaind satisfaotory and the candidate did not develop nuosoa, pallor, sweating, gunbarrel vision,
or synoope, This was a sood response and would have been rated
exoollsnt had the tachy0ardi* not reachid 1326
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Oadidate I was required to wear the kJ-5 pressure

helmet during the two hours of dsetrogeasnatiom preceding
the NO-1 partial-pressure suit stress tests On the first
morning, while the eandidate wore an A-13A oxygen mask for
1-1/2 hours prebreathing 100 percent oxygeno he becase pals,
sweaty, nauseated$ and had two loose bowel movements, and
finally retohod. The test was postponed at this point to observe the candidate. There ver a* turther symptoms of illnoss.
Forty-eight hours after the first attempt at donitrogenization,
the candidate was again available for test. B dressed in the
MC-1 pressure suit and M3-5 helmet and donitrogenated for approximately one hour, at which time he decided he could not tolerate
being confined In the helmet. He removed the helmet and refused
to continue the test. It appeared to those monitoring the test
that the oandidate was unable to tolerate the confinenent imposed
by the pressure suit garment and helmet.
Candidates were exposed to acceleration on the human
centrifuge under the direction of Dr. Edwin P. Hiatt, then Chief
of the Biophysics Branch, Aeromedical Laboratory, WADC. Dr. Hiatt
evaluated their responses. Three of the six candidat-a (B, D,
and E) experienced this test, This was an initial exposure to
the human centrifuge for all the candidates. Generally, candidates approach this awesome device with caution if not some
trepidation and require repeated runs to become accustomed to
it. Although the number and type of tests done are probably
iniadequate to make a real estimate of each man's response to
centrifugation, vone of the candidates showed evidence of unusually low tolerance to the acceleration experienced. Candidate E confirmed a knoun tendency toward motion sickness which
did not seem to impair his 0 tolerance. Candidate D thoroughly
enjoyed the experience, appearing disdainfulv rather than awed
by the acceleration, considering it a form of amusement,
In addition, a heat stress test, under the direction of
Dr. Paul Webb, was inuluded. All candidates experiencing it
performed satiafactorily, although details are not available
as to their performance.

i

5.Parachute jymp
This test was introduoed into the progrsz initially
by Colonel Stapp to insure that the pilot would know how to
use the parachute succearfully with minimum dangor of injury
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No oonsidered It essential
that the pilots have confidence and be sufficiently famiiar
with Zho parachute system to use it without hesitation should
the requirement arise.
ta th, event of an omesenars

Four of the six candidates, namely, A, 0, D, and Z,
successfully performed parachute jumps as required. Candidate
F had this requirement waived and Candidate B did not progress
sufficiently far in the selection procedure to experience this
test, Candidate D jumped into the Salton Sea from an altitude
of 6,000 feet, opening his parachute after a six second delay.
It is of particular interest that Candidate A made his
jump wearing contact lenses with no adverse effects. Candidate
C was already an experienced parachute jumper on active jump
status and was not required to make an additional jump for this
program.
6. Skycar Training Flight
This requirement was initially established by Colonel
Stapp because he considered it essential that the pilot of the
MANHIGH flight be familiar with balloon flight techniques before a'tempting a high altitude flight. He required that the
candidates qualify for a Civil Aeronautics Administraticn free
balloon pilot license. These requirements are: 'l) a CAA medical examination, (2) successful completion of the CAA written
examination, (3) 14 hours total free balloon flight time, (4)
one flight to 10,000 feet or higher, (5) one solo flight in the
presence of a CAA observer, and (6) six landings.
Only two of the six candidates completed the requirementsa for the CAA license, xlthough all six of them received
some Skycar training.
Balloon pilot training was conducted in the Skycar
gondola which is a five foot diameter open basket constructed
of steel tubing.

It was normally flown with a 30 foot balloon

which gave it a maximum altitude capability of approxinately
14,000 feet. It could readily accommodate an instructor pilot
and student pilot, with adequate space for a third observer.
It was used specifically for training in free balloon flight
techniques.
Candidate E had suocesafully complIted all of the
selection and training program with the exception of the final
8kyear flight and part of the cap6le indoctrination trainin$
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when he was orotioally Injured in a Skyoar flight aooidents
Zia injuries were of ouch a nature that he could no longer
be considered as a pilot for the MANNZO 121 flight,

'7. ?enty-Your ious
a0

imulated nlight Chamber Run

General.

This test proved to be the most valuable single
selection and training technique used in the program. It Save
a clear indication of the quality of performance to be expected
of the candidate on the actual flight and revealed problem areas
in operational procedures, equipment, and emergency procedures.
The Chief of the Armament Laboratory made available
the large refrigerated low pressure chamber located in that
Laboratory at WADC. This was the only Air Force chamber known
which was capable of accommodating the capsule and producing
the -70*F temperature at 100,000 feet pressure altitude requirdd
to simulate space conditions. The cylindrical low pressure
chamber was approximately 30 feet in diameter and 17 feet high,
and readily accommodated the MANHIGH capsule which measurtd six
feet in diameter, including its collapsible tubular supporting
structure (the capsule itself was three feet in diameter) and
approximately ten feet high, including under carriage.
The purpose of the chamber test was to simulate an
actual balloon flight as realistically as possible. For this
reason, the total time schedule was divided in a manner comparable to that of a flight. The activity-sleep pattern and
total workload was also patterned after that expected on the
actual balloon flight. The capsule atmosphere control problem,
in terms of both comp~sition and pressure regulation, was a true
reproduction of the problems which the pilot would face at altitude.
The candidate was fully instrumented physiologically
and required to mike all subjective psychic reports and psychiatric
interviews expected during the flight. Communication was by means
of the same capsule radio which would be used on the flight. Physical data uere transmitted by the same capsule telemetry radio
which would transmit the heart beat (electro-cardiogra) respiration, basal skin resistance, and capsule tomperature durinS the
flight, This information was received on a tolematering receiver
and written out directly on a brush recorder, uuing equipment
loaned by Mr, Miles MoLennan, Chief of the Instrumentation Section
of the Aeromedical Uboratory, WADO. The candidate was monitorvd
outside the chamber at all times during a run.

Tho Aoredi eal Laboratory supported those tests
fial ' providing ehaabor operators to monitor the eapsule.
At all tine two men were prepared to enter the ochamber from
a 30 000 foot intermediate look in the event of an emergency.
The laboratory also provided medioal monitors, as well as
personnel to operate the physiological monitoring eleotronic
apparatus*

The candidate was required
which included measuring and reporting
carbon dioxide within the capsulol the
the instrument panel temperature; five

to make hourly reports,
the concentration of
oxygen partial pressure;
points of capsule surface

temperature; three physiological temperatures, including foot,
thigh, and internal; and five subjective ratings of his psychic
state, including alertness, drive, efficiency, tension, and comfort.
In addition to the above reports, the candidate was
encouraged to sake as many cozents as possible to the dictet
portable tape recorder placed beside him in the capsule. Although this was used during the chamber runs, a transcription
of the material dictated to this tape recorder is not available
at the time of writing this report.
In addition, a camera was

provided to take a picture of the candidate on 35 millimeter
film every five minutes throughout the flight. The candidate
was illuminated with filtered infrared light so that the flash
was invisible, and recorded on infrared film.
This permitted
monitoring of the candidate's appearance throughout a chamber
run and during the flight.
This apparatus is described in another section of this report. Figure 39 illustrates the appearance of a subject taken with this unit.
The monitor outside the chambex uas required to
keep a running log of all noteworthy events, records of the
pilot's hourly reports, including graphing of the pertinent
data, and notes as to the condition of the candidate. Captain
Eli Beeding, Project Physiologist at the time of the cbmber
runs on Candidates C, D, and E, supervised the monitor,'o and
most of the time served as monitor of the chamber run hltelf.
All conversations between the candidate and the monitor were
recorded on a vox operated tape recorder.
The candidate was debriefed imediately after each
chamber run to clear up any questions that had not been r'solved
during the run, and to elicit the candidate's feelin3s toward
These conversations worg also
the sinulated flight experioce

tape reoorded.
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Of the six candidates in this progrm, thee sonpleted 94-hour ,hanborruns, 0 Do iad o and one candidates
S, aborted a ohamber run after 14 hours in the capsule# The
candidates completing the test spent at least moven hours in
the capsule before starting to altitudes This period was required to complete sealing of the capsule and to cold soak
the chamber before going to altitudes

Once the chamber ap-

proached the 100,000 foot level, the loss of heat conduction

through air made it impossible to cool the ohamber, but once

chilled at ground level, the cooling coils were able to keep
it cold while at altitude.
b.

Candidate S.

Th" candidate had fully qualified in all selection
procedures and was-confident of making the flight at the ime
of this chamber run. it 1142 hours, the candidate had been
completely dressed and began prebreathinSg oxygen to denitrogenate.
This time was 12' hours out of phase from the time that he would
be undergoing this procedure on an actual flight. This occurred
for the convenience of sleep schedules of the candidate and the
operators.
The candidate commented later during the run that
he had had only four hours sleep during the day preceding this
run. He was sealed into the capsule at 1345 hours and the simulated ascent began at 2100 hours.
Throughout the test, he was
alert and interested in the scientific observations to be made
and capsule operations procedures with the exception of the
short periods during which he slept. For instance, he took a
keen interest in comparing the performance of the experimental
School of Aviattion Medicine direct reading, two scale, oxygen
sensor, comparihg it to the standard Beckman unit. He rated
this School of Aviation Medicine unit far superior in convenience and the ease and accuracy with which it could be read.
The reaction of Candidate Z to the test is illustrated moat clearly by quoting conversations between him and
the psychiatrist when interviewed to evaluate his psychic state.
At approximately 0900 (12 hours after simulated ascent), the
following conversation was recorded between the interrogating
psychiatrist and Candidate Z:INT (Interrogator):

Hello. How's your back?

CAN (Candidate): It's a little better, George.
I'll tell you what I did to relieve it. I brought a newspaper
along which I was going to use for insulation and I foldod it
e:
into sort of a square and I stuffed it down and put it in th2
emall of my back howl and it helps me a little bit*

A

Ii

ZNTi That souuds like flexible adaptive behaviors
Do you notioc anything different now about your feelings now
that you are in space and up there at 1009000 feet?
CANt Teah, George, now that I've been thinking
about it here for a while, Z think Z'm a great deal more *&ls
about it than I
but I think I's
little bit more
ground sweating

Ohl it's a big thrill no lease
I can look at things a
objectively than when I was sitting down on the
out getting underway, if you know what I mean.
expected to be.

beginning to act tired.

INT:- Sure thing.

Bounds good.

Are you pretty wide

awake, or are you a little sleepy?
CAN: Right at the present time, I'm a little sleepy.
I got about four hours sleep last night and I think that's the
reason*
INT: Sounds reasonable. I'll turn you over to the
next man. See you a little later. So long.
About 1530, 6-1/2 hours later, the following conversation was recorded:.
IZT:: The psyche people again. The last few times
Iove been interested in what you were doing. You answered all
my questions just by doing zo=s activity. That's why I haven't
talked to you, but I thought now I'd bitter ask the usual ques-"
tions, such as, "How are your spirits?"
CAN-

Oh, spirits fine.

INT:

How's the fatigue?

CAN-- Ul, it's growing, George.
by the half hour,
IN?:

I'm getting tireder

Are you really having to push hard to stay

awake?
CANs: Yeah, I find that I really would like to sleep
at each (garbled) again.
INTl

low are you able to concentrate?

CANs

V.11, I just think about something else but

sleep.
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0

2XKs: Okayo fine. What sort of things have you
been thinking about mostly?
project.

OANt Ohl ah, aho things in conneotion with the
Going to David Mlarkle for the pressure suit fittingt

and ping to see Dr. Brown and the things to be done from here
on ount, mostly*
INTs:

Well, sounds fine.

CANt

Okay.

Bee you later on.

Up to this period, the candidate had been actively
Interested in operating the equipment on board foi conducting
the numerous experiments.
For several hours through this period,
his activity level reached a low ebb. 1e made his half hourly
reports on schedule and responded immediately to all inquiries
except during a few snatches of sleep. At nearly 2000 hours,
some 23 hours after the beginning of simulated ascent, the following conversation took place:
IN!:

This is George.

what I can see out here.
CAN:

You look pretty strong from

Now do you feel?

Just waiting for descent.

INT: You sound a little more lively than you did
a couple of hours ago.
CAN:

Yeah, I've got a second wind now, I think.

INT:

How are your spirits now?

CAN:

Fine.

INT:

Anything you think important to tell

me?

CAN: Uh, no, Ila looking for descent with anticipation because I'm trying to fight off a BM and I sure wouldn't
want to try to tackle that in this capsule with this un.%.partial
pressure suit on.
INT:
you down when we

Sounds like the best of motivation.
san.
Bee you later.

Will get

The following coments were recorded during the de-
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I.

ZN?;

I want to ask you about the neck seal.

CANs

It was not only too tioht, it was choking me.

During the run, Candidate Z, had casually mentioned
the discomfort of the neck seal several times. It was not until
he took the helmet off after this debriefing that it was discovered that the original neck opening had never been out open
to his size, so that in fact it literally was choking him because
it was several sizes too small*
INT:

How did you feel in regards to being removed?

Losing actual contact with people, being isolated?
CAN:

No, I never really lost contact.

INT:

How do you feel now?

CAN:
I feel wide awake. The thing that I think
was most constructive in thinking was becau3e of the pain in my
back that set in, oh, after the 24 hours I was in, and this was
the thing that really got me to thinking. I had to get myself
out of the fatigue I was feeling. If you will notice that towards
the end there, I reported my drive was usually No. 3, but I was
content to sit there and do whatever I was doing.
If the candidate was thinking that he had to get
himself out of the fatigue he was feeling, by definition he was
fighting fatigue. His subjective drive ratings illustrated in
Figure 40, never fell below 3, although a No. 4 rating of "strong
effort" was available to him. This tendency to overestimate one's
effectiveness when ;fatigued is characteristic.
Ypon undressing the candidate, it became apparent that
the reason for the intermittent reception and unsatisfactory ECG
telemetry signal was a loose electrode in the back. It had slipped
completely out of its tape so that it was danglin6 within~the suit.
The neck seal incident is a strong commentary on the
xhbitod
intensity of his motivation. Throughout the run, he -e.g.,
he frespontaneous
activity,
ingenuity
and
considerable
quently asked questions concerning the operation of equipment
and designed a makeshift solution for a maladjustment of the seat
with puper available. Throughout the flight he came up with numerous auggestions of how to mount and arrange items in the capsule.
It ins interestina to not* that his foot tem oroture,
presonted in Figure 41 dropped and remained low throughout the
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run, while his thigh tempoeraturp gradually increased throughout the run in spite of a nearly oonstant capsule temperature.
The foot temperature oorrelatea with his comment during the debriefing that his feet were cold throughout the flights Neither
the respiration nor pulse rates are remarkable other than for
their stability and moderate values. The subjeotive reports
of ?igure 40 indicate the marked stability and sensitive insight of this candidate.
co

Candidate C.

At the time Candidate Z conducted his 24-hour chamber
test, Candidate C was considered the standby pilot. Therefore,
when Candidate E had his accident and was no longer available for
the flight, Candidate C became No. 1 Candidate and Candidate D
his backup. At the ime of his WADC chamber run, Candidate C
expected to make the flight. The two WADC chamber test runs
described here for Candidates C and D were done one after the
other with Candidate D considered backup alternate pilot.
Candidate C entered the capsule on 1 September and
began the seven-hour preflight cold soak period. When ready
to start the ascent the oxygen converter spewed liquid oxygen
into the cabin, requiring that the run be aborted. It was discovered that the converter had been installed without adequate
tubing between the converter and the suit connections. This
discrepancy was corrected and the run initiated again the following day. By 1800 hours, Candidate C was dreseed in his pressure
suit and was sealed in the capsule. The ascent started at 0100
hours the following morning, approximately six hours ahead of an
actual flight'schedule.
The candidate's reaction to the situation is clearly
illustrated by the following conversation between him and the
monitor outsidp, recorded at 2000, several hours before ascent
began.
INT: How did you feel when you started the test?
Did you feel tired, or average, or what?
CAN:
days Today I had
be done and I was
determined to get

I wasn't as enthusiastic today as I was yeaterthe attitude that this was a job that had to
ready to do it, and I think I was a little more
the damn test off.

At arproximately 2200 houra, the lat interview with
the psychiatrist monitor went an follows:
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fIt

Rello, how are you?

CAN:

Hi, It%

INTt

Everything good in there?

How are you feeling?

CAN: I feel all right. It' awfully warm in here.
The temperature now is about 68 derees and about 5 percent
humidity, and I'm sweating as much as possibl*; it is still uncomfortably warm.
INT:

Are you getting tired?

CAN: No, not yet. I fell fresh physically. I was
just taking out the water when you called. I felt that I probably
should be drinking some kind of liquid in order to keep up my body
fluids.
INT:

That sounds like a good idea.

Did everything

get started smoothly this time?
CAN:

This afternoon everything went all right.

It is interesting to note that Candidate E reported
a capoule temperature of 60 degrees throughout his capsule test
and reported feeling comfortable throughout the simulated flight.
Consistently, 68 degrees has been an uncomfortably warm temperature for the pressure suit in the capsule.
Frequently during this chamber test, there was a
great deal of background noise in the radio communications circuit so that the monitor and the candidate had considerable difficulty understanding each other. This occurred during ascent
when the time arrived for stabilization of the capsule atmosphere at an equivalent pressure altitude of 26,OOO feet. Due
partly to the difficulties in communication, the monitor on duty
lead Candidate C through a pointless 15 minute exercise on manipulatingthe capsule pressure controls. Throughout this period,
Candidate 0 passively followed the directions given him as best
he could with no apparent effort to understand the nature of the
problem or to evaluate the situation for himself.
Shortly before 0400, when the chamber had reached
simulated ceiling altitude, the following conversation with the
monitoring psychiatrist was recorded:
INT:

This is Ed.

9,

Good morning.

OAMIt

Well, you sot up earlyf

ZNTI

Now are you feeling?

CANt

Pretty good, Id.

We just got settled down,

We had a little trouble, and I had one heok of a time getting
into the parachute, getting the parachute harness on, etc., but
now things are getting more normal and relaxed.
INT:

You should be feeling pretty tired by now.

Are

you?
CAN: No, I feel fairly alert and efficient about
this whole thing. I have a couple of pressure points on my helmet
and that's the only thing that's bothering me. I wouldn't say

that I'm tired yet.
INT: Well, good enough. Is there anything else about
the way that you are feeling that you want to tell me?
CAN:
Stand by a m inute. I have been writing some
stuff down here over a period of time, and I'll see if there is
anything here. Everything is going real well, but now I think
I'm going to start to get a little bit cold. It's 52 degrees
in here, and I still have a long way to go. That's about all
I've got, Ed.
INT:

Do you feel pretty alert and able to handle

any new situations that might come up?
CAN:
INT:
ing and actions?

As of now, yes.
Do you feel any laziness as far as your think-

CAN:

None whatsoever.

INT:

Okay.

I'll ae you about 8:00 o'clock then.

CAN:

Okay.

Goodaighto

Through the next 12 hours the candidate responded
methodically to requesto and commands, spending the usual amount
of time having the monitor review emergency procedure*. The
1400 hours pilot report was 17 minutes late, The 1300 hours
report was 42 minutes late, There was no report at 1600 or
17900 hours. The 1800 hours report took the longest of all for

the candidate to prepare and transmit# By 2000 hours, he
seemed to come back to life again, As can be noted in Fiure
41, the 1800 and 1900 hour reports of this candidate indicated
an efficiency level of 82 and 84 percent respectively#

All

other reports were in the nineties throughout the flight.

The

monitor's log contains a 1713 entry that the candidate reported
an upset stomach.
At 2100, the candidate was told that he would start
descent in four hours (at 0100). He had apparently figured out
for himself that descent should start at 2100 hours as evidenced
by the following comment recorded at 2400 hours.
INT:

Now are you feeling?

CAN:

Oh.

INT.

Sorry.

I was asleep.
I thought you were up.

CAN: Uhhh, well, I thought I was coming down a
little sooner than I found out I was. That was kind of a disappointment. At the last minute I thought I was going to start
down around 2300. Nobody told me this. I had to figure it out
in my own mind. I find it's 1:00 o'clock, which is too long
from now.
INT:

You go ahead and get a little shut-eye.

During the debriefing, the following very revealing
conversation was recorded:
! INT: Do you want to elaborate any on how you felt?
You have the impression that you were really having to push to
do anything, especially that one pilot report you gave right
along in there. It was real slow and your speech was sort of
slurred.
CAN: Yes. 1, this nansea that I had, I, now as
I think back, the only thing that I can attribute it to, is the
coffee drink. Because I think the records will bear out that
there wasn't any particular anxieties at all, and this thing
suddenly came on to me, and I was sick, and I wanted to throw
up, but, of course, I couldn'tq and I don't know whether I could
have if I had tried, really, but I had that feeling, that I wanted
to thruw up, and this stayed with me for about four or five hours,
and it got progressively worse, and then the thing that cleared
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up was I slept, or at least I didn't do anything, for at least
almost two hours, trom about 5xO0 until ?tO0 and then Z seemed
to snap out of it#

ZNTit We purposely left you alone after that*
quite a length of time.

Yeah.

CANs Yea, it was a long time that you left me alone,
I knew that, and again I wasn't sleepy, but I was, I had my head
down, and I wasn't doing anything, and the lack of exertion
seemed to help, but, why this came on all of a suddeng I don't
know - one reason that Z think maybe I got sick, was the procedure that had preceded the previous 36 hours or so. I had
been in, I came out, I almost went back in again, I came out,
I was in that pressure breathing for a long period of time. I
went home and had not a good night's sleep. Back the next day,
and then I had planned to sleep all afternoon when I thought we
were going to be all day in getting this hose on, and I got about
45 minutes and then back here, and personally, I believe it was
the buildup of all of these things and suddenly the bottom fell
out from under me. Because all at once I had nothing at all to
go on. If you hadn't let me rest, I don't know what would have
happened. I was miserable - and while, to be very truthful
about it, there was a while there when I was at that very, very
low point when I thought, "Boy, I'm not too sure this is worth
it and I'm sure that there is not a subject that ever goes in
this test that doesn't experience the same thing some time in
the thirty-some hours. My God, this is terriblet" But, when I
bounced back and talked to Dr. Levy, what time, 9:00 o'clock 7:00? - when I bounced back, then, I was determined that I was
all right and there would be no problem particularly in finishing the test, but between 2:30 and 7:00 why, I wouldn't have
bet a nickel on it.
INT: I was thinking the same way.
to see you bounce back.

I was real glad

The degree to which the candidate was emotionally
dependent upon the monitor requiring his reassurance is clearly
revealed in the following atatement made during the debriefing:
CAN: There is one thing. If, I have to make this
plain, I don't want to be presumptious. I mean, this is the
history of this program. You don't want to be presumptious
about making a hot flight, and this is no diarespect to anyone,
'caune, boy, I could have been washed out of here this aeternoon
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at 2sO If someone had said, "Do you want out?"

I would

have said# "I want out." I meant I was that close and I
think this is the obligation of any subjects to be honest
about your reactions in this thing and, boyo I was just about
at the end of my rope but the point I wanted to make was that
if I make this flight, I want one monitor on duty on that
intercom with me all the time, because you make more sonse
to me than anyone I've ever talked to over that intercom.
You and I seem to communicate real well, and I think it's
just by your experience and your description when you may
something I know precisely what you are talking about right
away. Bomebody else gets on there and says about the same
thing and I have to stop and think. This, as far as I am
concerned, is a must because you are the No. 1 boy on that
communications if I go up. That's just about it.
The physiological data illustrated in Figure 42
reflects this candidate's highly stable unreactive nature.
The skin resistance (if these are valid readings), heart
rate, and respiratory rate are all remarkably steady. The
foot temperature is particularly interesting for its continuous high level as compared to Candidate E. This doubtless
is a reflection of the higher capsule temperatures and the
fact that Candidate C felt hot during a major portion of the
rune.
The alertness and drive graph illustrated in Figure 43 confirms the impression obtained from the debriefing
that the candidate had to "drag" through most of the test.
Despite the candidate's very low assessment of
his effectiveness during the debriefing and the confirmation
of his complete loss of effectiveness by the monitor, the
candidate still rated himself greater than 80 percent efficient throughout the entire run on a 0 to 100 percent scale.
This again emphasizes the difficulty individuals have recognizing at the time their low level of performance induced by
fatigue.
d.

Candidate D.

At the time of this chamber run, Candidate D was
alternate pilot to Candidate C. As it later turned out, Candidate D made the HANHIGH III flight. This run was made after
one day of rest for monitoring personnel following the chamber
run of Candidate C,
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DiffiouOtios with the oxygen hose connection to the X-90 kit unin his pressure suit and La the capsule by 2243 hours.

expeotedly breaking, and the failure of the Strobe light of the

subject camera to function properly delayed the procedures until
it was 0015 when he was sealed in the capsule* Pressure-ascent
began at 0633,
At 0430, two hours before the beginning of ascent,
the following conversation was recorded between the monitor and
the candidate:
IT:

Okay, Mac, how do you feel about the whole

thing about now?
CAN: Real great now. say, I'm going to figure out
when is the best time to sleep here. I'm not as sleepy as I
could be, but I think I'll take an hour here.
hours before the test starts?

Can you get two

INT: I think you probably have about two hours,
now, before the test starts.
Shortly after the 1100 pilot report (five hours
after ascent), the candidate volunteered:
"Roger, I an not sleepy now, but if there is nothing
to do and if you can't find anything to do I'm going to try to
take a nap. I'd like to have something to do, if there is anything."
Shortly after noon, the following conversation was
recorded with the psychiatrist monitor:
INT: How are you doing, old man? What do you know?
Just blew in from Virginia last night, but the monitor said he
had things well under control so we've let him control them. I
hear though, that you are really the man who's got them under
control. Oh, yeah, says you're sharp as a tack. That's debatable, I guess. How do you feel?
CAN:

About like a tack.

INT:

You mean you're sharp as one, or sitting on one?

CAN:

Sharp as one.
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ZNTs

V's glad to hear thinge are going wells

We'll see you later.
ANB

Roger.

Shortly after this, the candidate volunteered the
following requests

"SAy, how about getting out that list on the spot
photometers Let's go through a trial run, even though it won't
work. Let's try to start familiarizing myself with it, the dials
and their function. How do you use it? What do you do? Is it
hard to get down? Or hard to put back up? What are the knobs
for?"
This is typical of the scope and depth of the ourioitl of this candidate concerning the apparatus and the oxperiments to be conducted on the flight. The Project Physiologist, Captain Eli Beeding, normally reviewed emergency procedures with the candidates during the chamber run. The question
of the critical timing of releasing the capsule from the balloon
upon landing was mentioned several times and the importance of
knowing the terrain altitude to assist in this function were reiterated in several different conversations. The doubts and concerns expressed at this 1ite were well learned, as demonstrated
later during the pilot's descent on the MANHIGH III flight.
At approximately 1515 (nine hours after ascent, the
following conversation with the psychiatrist monitor was recorded:
lIT:

How are you doing, Okay?

CAN:

Yeah, if you can be comfortable in a mummy box.

INT:

I understand you had a little trouble urinating.

CAN: No trouble after I got the bottle and the machine up to do it with.

INT:

That was quite exhausting, wasn't it?

CAN:

It needn't have been.

Int:

But you're feeling okay now and quite comfort-

able?
CAN: My inexperience in this capaule would have
made quite a diftorence
But it wac more exhauating by tar than
I expeoted,
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?N't

Z see.

Everything comfortable for you thought

CANt

Yesh, rather than say exhausting, lot's put

it this way, the position, plus everything ele, the position
you have to hold plus all the other operations I had to go
through to got ready to do this, were by far very straining and
strenuous, you know. As if you were straining to hold up a big
load or something.
INT: I sees Well, your pulse rate's down now to
about normal and everything reads okay so I assume that everything's very comfortable for you.

CANt

Roger.

At 2100 hours (13 hours after ascent), the following
oonversation was recorded with the monitor:
INT: I might tell you, Mac, that in the event that
your power gets low in there, we will be able to feed some to
you so you don't have to worry about an aborted run because of

it.
CAN:
we like.

Uh, I'm not worrying about anything, old buddy*

INT: Real fine. That's the kind of characteristics
Mac, have you slept any since way early this morning?
CAN:

Negative.

INT:

Real good. Now do you stay so super?

CAN:

Training, man.

INT:

That's fine.

CAN:

Checking out this light.

INT,

What light?

CAN:

That one.

What are you doing, Mac?

INT: Oh. Okay, now I know what one you're working
with* I'm getting the whine from the motor in the headset here
and I couldn't figure out what was happening,
This illustrates the constant pressure of spontaneous
activity expressed by this candidate throughout the run and his
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irrepressible interest to know and to experience how everything works and to understand its operation completely.
Since this candidate was doing so well and the
emergency suit pressurization systems had never been tested
in the capsule under chamber flight conditions, it was decided
to have a decoxpression test during descents

The chamber was

leveled off at 6 ,000 feet, at which point the capsule was
vented through the manual decompression valve to the chamber,
reducing its internal pressure to the 63,000 foot level of the
main chamber requiring that the partial-pressure suit inflate.
The chamber was then dropped down to 40,000 feet, at which level
the candidate could safely breathe the nearly 100 percent oxygen
atmosphere within the capsule, if necessary. This experiment
was conducted without mishap despite the profound level of
fatigue of both operators and candidate.
During this decompression test, the candidate's pulse
rose to 160 beats per mi.ute which was a source of considerable
concern to the monitoring personnel at the time. It had reached
only 140 on the MC-1 partial-pressure suit, which indicates that
the higher value of 160 had a primarily psychic origin since the
MC-3A suit is a much better garment physiologically.
Unfortunately, the transcription of the debriefing
recording is not available for this report.
The extremely labile pulse rate of this candidate
was a source of some concern at times during the run, as it had
been during his physiological stress tests. As shown in Figure 44, it ranged from 51 beats per minute to 115. Unfortunately,
the skin resistance telemetry circuit was inoperative during this
run. It is interesting to note that this candidate's foot surface
temperature dropped shortly after the beginning of the run and
then gradually climbed to approach that of his internal temperature.
The variation in internal temperature during the early part of the
run is doubtless attributable to instrumental error, since the
candidate was experiencing serious difficulty zeroing the bridge
circuit which measured the resistance of the temperature sensing
thermistors. His respiration was more labile than that of the
other subjects and the capsule temperature, while nearly identical
to that of the previous run, was interpreted by this candidate
as being warm during most of the flight.
The subject efficiency ratings illustrated in Figure
43, again ranged between 80 and 100 percent on a 0 to 100 percent
Obvioualy, much more decrement occurred during a 24-hour
As a result of thia "optimistic" bias introduced by the candidates, the pilot, during the flight itself, was
scale.

grind such as this.
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Candidate Be

Candidate 5 had donned his partial-pressure suit
approximately three hours before the oapsule was sealed, Ne

prebreathed pure oxygen approximately 1-3/4 hours in his helmet with no apparent difficulties. Ne was sealed in the capsule at 1400 hours. So far as capsule performance was concerned#
the chamber run was essentially uneventful. By approxisately
0300 hours of the following morning, he began to indicate that

it would be desirable to terminate the flight because of extreme
discomfort caused by the wiring harness for the physiological
instrumentation. This was essentially the same harness worn
with moderate discomfort by other candidates. At 0300 he insisted upon termination of the flight, 13 hours after being
sealed in the capsule.
When carefully examined two hours after removal
from the capsule, moderate irritation was observed but no evidence of cutaneous injury*
8.

Capsule Indoctrination

After Candidates C and D had completed the WADC simulated flight pressure chamber runs, they returned to Minneapolis
where they still had the capsule indoctrination to complete and
several Skycar flights to accomplish. Since the Skycar flights
could be made only under favorable weather conditions (relatively
clear skies and low w rface winds), the time spent waiting for
favorable weather was spent being checked out in the capsule and
becoming completely familiar with the position of all controls,
their operation and the mechaniam they control. At the same
time, the pilots were encouraged to practice using the scientific instruzents for conducting the various experiments ineluded on the flight.

9.

Supplementary Examinations

A part of the preflight schedule of each pilot included
examination by Dr. David V, Le Brown of Chicago, Illinois% Dr.
Brown conducted a thorough ophthanalogical examination, SnoludIng a meticulous alit lamp examination of both eyes in order to
have as thorough a know.edge as possible of the Internal eye
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struotures and visual acuity of the candidate before flight.

corresponding exazinations aceomplished At regular intervals
postlight were scoheduled to deteot any ohanjes attributable

to exposure to heavy primary cosmio rays.
In addition to the &bove examination, Oandidates C0
D9 and 3 ore examined by Dr. Kerman D. Ohase of Brown University for evidenoc of grey hair on the head, forearma, and
ohost.
This exaination served as a control for posttlight
exaWnation3 to detect any evidence to greying oaused by exposure to heavy primary cosmic rays,
This was especially inportant when the flight was initially expected to take place
from a northern latitude where the pilot would be exposed to
heavy primary thindowns during flights

log
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THE PANEL 0?

UVROEON'S REPORT*

ERTS

Atter the J4ANIGH 11 flight, it was common for me to be
speaking to an expert in some scientific discipline in which
observations were attempted during the flight and to have the
scientist ask a question about whether I noticed so and so, or
whether such and such was the cases Although a major effort
had been made to anticipate as many questions of this type as
possible, naturally, many of them were missed. In addition,
the observations that were made frequently generated neo questions or emphasised aspects that had not been antioipct €" ,,fore the flight. It is obviously not practical to take alng
a group of scientists to stratosphere altitude at the present
stage of development of balloon technology. Nowever, it did
appear reasonable and feasible to provide a selected panel of
experts with an opportunity to converse with the pilot during
the flight, letting him be their eyes, so to speak, so that
they could ask their questions while the balloon pilot is actually making the observations* In this way it was expected that
the number and quality of observations made on a given topic would
be equal to that attainable only after two or three consecutive
flights, using ordinary flight-debriefing - repeat flight techniques.
In principle, this technique worked very satisfactorily on
the MANHIGH III flight. Unfortunately, the scientific observations made by the pilot had to be discontinued shortly after
the observation program had started because of unexpected critical hyperthermia.
The Panel of Expertd included:
1. Psychiatric Consultant - Captain George Ruff, Stress
and Fatigue Section, Aoeromedical Laboratory, WADC, Dr. Ruff
planned to observe the pilot's performance through the manner
and content of his answers to other panel mmbere e interrogation,
as well as through specific interviews similar to those held
during the WADC chamber runs. His presence on the panel, during
the flight, turned out to be most fortunate.
By Et Colonel D. 0. Simon*

I. Aviation Physiologist Captain . L. eedingl, as
Pwoleot Physiolotist at the time of the KAIIHZQ III flight#
was responsible for reoording physiological data, inoluding
supervision of the telemetry data being monitored by oontractor teohnioians and data transmitted verbally by the
pilot.

Boeause of his experienoe in maintaining the moni-

tor logs and pilot report data sheets during the chamber runs,
he was given primary responsibility for this function during
flight. In additiont he was responsible for ensuring the

collection of the oorticosteroid stress experiment samples
previously described in the MANHIG

11 Report* for Captain

Archibald.
3. Flight Surgeon - Lt Colonel David G. Simons. As
Project Officer, and having had the experience of making
the MANHIGH II flight, the author was designated Flight Surgeon for the flight. In addition, I was responsible for the
schedule of observations and arrangements for the Panel of
Experts. Because of my previous flight experience and research
interests, I was the panel member resporsible for the visibility experiments included on the fligL; and for the eye and
hair greying cosmic radiation experiments previously mentioned.
4. Sky Luminance and Radiance Experiment - Dr. S. q. Duntley
of Scripps Oceanographic Institution was responsible for this
4yperiment through the auspices of Dr. V .ncent Stakudis, of the
Air Force Cambridge Research Center. Mr. Boileau represented
Dr. Duntley during the flight. They were primarily interested
in the data obtained from the spectrum spot photometer.

5. Stability Experiment - Mr. George Nielson represented
Dr. Allen Hynek of the Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory,
Cambridge, Massachusetts, in conducting telescopic monocular
and might star track photographic studies of the frequency,
direction, and magnitude of capsule oscillations. The last
two experimsnts produced scanty data because of the short
period availabie at altitude during the flight in which to
maky observations.

6. Meteorologist - Hr. Bernard Gildenberg, who, in addition
to being primarily responsible for meteorological data obtained
by the pilot during the flight, offered a number of suggestions
in the astrononical area and served as official project meteorologist forecasting high altitude winds.
R111103,1-SA7

AMD1D-T-59-28,
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7.

Astronomer - Mr. George Nielson represented Dr. Do-

Vaucoulours of the Narvard Observatory as Panel Astronomer
absentia.

$a Cosmic radiation monitoring experiments were conducted
by Dr. Kerman Yagodaq now of the Air Force Cambridge Research
Center. He also conducted a aicrometeorito experiment recently
reported °

,

9. Zxperimunts conducted without panel participation (a) The Eastman Kodak Company supplied equipment under contract
for a classified Air Force experiment, (b) Dr. Dyme and Beatrice
Finkelstein of the Nutrition Section of the Aeromedical Laboratory, WADC, provided the food and diet recommendations during the chamber runs and the high altitude flight and (c) Major
Carl Ferriby, Reconnaissance Laboratory, WADC, expended a great
deal of effort in preparing a camera package which included a
group of cameras that took pictures with various types of film
and filters, a strip camera which recorded pictures from horizon
to horizon, and a Scaterrometer. Unfortunately, the complications
introduced by including this large, heavy, but valuable package
were more chan could be handled (Fig. 46). As the time for
flight drew near it looked very much as if it had become a
question of fly without this experiment or don't fly at all.
Unexpected difficulties, such as change of launch site dictated
this decision. The primary purpose of this experiment was to
provide data which could be correlated with the pilot's visibility observations after the flight, so that there would be
both objective and subjective data for comparison.
In order to permit this groun of Panel Experts to monitor
the balloon flight situation, a ous was equipped with a speaker
so that when the bus and communications trailer were parked,
the speaker could be plugged in and all panel members could
listen to conversations between the ground and the capsule.
The communication trailer used by the command group had one
microphone available for the use of whichever panel member's
experiment was being conducted at that time.
In the event that the balloon traveled too fast at altitude to permit adequate monitoring with the mobile ground
equipment, a 0-47 was equipped to carry the command group and
the Panel of Experts. It had an eight-place table with two
microphones and eight 8et3 of earphones. This providod a
place for each of the command group and a place for whichever panel menber was "on deck"#

Yagoda, Horman, "Obaryations on Nickel-Bearing Oosmio Dust
Collected in the Stratomphere", AF%;RC-TN-529-200 March 1939,
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Scheduling of the pilot s time to make optimum use of
the flight opportunity was a major problem. While waiting
for satisfactory flight weatherq Ar, Oeorge Nielson very kindly
assisted in the proparation of the following schedule which was
used during the flightt
PRELAUNOR
WWV Time Check
Wind shear and cold temperature altitudes
Desired ascent rate
ASCENT
0 - 5 K
5 - 10 K
10 K
10 - 20 K
20 K

K-100 movies
Hasselblad pix out and down
Antenna release
Establish ascent rate
Check photo panel camera

20 - 25 K

Hasselblad pix out and down

25 - 40 K

Wind 30 sheer alert - check action
of ducts

40 - 45 K

K-100 movies

45 - 65 K

Establish capsule atmosphere
report

-

pilot

65 - 68 K Hasselblad pix out and down

Tagoda

68 - 78 K

Air temperature - 3 per min - check
ducts

78 - 82 K
82 - 90 K

Pilot report
Air temperature - 1 per min

90 K
90 K

Pull first film tab
Check ducts and poly strips

90 - 92 K

Air temperature - 1 per min

92 K

Check ducts and poly strips

92 - 94 K

Air temperature - 1 per min

94 K

Check ducts and poly strips

94 - 96 K

Hasselblad pix out and down

9XK Check duets and poly strips
96 X Air temperature a I per sin
Cheock duets and poly strips
Pilot report

0

o

I

a K 1-100 movies out and down
CEILING ALTITUDE

Time - 0800

Ruff

45
45 - 48 CX5
48 - 53 c8

Nielson

53
53 - 55 CX8

Nielson

55
55 - 58 C/lO

58
58 - 60

Check marker beacon off
Stabilization of ascent rotation

Dr. Ruff
Pull 2nd film tab
Stabilization of ascent rotation
(K-100)
Check thermistor
Check balloon action; folds, ducts, etc.
Check photo panel camera
Hasselblad pix out and down

Time - 0900

Nielson

Nielson

OO - 08

Pilot report

08 - 10

Stabilization of ascent rotation
(K-100)

10 - 12

Urination

12 - 15

1-100 movies down and out
Stabilization of ascent rotation
(Z-100)

15 - 17
17 - 23
23 - 45

Check balloon action

quadrent pictures visibility and
stabilization

45 - 60
Time - 1000
00 - 03

Pilot report

08 - 10

116

10

-

Yagoda

25

subjeotive remarks

a5

Ook photo panel

50

Pull 3rd film tab

window trost
amera

50 - 60
Tin* - 1100

Nielson

00 - 08

Pilot report

08 - 30
30 - 45
4 - 35

Monocular stability check
Quadrent pix - visibility
Silence and introspection

5

Light level in and out of capsule

-

60

Time - 1200
OO - 08

Pilot report

08 - 10
Boileau

10 - 25
25

Spot photometer
Check photo panel camera

25 - 30
Igoda

30

30 - 60

Pull 3rd film tab

Eastman experiment K-1O0
Time - 1300

Boileau

Nielson

00 - 08

Pilot report

08 - 23

Spot photometer

23 - 28

Subjective remarks / window frost

28 - 43

Quadrent pix - visibility

43 ..60

Monocular stability check

Time - 1400
O0

- 08

Pilot report

08 - 10
Boileau

10 - 25
25

Spot photometer
Check photo panel camera
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Ruff

1) 35 - 50

Taloda

Drs luff
ull 4th film tab

0
50

-

6

Time

- 1500

00 - 08
08 - 10

Pilot report

Boileau

10 - 23
23 - 30
30 - 43

Spot photometer
Zye patch on
Quadrent pix - visibility

Tagoda

45 - 50
50 - 60

Check retinal flashes
Daytime star color and scintillations

Nielson

Tim. - 1600
00 - 08
08
Boileau

Pilot report
Balloon duct check

08 - 10

Air temperature

10 - 25

Spot photometer

25 - 35

Subjective remarks

35
35 - 38
38

/

window froat

Check photo panel camera
Air temperature
Balloon duct check

38 -40
Yagoda

40

Pull 5th film tab

40 - 55

Quadrent pix - visibility (-UV Filter)

55 - 60

Light level in and out of capsule
Tine - 1700

00

-

00

Theristor on

08

Pilot report

08

Check air ducts

08

Check balloon ducts
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Boileau

08 - 10
10 - 25
25 - 30
30

30 - 32
Boileau

32 - 60

Air temperature
Spot photomtoter
Silence and introspection
Oheok balloon ducts
Air temperature
sastuan ezperiment 1-100

Tine - 1800
Nielson

00 - 02
02 - 08

08

-

aseelblad sunset pis
Pilot report

08

Check marker beacon on

08

Check air duct
Air temperature

10
10

Nielson

10 - 13
13 - 17

Check balloon ducts
Nasselblad sunset pih
Sunset timing

Boileau

17 - 22
22 - 2.5
25 - 29

Approximate time - green flash zzvies
Spot photometer arch observat.ons

Nielson

29
Boileau

30 - 32
32 - 36
36

Check balloon ducts
Air temperature
Spot photometer arch observations
Check photo panel camera

36 - 42
Boileau
ragoda

42 - 46
46

Spot photometer arch observations
Pull 6th film tab

46 - 60

Quadrent px - visibility (-UV Filter)

Time - 1900
00 - 08

Pilot report

08

Check air duct

08

Check balloon duct.

08 - 10

Air temperature

2.19

0

10 * 27
27

27
1Aelsoa

*33

35

4

45

47
47 - 50
0

55

-

55
60

Cheok thermistor
Ai tesperature
cheek ballooa duets

Subjective remarks , window frost
Approximate time Jupiter mots

Air temperature
Zodiacal light

Time - 2000

Nielson

00 - 08
08
08
08 - 10

Pilot report
Check air duct
Check balloon duct

10 - 20

Approximate time - Mare rising
Air glow experiment

25 - 30

30

Nielson

Check balloon ducts

30 - 32

Air temperature

32
32 -M
38 - 39

Check photo panel camera

39 - 42

Ruff

Air temperature

42 - 43
43 - 35
35
55 - 60

Star track camera goes on
Air temperature
Zodiacal light

Dr. Ruff
Pull 7th film tab

Time
00 - 08
Yagoda

08 - 25

..

2100

Milot report
Scintillation experinent
flashes

120

$ retinal

Nielson

25 - 27
27
27 - 30
30 - 32
32 - 33
36 - 60

Check beacon visLbility
check ther Lstor

Irwiation
star track camera ocalibration (or.)
Zodiacal light
Time

Yagoda

-

2200

00 - 08

Pilot report

08 - 12

Lucite block

12 - 20

20 - 30
30
Gildenberg 30 - 35
35 - 40
40
4o - 6o

Subjective remarks / window front
Check photo panel camera
Clouds
Air Slow experiment
Pull 8th film tab

Time - 2300
O0 - 08

Pilot report

08 - 18

Approximate Saturn setting
Check thermistor waver

18
18 - 30
30 - 32
32 - 37
Nielson

Monocular stability check
Star track camera calibration (Ver.)

37 - 40

Silence and introspection
Moon rise pix and timing

40 - 60

Visual scintillation check

60

Check VHF receiver off
Time - 2400

00 - 60

sleep
Time - 0100

00
co - 08

Pull 9th film tab
Pilot report

121

08 - 20
210 - 1

Oheok photo pAnel eamera
Moon rose pioture
Moon - spot photometer

1 - 2

Zodiaca

08

Gildenbere 25 a 27
2? - 30
30 - 40

light

clouds
Air Clow experiment

Subjective remarks

window frost

40 - 60
Time - 0200

Nielson

00 - 08
08 - 10

Pilot report

10 - 25

Monocular stability check

25 - 27

Star track camera calibration (Mors)

27
NieLson

27 - 30
30 - 50
50

Ruff

50 - 60

Check photo panel camera
Zodiacal light
Hasselblad F 2.8, 1 sec star pix
Pull 10th film tab
Dr. Ruff
Time - 0300

00

B.

- 60

Sleep

FLIGUE PREPARATIONS

To alpreciate the psychiological setting and the emotional
context In which Lt McClure performed the MANHIGH III flight,
one must remember that the MANHIGH project was under official
orders to terminate as soon as possible through the final weeks
of the program. The competition between the pilot and standby
pilot in -he sense of "who will be the one to go" was intensely
keen, It was mid-September, both candidates had completed all
requiremerts through the WADC chamber toot, needing only the
required 4kycar time for a CAA license when Mr. Gildenburg,
the Project Meteorologist, set the end of September as a tentative cutoff date for a flight from Crosby, Minnesota, because
at the revt)rsal of high altitude winds at that time of the years

-----.----

At this point, Candidate D, Lt Mo2ure# beoam

the No. I pilot

and Candidate 0 the standby pilot as previously explained. Day
after day was spent rehearsing capsule procedures, awaiting gutficiently clear weather for a Skyoar flight. Finally, the late
Mr. Lee Lewis, the Instructor Pilot, started moving westward
with Lt McClure and the launch crew in the hope of finding a
break in the weather.

Finally, on 25 September, Mr. Lewis and Lt McClure were
able to get the Skycar off from Bismarck# North Dakota t completing that flight the same day. They returned quickly to Minneapolis to take advantage of another break in the weather to complete the second Skycar flight on 27 September. Lt McClure
completed his CAA license requirements by making a one-hour
solo flight the following morning, Sunday, 28 September. Grateful for the good weather that permitted the quick completion
of the Skycar requirements, the same question weighed heavy in
Lt McClure's heart, as in every project member's, "Would the
surface weather clear for a launch from the Crosby Iron Mine before Mr. Gildenberg's deadline?"
On 29 September the latest weather reports from Mr. Gildenberg made it clear that the operations plan must be modified to
account for an eastward trajectory of the capsule at high altitude. The winds had changed. By afternoon of 29 September, the
prediction for two days hence looked quite hopeful. Everyone
moved to Crosby the following day prepared for an early morning
1 October launch.
At 1800 on the evening before the scheduled launch, Lt McClure
got up to eat and dress in the pressure suit. At the same time,
review of the latest RAOBS (high altitude wind weather reports)
looked quite discouraging. The launch weather looked perfect but
the flight would end 100 to 200 miles south of James Bay, in the
Hudson Bay area. Even with a perfect flight and perfect weather,
this would be a nearly impossible area in which to recover the
pilot after the flight. The weather in that area was forecast
to be stormy. Might the upper wind picture change in the next
several hours? Might it be possible to reduce the flight time
and land in a reasonable area for recovery? These and many other
possibilities were thoroughly explored. By 2230 it was clear
that a flight from Crosby the next morning was out of the question.
The following day a complete review by Colonel Heasberg of
the pros and cons of the three possible launch sites - Crosby,
Minnesota, Rapid City, South Dakota (the Stratobowl), and Holloman Air Force Base in New Mexico were thoroughly discussed. Mr.
Oildenberg assured us that there was a negligible chance that a
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period of satisfaotory high altitude winds would occur for £
Crosby launoh during October and would likely occur several times
in Noveabers However, time lisitations ou the project precluded
this possibility. The high altitude winds were already too strong
to permit a

satisfactory reoovery trom the stratobowi

colonel

Kessberg deiided tZAt 11olloman, Air Foroc Base was the only reasonable

hotce*

This avant the loss of the oosmio radiation ezporinent and
required that the recovery be the responsibility of the ATMW
Balloon Branch* This group, although well trained and acquainted
with ballooa cracking and recovery techniques, had never integrated efforts with this contractor group or been responsible for
a high altitido manned flights The remarkably fine teamwork exhibited b$ all concerned in successfully conducting the flight

from solloman is a commentary on their high level of competence
and the spirit of complete cooperation among all concerned.

In two days, on 3 October, the Air Force C-47 left Minnesota
loaded with all necessary equipment, including the only two balloons manufactured to nanned flight speciications.
On Sunday, 5 October, all key contractor and project personnel
net at AFMDC for a briefing of the new operations plan. The next
morning, Monday, would not have satisfactory ground winds for
launch.
Tuesday morning looked hopeful.
Lt McClure returned to
the "night shift" so that he would be arising at 1800, and would be
entering the capsule with as much rest as possible. This was
required by a dawn launch which was dictated by balloon flight
considerations when conducting a 24-hour flight.
On the afternoon of 6 October, a command decision was required.
The launch weather for the next morning looked far from certain,
but hopeful. The tropopause temperature was cold but tolerable
and the high altitude winds favorable. The decision was to go
ahead and prepare for flight unless the situation deteriorated.
At worst, the project would lose one of the two balloons by going
ahead. If we missed the only flight opportunity for the next
few weeks, it could well mean no flight at all.
Lt HcClure was given his final physical check and was sealed
in the capsule. The capsule checked out without difficulty and
was brought to the launch site on schedule. At 0623, the rays
of the rising sun illuminated the contractor personnel refilling
the dry ice cap on the capsule. Balloon inflation was ready to
begin, committing the balloons Lt McClure joked confidently of
the observations to be made later that day at 100,000 feet. Barely
10 minutes bW~ore inflation would have been completed and the

I

fligt lausehkedo a pot of wind $aught the balez and destroyed
it. 'ortuaatolyt the weather prodiotod tor the following arnlm
wes into favorable*
t Nolure was given assenal and put to bad and preparations
begumn tor anether attempt to launch the flight the nozt morning*
Rio preflight physical this tins revealed a slight @old but
Tkho feeling common among the project personnel
that this was a last ohasoe try was betrayed by the pilot in a
slight exaggeration of his characteristically unquenchble on-

so temperature.
thusiasmo

The pressure suit chocked out without difficulty on the console. Lt McClure was sealed In the capsule and the procedure
started for establishing the capsule atmosphere. Captain Beading
asked for a reading of Item 7.
As Lt McClure turned to gomply
with this request, an accident occurred which Lt McClure had
imagined and dreaded, but to which he had boon unable to think
of a satisfactory answer. The chest pack parachute included
for pilot escape from the capsule in the event that the operation
of the emergency capsule parachute was unsatisfactory or unusable,
was one of a kind. It was rigged especially for use in this capsule and there was no replacement at AFMDC.
It is possible that he had accidently pulled the rip-cord.
The parachute lay in his lap.
Although not trained as a parachute packer, Lt McClure,
several months before, had observed carefully the packine procedure and satisfied himself at that tine that he knew how each
step was accomplished aad why. No immediately knew that to report the accident and abort the flight would delay it for at least
one day, doubtless beyond the good weather we were fortunately
experiencing. To try to repack it would require superhuman effort.
He decided the only thing he could do was try. Slowly and
with meticulous care, he carefully repositioned the silk in his
lap fold by fold, having to interrupt his labors frequently to
answer requests for readings and to hide his-task from prying
eyes outside thG capsule.
The capsule had checked out perfectly, its atmosphere established. It was time to tranafer the capsule from the assembly
building to the launch site. Although the parachute was still
not encased in its pack, it was refolded and ready for final assembly, Carefully nuraing it during tha trip, he anxioualy resumed his desperate labor, straining with his last ounce o:'
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strength to force the stubborn material into the impossibly
small space of the parachute pack. With strength derived
from pure desperation, he managed to finish the job# each
landyard and pin in its proper position. Checking and rechecking his work, he was relieved and confident that it was
done well* No was betting his life on it. In addition, he
had a deep sense of responsibility toward those in charge of
the flights Ne fully reported the incident on the tape recorder so that should any unexpected complication arise during
the flight, this facet of it would be known.
A scant 20 minutes before launch time, he could relax for
the first time in hours and enjoy the preflight preparations.
The balloon was again straining high above him, nearly inflated.
The wind was calm and all looked well.
Apparently because Lt McClure was reporting a cooler, more
comfortable temperature this morning than he had the day before, the contractor engineers responsible for the capsule
decided not to repack the dry ice cap but to send it aloft
without additional cooling. On both the previous MANHIGH
flights, this cap had been repacked with dry ice within an
hour before launch.
C. THE FLIGHT
At 0651, on the morning of 8 October 1958, the flight
cleared the ground. The pilot was on his way.
The ascent went essentially as planned. A slightly high
ascent rate required Lt McClure to valve off excess free lift
during the first half hour. The balloon system responded well
and all turned to their prescribed tasks of observing and recording data.
The tape recorder of all voice communications between the
command communications trailer and the capsule was working.
The telemetry write-out had.little interference and all channels
seemed to be functioning properly. Only the panel temperatures
read by the pilot were inordinately high, 1180F. It was soon
established that this was caused by the fact that the sensing
element was accidently left out of reach on top of the C02 and
water absorbing air regeneration unit which used a highly exothermic chemical reaction. This reading was readily expLainable, but essentially meaningless.
The pilot reached ceiling altitude of almost 100,000 feet
at 1000, not 0800 hours as planned on the pilot observation
126

schedules We corrected by starting his activities at the 1000
point on the schedule, eliminating the observations planned
for the first two hours. We started by having his begin with
the subSeotis remarks to the on-board tape recorder. Zt was
necessary for his to turn the cartridge in the recorder at this
time, having filled the first side with the story of the parachute diffioulties. It later turned out that in the process, a
battery lead broke so that the tape recorder failed to function
from this point on in the flighto
All was going smoothly so we asked him to have a snack to
eat during his silence and introspection between 1140 and 1130
while we evaluated the trajectory situation. He had now been
at ceiling altitude long enough for us to anticipate his speed
and direction of travel. By noon, it was apparent that he was
moving to the northwest at a much more rapid rate than had been
anticipated. It would be necessary to leave the communications
trailer and fly in the 0-47 to a rendezvous point to the northwest. After the 1200 pilot report, which included a tape recorded interview for a mewsman, and while Lt McClure started
his 1215 spot photometer readings, the command group and Panel
of Experts transferred to the C-47.
The command group was composed of six people; Lt Colonel
Rufus R. Hessberg, Chief of the Aeromedical Field Laboratory
was officer in charge of the total operation. The author, as
Project Officer, was the Project Flight Surgeon and Director
of the Panel of Experts. Captain Beeding was Project Physiologist. Mrs. V. H. Winzen, acting President of the Winzen Research, Inc., directed the contractor group which included
Mr. Lee Lewis who was in charge of balloon launch and balloon
flight operations, and Mr. Donald Foster, the contractor's
Project Engineer.
Lt McClure later observed that he had found the interview
with the press at noon, surprisingly exhausting. He reported
that the spot photometer observations he made next left him
"really exhausted". At this point, neither he nor anyone else
suspected the nature of his problem.
While he was comploting the spot photometer readings, the
C-47 had become airborne and the command group was agsin organized and in communication with him. Starting at 1245 hours, he
was busy with efforts to follow the count-down of a missile
which was scheduled to destroy its target at 80,000 feet,
20,000 feet below him. The prospect of capturing a downward
looking view of thin event captivated everyone's attention un-

til the missile firing was cancelled 13 minutes later (1300)o
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At that ti*mo a review of the situation revoeal4 that
Lt Mclur's voice showed sipns of deteorrted performanee
and he stated that he felt warm. Nis telemetered pulse rate
had gradually climbed from a normal 80 beate per mnute re
corded during accent to a high 140 beats per minutes Knowing
his reputation for a labile pule*, this in itself was not considered cause for alarm. lowever, his reported internal tonperature of 101.0 if reliabloe, was a serious omen# The telexetered capsule temperature was 760?, so this made no sense

In any case, it did make sense to have him drink water since
Captain Beoding discoverod that in all of the oxcitement, Lt
McClure had failed to take in any liquid since 0200 - over 13
hours before.
At this point, the tube to his drinking water supply would
not function properly so he was able to get only a tantalizing
few drops of water at a time. After a tense ten minutes, by
1315, he discovered a method to make it work satisfactorily
and began to force hia liquid intake.
Now, he was requested to resolve the contradictions among
the extremely high panel temperature, the normal telemetered
cabin temperature, and his elevated internal temperature and
pulse rate by reading the cabin air temperature from the mercury
thermometer on the dry bulb side of the psychrometer used to
calibrate the automatic but less reliable panel instrument.
Between communication difficulties and preoccupation with
other matters, the reading was not obtained in the C-47 until
1350 hours. It was 96F at head level and it was confirmed
by the pilot as reliable and accurate because he had removed
the cotton sock from the wet bulb side of the psychrometer and
observed the same reading on the other independently calibrated
mercury thermometer.
The 1330 report of his internal temperature had been 102.3eo
Was this reliable? The check of the earlier transmitted reporto
showed normal readings until 1000 when a slow steady rise began.
Knowing that the air temperature must have slowly climbed to 9607,
this made sense.
How serious was the situation? And what action, if any0 would
be necessary? From my MANHIGH 1I experience, I was able to point
out that it had not been until 2200, several hours after sunset
on the capsule, that the temperature in the capsule be an to decrease. It had been sovral more hours until it becaoe comfortable
in the capsule. One of the consistent observations made by all
candidates and previous pilots was that any environmental temperature in excess of 680F, plus or minus just a few degreen, was
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Vaaomfortably wara, and anything over 80o0 Was downright iatolerable for an extended period of timo. The inexorable up*
ward maroh of his Internal temperature oonfired that 96oP was
well beyond a tolerable limit.

Ne must start down innediatelyo

This declsion was reached at about 14CO hours by Colonel
Iessberg in oonjunotion with those responsible for the flights
It was nowva question of how to tell Lt McClure he must valve
down. By now, his internal temperature was 103AO.
This was
already a serious fever and he had not begun to desoand from
altitudes When he was told that he had a serious teperature
problem and would need to desoend to cool off, he at first asked
if he could not remain at altitude to perform the observations
that he had come to make. He was told that the command group
had decided it was necessary for him to come down to a lower
altitude, at least to around 50,000 feet, where his capsule
would be much cooler.
At this point, the lesson learned from MANHIGH I, and
demonstrated by the near tragic game of who is fooling who,
desperately played between Admiral Byrd and his base camp during
his epic winter alone in Antarctica, proved extrenely valuable.
There had been a firm agreement on the MANHIGH II flight and I
had personally briefed Lt McClure on the sacrosanct working
principle that he was in charge of the flight as pilot, at all
times without questions from the ground as long as things were
under control. The ground command group would respect this and
demand nothing contrary to his judgement unless the situation
reached a point where it was an absolute emergency, life and
death matter, and they felt they had sufficient information to
sake the decision inescapable regardless of what he thought.
We would be scrupulously honest with him at all times, expecting the same in return. This was primarily to protect him in
the event the situation had reached the point where his judgment
could no longer be relied upon. This agreement had been reached
to cover just such an emergency as this, and upon radio discussion
with Colonel Eessberg, he respected it, and started to valve down
at that time.
He was instructed to valve repeated small increments of the
total valving time predicted and then awrit results. Again and
again no results were apparent. The contractor's representative
responsible for flight operations, was concerned that he had
established too high a descent rate in the stratosphere, presenting a high velocity landing hazard when the descent rate
doubled upon reaching the troposphere. By 1300, he had descended
only a tew thousand feet and still had not established a consiatent
and reliable descent rate, His internal temperature had reached
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104l*.

Now# the pilot himself appreciated the urgent need

for descent to an altitude where the capsule would be *color.
ge was completely cooperative and, except for occasional picturos and comments to the tape rooorder, he concentrated on
relaxing to conserve his waning energy to meet the demanding
responsibility of landing the flight.
At this point, there seemed but slim hope that the balloon
would bring him safely to earth before his inexorably soaring
internal temperature would render him unoonsoious.
By 1600 hours, the balloon had established a gratifying
descent rate of approximately 500 feet per minute and was passing through 87,000 feet - still a long way up. Another hour
and another degree rise in his internal temperature. One small
bit of encouragement was the fact that his report of the internal
capsule temperature using the mercury thermometer, had shown an
increase of only one degree, 970F. His heart rate (Fig. 47,
however, was fast approaching 180 beats per minute, the limit
of physiological compensation. This is the point of maximum
response to stress at which physical performance tests are discontinued.
The command group faced a most difficult command decision.
In the face of his steadily rising temperature and his already
alarmingly high fever, no one dared predict how much longer he
would remain conscious. Should he pass out, undoubtedly the
only way of bringing him to earth rapidly enough to have a
chance of saving his life would be to release the parachute
and capsule from the balloon bringing him down on the emergency
cargo chute.
This necessarily involves a hard landing which in
itself could inflict critical injury if he did not have his
shoulder harness and safety belt securely fastened. On the
other hand, to request that he strap himself tightly against
the seat and the 2-lo thermal suit, would reduce the little
ventilation he still had. This would aggravate his thermal
problem and multiply his discomfort. The latter seemed the
lesser of the two evils.
Colonel Ressberg, as Chief of the Aeromedioal Field Laboratory, again exercised the comnand prerogative and instructed
him to fasten his suit belt and shoulder harness. Lt McClure
again respectfully pointed out the disadvantage to his situation, but when told that it was the oom.and group's decion
and that it was necessary, he complied without further question*
Later, during the debr.tfing, he stated that he appreciated the
reasoning behind our request and had by that time come to realise that he faced a desperate situation,
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Lt Meolure and the coamand group were plagued by a further
serious difficulty for the remainder of the flight. Coaunication between the 0-47 and the capsule were permanently lnterrupted when Lt MoOlure dropped his spot photometer on the floor
where it Jammed the foot switoh of the capsule transmiter. No
ocould receive but not transmit. ?or the next two hours the canmand group had no way of being certain that Lt McClure was still
consous except for one isolated report that & ground station
had contact with him around 1700. Should they initiate command
separation and precipitate immediate descent of the capsule on
the parachute, or should they wait, assuming that Lt McClure
was still conscious and in command of the capsule but simply
having communication troubles. The only hint they had that he
was still in no worse condition than before was the telemetered
transmission of a steady pulse rate of 180. The respiration
sensor had ceased to function at 1245 and the internal body temperatures were reported by the pilot himself.
Shortly after sunset, as Lt McClure descended through 25,000
feet, the flashing night marker beacon came on, confirming that
he was still conscious and in control.
A long 40 minutes later, the capsule landed in the dark within a few miles of the runway from which it had been launched
nearly 12 hours before. A recovery helicopter landed beside it
a few minutes later in time to see Lt McClure remove the upper
hemisphere and crawl out under his own power.
The last setting of the temperature bridge was 108.3eF and
Lt McClure remembered that the needle was off zero by an amount
that represented an additional 0.20. The final internal temperature reading at the time of landing was 108.59F. It had
continued to increase throughout descent, although the capsule
did feel less hot after he opened the manual decompression valve
at 25,000 feet.
Amazingly, he had performed all the landing procedures to
perfection, including turning the night light on, opening the
decompression valve at 25,000 feet, attempting to jettison batteries to slow his descent (all but one battery failed to release
because of an engineering error which would have caused serious
difficulty had he remained at altitude that night), and released
the balloon upon ground impact with perfect precision timing.
An 'hour later in the Base Hospitalt his ECO showed no obvious abnormality and his pulse rate had dropped from 180 to
140 beats per minute* By then h's internal temperature had
dropped to lO0,27a.
He seemed alert but understandably tired.
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i was given LWtrarnous fluids with electrolytes and soonal
to insure an undisturbed night's rest.

The following morning

he was his usual alert, bright, cheerful self, full of vim, vigor,
and enthusiasm about what had happened, and oager to delve into
the details.
At the debriefing that afternoon, when the question of KAZNNI
pilots failing to eat and take liquids in adequate amounts was
being discussed, Lt McClure volunteered the followvig comments:
"As far as I am concerned about taking in food or water,
the situation that you are put in from 80,000 feet to 100,000
feet, and after then at altitude, was such that only a person
who just really never oared even about looking with his eyes
could stop to eat and drink, and that was something that just
ran on until you almost fell over and you realized, well, if
I don't eat and drink I won't be able to do any more."
Later in the debriefing, Lt McClure described the manner in
which he conserved his energy during the descent::
"So I leaned over with my head against the spot photometer, and when I went to tune the transmitter or anything, I
was real careful to be extremely slow, and I didn't try to do
anything I knew I wouldn't have to do, and I would try to relax
and go to sleep that afternoon. To think that my feet would be
relaxed, to relax my hands, tried to make my back feel the same
way, and my neck, just try to drop everything except what I
needed. And still, I could feel my heart pounding all in the
top of my head, but it was awful hot - If you know what I mean,
your heart no longer beats without you knowing it and your pulse
is transmitted to the brain and it kind of hammers in the top
of your head, and I was real hot."
Discussing the visual aberrations that he observed during
his stress experience, Lt McClure pointed out that approximately
two hours after he left 95,000 feet (approximately 1700 aours)
he emptied his bladder so in the event he should experience a
rough landing for some reason or another, he would prevent the
possibility of bladder rupture. He went on to say:

"So what I thought was about two hours after 95,000,
after doing a little work for you people - very little, you
were so considerate - I closed my eyes again and all I could
see was little blue and green flickers of light - it was generally more like aurora or somethinS , It was an area of light
that came and went."

2ITt Under stress# in fact, under extreme stress meo
people Ae virtual images# but they appear so real that you
ean almost reach your hand out and touch then*
Lt HoOluret, Oh, no, it was nothing like that. Nog it
waenft any Lnge at all - no, these things were just splotches
of light that came because I was so blamed hot.
INTs

They had no form or position?

Lt MoOlure Nog it was just the flashes right through,
only when I closed my *yes at firet, and then after a while,
well, I would say another half an hour, was the worst, it just
got solid when I opeued my eyes or closed them.
INT:

Did you see things through then?

Lt McClure: Oh it inhibited a little bit, but I couldn't
dare look out, if I looked out the porthole, boy, it really
got bad.
INT:

Did this get better?

Lt McClure: Oh, yes, even though the rectal temperature
never dropped until I touched down and got out of the thing, and
then I'm not sure.
That he was able to execute the complicated procedure of
landing the balloon in his state of stress was very remarkable.
During the debriefing, he mentioned a number of things that had
filled his mind during this landing period. He had considered
at great length the possibility of the capsule landing on a steep
eloped mountain side and rolling or tumbling, and the similar
complication of the capsule landing on the edge of a deep-cut
arroyo on the desert floor and falling in upside down after release of the balloon. In either case, he realized it would be
a critical error to release the capsule from the balloon before
the capsule had come to rest. He further considered the implications of the liquid oxygen reacting with the aluminum should
the capsule suffer damage on landing. He was still able to project the situation and assess hazards realistically.
The skin resistance pattern during the first 5-1/2 hours of
flight (prior to the severe heat stress) and the first 8 hours
of the confinement test show essentially the same pattern. In
both cases, resistance started low, around 10 ohms and gradually
but steadily increased to approximately 30 ohms. No skin reuistanoe values taken during a heat stress comparable to this situation are known at the present time. The gradual decrease in
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skia resistance through the afternoon may be a reaction to
that stress. During the confinement test, however# the rosistano. gradually oliabed through the test, reaching a maxinum value of 70 ohms at tine of termination (Fi. 37 and 48)e

Lt McOlure's pulse rate after reaching altitude steadily

oliabed from a moderately high value characteristic for his,
110 beats per minute, to 180 beats per minute, after which
it remained constant at this physiologically maximum values
It is unfortunate that the respiration sensor failed to function
after 1243, Before that time, there was a light variation in
respiration around the relatively high average value of 25.
The humidity ranged between 50 and 60 percent throughout the
flight.
It should be noted that a significant contribution to
Lt McClure's successful completion of the flight was to the
excellent job done by Captain Beading in briefing Lt McClure
on unusual situations and capsule operations and limitations
during his 24-hour chamber run at Wright Field.
The subjective ratings rendered by Lt McClure during the
flight are presented in Figure 48. It is most unfortunate that
the subjective ratings had to be discontinued because of the
excessive heat stress following 1200 hours, just when they
would be of greatest interest. It is of particular interest
that at 1200 hours, when the capsule temperature had already
exceeded 90F, Lt McClure registered his subjective feelings
as comfortable, not even warm. This is a strong commentary
on his intense motivation and drive to perform the experiments
planned at altitude. He utterly refused to admit to himself that
his opportunity to remain at altitude was being threatened. The
observations he was making were apparently of such intense interest that his physical discomfort and thirst didn't get through
to his conscious mind.
In his presentation of the MANHIGH III flight, Captain Beeding* emphasized that our selection procedure, although not perfect, had given us a pilot who was equal to the rigors of the
flight - rigors far in excess of what had been anticipated. He
also pointed out that in these space-equivalent type flights it
is essential to schedule food and liquid intake becauae the pilots
consistently are too emotionally keyed up and intensely interested
in the experience to properly attend to their nutritional and
liquid intake needs.
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. L:, "Stress Aspocts of the MANHIGH III Balloon
Flight", Presented to the Annual Aeromedical Association Meetingt

April 1959.
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Disdussons between captain aeorge muff# captain seeding
and myself brought into olear focus the importanee of Seleeting
an individual who would be Sapable of handling not only the
planned flight profile, but any emergenoy that one might en-

vision. Zt is absolutely essential that the Individual selected
be competent both in knowledge and emotional stability to handle
the situation alone totally without oommunications* Lt McClure
was considered very nearly an ideal subject for this type of
mission. Be was primarily a scientist and engineer with his
motivation primarily in those areas, but with pilot training
and experience* The tremendous importance of this motivation
factor could not be brought out more clearly than it was on
this flights His obliviousness to his physical discomfort because of his intense desire to make the observations at altitude demonstrates the depth and intensity of this type of
motivation. It also can be a hazard if indulged without ad*quato spread of attention.
It is interesting to note throughout the story of the MANHIGH III flight, as seen by those responsible for its success
on the ground, that the telemetered physiological data were of
tremendous value in identifying problem areas that had escaped
the attention of the pilot and in giving then a tangible, though
tenuous basis because of incomplete coverage, for making decisions when verbal communications failed.

D. CONCLUSIONS
The selection program described here was a pioneering effort
at correlating the various physical and psychological parameters
that need to be considered in selecting an astronaut.
It servpd
as a preliminary model for the program later established for selecting the Mercury Astronauts.* If this program has emphasized
any one feature, it is the outstanding importance of presenting
the candidate with as realistic a combination of conditions simulating the actual flight experience as possible.
This flight demonstrated clearly the fundamental importance
of selecting an astronaut who has the Innate interest, intelligence, and basic scientific training to understand his vehicle and the challenges of its environment& Motivation to
participate in a flight to "accomplish the mission as directed"
is inadequate. The astronaut muat be primarily motivated by
the challenge of the opportunilt'To explore the unknown as a
lRufU
George B. "Medical Criteria in the Space Crew Selection",
Presented to loath Annual Meotin; American Medical Aavooiation,

9 June 1959,
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scetttet with adequate engineering training and flight experienoo to permit hia to execute the mission* if this is
disregarded, one would expect from the eporions of the three
KANRIOK flights that only a part of the potential scientific
value of a given space mission will be realized and the chances
of the astronaut successfully meeting the unexpected crises of
mpace flight will be greatly reduced.
The integrated physiological, subj*tioe# and psychological
studios made on the MANIOGH III candidates and on the pilot during flight, was the culmination of thro years# of effort in
developing methods for correlating tho psychic state of a subject with his measurable physiological condition under the stress
of a space flight situation. It was a pioneering effort in the
field of psychophysiology. As man ventures into space, the importance of knowing an astronaut's performance or efficiency
level, and his mental and physical reserve by means of telemetered
bioolectric data will become increasingly important* This requires
integrating such specialized fields of knowledge as electrocardiography, various body temperatures, skin resistance changes, and
psychiatric decrement under the prolonged stresses of fatigue,
isolation, confinement, pressure of critical observations, and
need for a high level of alertness. The meaning of these measures
can be adequately determined only thArough an integrated program
of ground space cabin simulator studies and space flight experience.
This flight under apace equivalent conditions Yas the first
to use a "Panel of Experts" to supplement the knowledge and acumen
of the pilot. This technique provides at least twice the return
of useful scientific information from a solo space flight than
the previous method of preflight briefing, then postflight debriefing and discussion.

OIAPTIR V
PILOTIS R3PORTo

Preflig't procedure began for the pilot on 7 October 1958
at 1330 when one seconal tablet was taken to insure sleeps I
awoke at 20309 and at 2100 ate a large meal consisting of steak
and potatotes. I arrived at the Aeromedical Field Laboratory
building at 2230 and began immediately to dress in the pressure
suit. The pressure suit was completely donned by 2345 and the
sensor circuits were checked out shortly after midnight.
The next step was placing me in the capsule and establishing the seal and cabin atmosphere. Up to this time the procedure was "old stuff" and no particular mental reactions were
noted; however, I was fairly certain that the flight would go.
Establishing the atmosphere was normal and I went through it
routinely. Everything was normal until 0315 hours when Captain
Beading asked me for another check on the pO2 . I reached to my
right and as I did so, the parachute, for no apparent reason,
released itself with a muffled "flump".
This event caused considerable mental aud physical strain
before it was satisfactorily resolved. My immediate reaction
was that of complete surrender, knowing the time element that
would be lost if the seal had to be broken, a readily available
chute exchanged for this one, and the atmosphere re-established.
I felt that this precluded the flight, at least on this day. Also,
I knew that the big gears were in motion and all efforts were
being expended to complete the other necessary phases of the
flight; I was afraid the balloon procedures may have gone too
far to be easily reversed. The feeling of surrender passed in
an instant but was replaced by one of complete frustration that
was to last several hours.
I decided to notify Captain Beading and Colonel Hessberg
for their decisions and had picked up the mike within 15 seconds
after the chute deployed, using only enough time to take it down
from the wall hook and carefully place it in my lap. Then, as
Captain Beeding answered me, I realized that this would allow
no d6cision if given to anyone else. 1 was the only person that
was physically in a position tp evaluate the possibilities of
repack; anyone *lse would be required to make a deliberate safety-

of-flight compromise with another manes life, and this is no
!B Lt as S, MoOlure

deeision, Z brushed off Oaptain Deoding's answer and withdrew into the loneliest corner that I could find during the
entire flights I felt immediate repugnation toward my decision
not to tell Captain Deeding because dishonesty seemed to lurk
in such a docision, yet I knew at the same time that, again, I
was the only person alive that had a decision in the matter.
After about 10 or 1 minutes of tearing debate with myself, I realized that emotion had become more a part of my considerations than reason, and that I had to approach this logically
and from a sound basis. Shortly thereafter I set up the criteria
for an answer to myself. Whatever the decision - tell Captain
Beeding and Colonel Hessboag, push the chute into the bottom of
the capsule and fly without it - I decided it must not violate
in any small way the following criteria:
First, the decision
must not endanger the project, and second, it must not endanger
my own life any more than the original flight had always done.
The plan that beat met these conflicting requirements was to
repack the chute, and upon completion, to be completely assured
myself, that the chute was in as good operating condition as it
ever had been or could be. This approach was followed, and after
approximately two hours I was satisfied that the repacking had
been done. I finished just after leaving the Aeromedical Field
Laboratory building on the truck for the launching site and used
the time traveling to the launching site for parachute inspection,
rest, and to record this series of events on the tape recorder.
I verified operation of the tape by listening to this record.

I was soaking wet with sweat and began to be very cold as I
lowered my activity level and the capsule cooled in early morning
air. I therefore zipped up the 2-clo suit most of the way.
I lay over against the chute, now stored in its normal place,
and attempted to sleep for a couple of hours while the balloon
crew put the final preparations on getting the big balloon up.
I was not able to go into complete sleep, as I had been the day
before, but the rest did help me. I was now completely over the
indecisive, frustrating feeling that had occurred because of the
chute malfunction, and became mildly excited as the final stages
of launch were rea(hed.
The launch itself was smooth and uneventful. In fact, I felt
a little disappointed in not being any more elated. The project
had become not another job, but certainly just a job in some respecta, and with launch this responsibility acted somewhat as a
stabilizing agont on my emotions. Another fact reducing the
elation of being off was the fact that the launch was slightly
sooner than I or the van had anticipated, and I was in the process
of fastening the belt lor the firot 300 to 1000 fet of ascent,
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Zntial rate of ascent varied around 1000 to 1200 fpa,

which was expeoted, Also in the prooedures was the valving
off of the gas to a desired rate of ascent of 700 fPs. This
was done in four cautious shep# of about 20 seconds of valving
each, and this rate was fairly well established by 10,000 feet*
Z had a slight cold and my sinuses gave some dincomfort uutil
the cabin pressure began to stabilize at about 24,000 to 26,000
feet HSL. During this part of the ascent, blowing my noe produced mostly blood. The pain was not heavy and did not prevent
doing any job that I was to perform within the capsule.
During the first part of the ascent I made special effort
to compare the out and up views obtainable through the portholes and up mirror, trying to judge the position of noticeable
change in sky aspect. The sands, mountains and sky presented an
appearance that I was very accustomed to, up to 53,000 or 60,000
feet. Within this range the sky continually grows bluer above,
while the apparent contrast at the horizon increases. The view
is somewhat softened by the bluish cast given the distant scones
from ultraviolet scatter, but colors in the San Andrea were visible ditring this astcent, I noticed at the eastern base of the
San Andrea, where they met the White Sands, a couple of little
lakes that I had never seen before. These were probably due to
recent rains and seemed to be six to eight miles long and about
three quarters as wide. These had a decided greenish color to
them which was easily seen up to about 65,000 feet* At this
altitude the color faded to a dark color not unlike that of the
mountains, but their smooth surface made then discernible above
this altitude if you previously knew that they were present.
The view through the down mirror was amazingly clear during
the ascent, and the entire flight, for that matter. Through this
mirror could be seen the light white-brown to reddish colors of
the desert, the small speok3 that were the mesquite and other
desert vegetation, the sharp jagged streaks that marked the
paths of the dry stream beds, and other details of similar dimensions and contrast. During the latter parts of the ascent,
the capsule drifted over the edges of the Sacramento Mountains,
approximately above the Sunspot location. The passage from light
desert to these very dark-green mountains was also striking through
the down mirror. From extreme altitude the division between these
two zones was narrow, and therefore added to the unusual appoarance
of two so widely different terrains exi3ting so near each other.
The down mirror gives a view almost directly vertically down, yet
even through this mirror the relief in the mountainous terrain
was clearly evident, Also visible were the variation, in wooded
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densities,

The valleys were plain in relief and usually

marked by a stream bed which was a small white line winding
its way downward to the deert.
At 24,000 feet M3L I Save a pilot report which included
the capsule temperature from the instrument pnnel.

At this

time the reading was 890F. From the tapes, I find that I
apparently agreed with myself and with Captain Beeding to
disregard this gauge because "|obviously" it won incorrect as
evidenced by the high reading this early. I stated that I
felt a little uzoomfortably warm. I found that I had taken
the "Job" 1 hae to heart so strongly that I was making more
effort than was nacessary to try to make the flight more
effective. I noted (passing through jet stream) this undue
effort on the tape and made an effort to relax and take every
fact of the job in order, and thereby save energy for the total
long grind. At about 55,000 feet the cabin temperature read
940F, and there was some discussion between the ground crew
and myself and we finally concluded the gauge was off. The
telemetry said 760F at this time. I stated that I was warm*
The feelingwas only that, warm, not hot, nor particularly uncomfortable.
The capsule had quite a bit of rotational instability,
rotating from one-quarter to one turn in one direction, and
then stopping to go back the other direction. Up to 60,000
feet it favored the right rotation, and above that altitude
the left was predominant.

As the system approached altitude the rotation gradually
slowed, and after reaching altitude, almost completely stopped.
When at altitude, any movement created an oscillation of the

vertical axis of the capsule. This motion was very evident and
seemed to have its axis just at or above the top dome. I began
to see the "space" sky very definitely different at about 85,000
to 87,000 feet. Here the sky had really lost its blue coloring,
or lost coloring altogether and had become a completely dark void.
The main sky-aspect change from this altitude to ceiling was in
the horizon zone. This area got narrower and of higher contrast
with the dark sky above it as we ascended higher. The horizon
was never a definite earth-sky meeting, never a sharp zone, but
was an area below which earth existed, and above which the sky
was apparent. The earth and sky separation was performed by a
very bright band of atmosphere, apparently lying out near the
horizon and very effectively obscuring the earth-to-sky junction.
This band had the appearance of a bright circular tube of light
lying above the earth, and I referred to this as the halo zone
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several tines thereafter, This halo zone existed from below
the earth-sky junction to above it (I would guess about equally
spaced above and below this junction) and was about 5 degrees
to 8 degrees in total widths
The view varied greatly from directly down to directly up,
but I will attempt to explain it. Through the down mirror the
view was always very clear and sharp, apparently ou; to about
2 degrees from straight down; this was about the cut-off angle
in looking out the portholes. In the view down through the portholes at this maximum angle, the details were still very sharp,
and only a very light haze was apparent from here on out to about
35 degrees. However, at 43 degrees down view, the haze reduced
detail. The features recognizable became mountains, the Rio Grande,
White Sands, and the lava beds. These items could generally be
distinguished about 15 to 20 degrees below the horizon; however,
for the last 15 degrees up to the horizon, the bluish-white haze
increased so that little detail was visible. This haze graded
into the very bright white zone referred to before as the halo
zone. Just above the halo zone there was a layer of blue, grading
from the lighter blues (normally noticed at the horizon) to the
heavier blues (as seen at the zenith position when viewing from
sea-level) and rapidly into even darker blues and space-black.
This whole "blue-zone" is about equal in width to the halo-zone,
or about 6 to 8 degrees in angular dimensions. Looking above
this angle into the sky immediately impressed me as the blackest
sky I had ever seen, yet - and this is completely beyond my own
poor power to express - this black continued to get blacker as
I elevated my gaze. The darkest area was vertically upward through
the mirror. Upward also provided the sharpest color contrast imaginable. The balloon was a snow-crystal, shimmering white, so
bright that it alone was difficult to look at. This bright object was directly contrasted with the deepest space-black beyond
it, and this contrast was so great it caused discomfort in the
In fact, after
eyes when looking back and forth between the two.
having the mirror positioned so that only the space-black was
viewed and then moving the mirror over to view the balloon, the
effect was the same as when coming out of a dark movie into the
noon sunlight, and several seconds of squinting were necessary
before the eyes could comfortably accept the new light level.
Shortly after reaching altitude and performing the routine
pilot's report and taking some pictures, Dr. Ruff came on for an
interview. We began with the very normal frivolities of any conversation but shortly, somehow we had moved into the area of deep
subjective feelings. This conversation will probably be much
better written in some other part of this report; alao, it will
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be available as a transoription included Lu the report* lowever, I will make an effort to put down my feelings at that
time. I suppose the beginning of the conversation cane when
Dr. Ruff asked if Z was thinking at the moment about anything
other than what I was looking at. The answer essentially stated
that even though there was a tremendous enjoyment in what I was
doing, I found a persistent feeling of insecurity# It had also
noted this feeling in the smaller balloon rides. Lee Lewis and
myself had even discussed this and found that it was present
even in the old balloon pilots, as represented by himself. ftsentially the feeling was the same here; it was due, I think,
to the fact that normal references, normal support, are gone.
In a balloon there is no visible means of support, unless you
look almost directly up, and it seems that no assurance comes
from this because in doing so all normal references - horizon,
ground, et cetera - are completely lost with the act of looking
for the support.
There was another feeling that persisted during the time that
I was at altitude. This was very similar to the just described
feeling of insecurity but to explain it more exactly would be
to describe it as a "reverent" feeling. More than once, as I
looked out on this strange scene, I recalled the often used
words "conquer space", and came to the conclusion that this was
a very f-applicable phrase to apply to this region which I viewed.
Lee Lewis came on and I had a short conversation with him.
He was very elated over the smooth launch and climb, and with
the worst over and no apparent problems, he was expecting a very
easy, perfect flight. This struck me as just a little out of
text. I had no forebodings of ill, but I made several statements
to the effect that the flight was not over yet and could not be
considered smooth sailing until completely ended with the landing
accomplished. I made a note of this point only because I had made
such depressing statements at a time of apparent accomplishment.
I had no information nor thought of "trouble to come" at this time.
My previous flight experience had several times shown me that when
your feet are off the ground you are inherently in an unsafe position and any approach other than one tempered with this thought
is not the proper one.

Sometime after the diacu~sion with Lee Lewis, around 1145 to
1200, I suddenly realized that I was hungry.
Imediately with
this thought came the consoiou3ness of fairly atrong hunaer feelings and also extreme thirst, I made note of the fact that the
engrosment of
e preparation, launch, climb, and being at
su , an altitude had caused me to forget completely such normal
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I

procedures as
at 2100 hours
high activity
this time was

eating and drinking. I had eaten on 7 Ootober
and it was now 1 hours later with a *ontinued
over the entire time. The only intake during
a small can of juice sometime in the early morn-

ing prelaunch hours and nothing at all to eat#. I immediately
took time out to eat, and consumed a tube of chicken, a can of
juice and two oookies, The juice tasted especially refreshing
and cool, and I recall now that I put the hand from the cool
can to my face several times and passed off the fact that I
was warm, to be a fairly normal condition for such a flight.
I was not as comfortable as I would normally prefer, and if I
had been in any normal situation, I think now that I might have
registered a small complaint, but here it simply passed as part
of the project.
After drinking the juice, I had a request from the ground
for a short interview with the press. I had answered several
questions from the interviewer when he requested that we start
over because of poor communications or recording. I did so, and
I found that the verbal dissertation required of me left me fairly
exhausted. When finished, I sat back and found that I needed the
rest. I was breathing rather fast and could tell that my heart
rate was up, a similar feeling as if I had done a small amount
of work. The fact that some undue effort had just been expended
must have been at least slightly evident over the radio, because
Captain Beeding came back with "Man, after that blurb you must
be pretty pooped. Why don't-you sit back and rest a minute".
I felt this was a good suggestion and would give me time to get
some water, as I felt I had not completed my "dinner" yet.
I then proceeded to pull up the tube, place it in my mouth
I pumped for 20 to 30 seconds, long enough
usually, but this time, no water. So I pumped that long again and
again. I checked the valve position and the tube, but still no
water. I thought perhaps it would take just a little more pumping
this particular time so I continued for about two more minutes.
The back pressure that was building up in the tank was now evident
as the bulb became noticeably heavier to pump. I pulled the tube
out as far as I dared and pushed it its full extent back into
the receptacle. Still no water. Then I posed the problem to the
ground crew; they were stumped for any new ideas, but I tried
everything over again that I had just accompliched, to no avail.

and pump up the bulb.

The problem suddenly took on new proportions. I knew that I
had several cans of juice that would suffice to carry me through
the emergency if no water could be obtained; yet I aloe know
that this juice would not be sufficient to carry the flight an
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originally planned, espeoially with the rate of perspiration
experienced so fart so the water had to become available. Z
had dincuesed this contingency at Minneapolis in the process
of learning the HANNIOH system, I thouaht at the time that it
was a highly unlikely possibilityl however, I knew I should
think of it in terms of the consequences in case the possibility
arose. The problem was not answered easily then, but my idea had
been to take the knife and punch a hole in the water tank just
about the level that I expected the water to be, and to catch
this water in a cup. At beat this procedure would be very difficult to accomplish because of the location of the water container, but it was at least a partial presolution. This alternate solution comforted me somewhat but was Pertainly not a
desirable thing to have to do.
Now I began to feel not only that the project would suffer
if this water was not available, but also my own physical need
for it. I suppose that I had sweated heaviest for the longest
period of time in my whole life already today, and I had not replaced this lost body water. I left the pressure as already
pumped into the tank stand but now I went for some juice cans
and lot the tube rest against the capsule wall. Just as I found
a can of juice I saw the meniscus of the water lying far down
the tube and quickly replaced the tube in my mouth fearing that
it would be in a hurry and flow out all over the capsile. It
was in no hurry - in fact, the rate of movement appeared to be
just above the completely stopped flow rate. I left the tube in
my mouth and began to get the wet and dry bulb plastic case out
for use. During the time that I was trying to obtain water I
had been deferring the other tasks to be accomplished because
I felt that the water was extremely important. The van had become very concerned that I get wet and dry bulb readings, I
supposed so that they might have an accurate reading on the
true relative and absolute humidity in the capsule. By the
time I had the thermometer wet bulb saturated and had hung it
up to wait to get equilibrium wet and dry bulb temperatures, the
water had finally gotten to the end of the tube, and I was getting
a pitifully small amount of water - but at least some water. It
wasn't running out, only slightly dripping, and I was able to
swallow a small mouthful only once every three minutes or so.
I now returned to the water problem to try to increase this
flow as I knew that it still wasn't sufficient. This method
of taking it also precluded good communication with the ground,
as I could not stop the flow. I would have had to remove the
tube from my mouth to answer the van's questions. I did not
want the water to drop on any electronia equipment; nor, did I
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want to waste it by letting it Just drip away into the oapsule.
Therefore I had to sit# tube in mouth, able to perform moat oporations and to listen, but not very abl to transmit. I deoded that I should suck the tube.

I applied a little pull and

a slightly greater flow evidenced itself, but only for an instant.
Then a very unusual condition was observed. Almost uimultaneously
with suotion, the tube's contents jumped to life and a series of
breaks occurred in the water column. It appeared that the column
was suddenly filled with alternate lengths of water and air; the
column now contained several air bubbles. I released the tube,
very puzzled, and as I did so, the column immediately jumped back
to a solid water condition and the answer came to me - vapor lock!
Here was something happening before my eyes that was a physical
result of the lowered atmospheric pressure within the capsule.
I applied auction again; the obedient little gas-bubble soldiers
jumped to attention, serving effectively to stop the flow; I released and they again magically disappeared. This fascinated me
for several seconds before the realization came - this is no
solution. I must get higher water flow. Since I had been able
to consume some, I waited about five more minutes for a couple
of mouthfuls, and then began to experiment with hose positions
trying to trace them to the container. Finally I gave up and
just started pulling the tube out. I stopped after I thought
I surely had pulled the tube out so far that it would come out
of the container. Just as I did so, the flow suddently jumped
to a very high rate and served almost to choke me. The problem
was not solved and I consumed as much water as possible in case
the situation occurred again.
During this time, the van had requested that I take my own

pulse.

I did so.

My pulse was 128.

I knew that this was high

but it made no particular impression. We were off schedule because of many small things, and I wanted to return to and clear
up these items. I proceeded to shoot out all the anscochrome
movie film so that I might load the camera for an Eastman experiment. I had been alerted during the water problem for possible observance of high altitude missile burst, and now while
loading the camera also was trying to orient myself with some
known items on the ground. White Sands and the lava beds were
behind me, the San Androas just directly below me, and all of
these references were very difficult to view becauue of their
position. I noticed that to hold the K-1O0 camera up to the

window tired me slightly.
Captain Beeding asked if my heater switch (or as the switch
was labeled on the control panel, "air conditioner") was in the
center or off position. I chocked it; it was neutral. I looked
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up to see if Z oould flick it on and off and get oorresponding
increases and decreases in the meteo
Z did got those verifying
the off position. I turned back and reached for the air rogenerator hose to direct its flow onto my face and on switohing
from window-directed flow to hose flow, Z got a blast of very
hot air from the hose. On replAcing the hoset I became immediately aware that the cabin temperature gauge had been reading
high because it was situated just above the hose outlet and was
reading the high temperature of the air. I called back to tell
Captain 3eeding I knew why it was reading high, and he told no

he knew it was reading the air regenerator temperature.

I didn't

remember then that the sensor for the temperature gauge was sitting
on top of the air regenerator box, but we were now aware of the
reason for the high temperature reading. I got the dry bulb
reading at 960 - I didn't believe it - Captain Beeding had to
have a couple of repeats on this as if he didn't understand me.
Then when he understood 960, he said simply, "Take another drink
of water".°
It became obvious to me that considerable discusion was
going on. The delays in answering my transmissions were much
longer now; different people answered as if it was whoever was
nearest the microphone. Captain Beeding came on and I told him
I was going to start to get the 1400 position report. He said
to sit back and take it easy. This bothered me considerable as
I knew we would drag further behind schedule, but Captain Beeding
made a point of insisting on this. The C-47 asked the van for
my pulse rate; it was 150. The van then asked me to check my
own pulse rate; I got 148. In tuning the omni for better reception I had found that the metal face of it was too hot to
touch comfortably. Since I had been told to rest, I felt I
might as well try to lean carefully over against the parachute,
taking care not to lean on the photometer.
Shortly Colonel Hesaberg came on and I was completely surprised - in fact, somewhat amazed - to hear him say that the
dicision was to have me descend to a lower altitude, that we
must cool off. The fact that this would come up had never occurred to me. There were only 3-1/2 to 4 more hours until sunset
and it would take me almost that long to descend to any altitude
that would give me any aid. Since surely heat would not be a
problem at night, the least we could do was to wait out the time
till dark and thereby get in most of the work. I made a request
to inject these opinions for their consideration. I was allowed
to do so, and after only short discussion again, Colonel Hessberg
told me that we must descend, to a lower altitude to cool off.
Lee Lewis took over and advised for descent with his apoloqies,
yet also his concurrenoe in this decisions I still did not concur
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but decided that it I could lose only a slight amount of Sao
to provide the descent called for, and was careful to control
this desoent so that it wasn't rapid enough to take in air, I
could still easily return to alti.tude with lose of perhaps one
additional battery later on during the night#
The valving began with a 4-1/a minutes both-valves-open
shot.

The advice from the ground was that it would take some

time to initiate descent after the valving.

I understood com-

pletely, intending to wait as long as possible to observe the
beginning of the descont, for two reasons.

First, if I was going

to descend I wanted very much to do it properly and always under
complete control. I was convinced difficulties with balloon operation are usually the result of over control. Second, I knew
that these necessary delays were delays that allowed me to stay
at altitude a little longer and would also result in a higher
altitude on termination of this descent, allowing an easier return to maximum pressure height during the night or the next day.
I was not considering a complete descent at all*
The time was now about 1330 and my rectal temperature was
approximately 102.8e , with a heart rate of 145 to 148. These
items did not impress me as being impossible, as my pulse rate
had been recorded this high previously. I was in such a state
that activity tired me greatly; I decided to conserve my energy,
keep up my water level and perform the descent as accurately as
possible. This would tend to make my return to a high altitude
more possible. From this time until about 1410 I spent alternately valving and waiting to see what effect the valving would
have. By then a very slow descent could be detected. I remember
looking at the clock at 1410, then leaning over to rest against
the parachute, disturbing my rest only to valve or read the altimeter as directed. I made a mental note to read the clock again
in about an hour. I looked again when I thouglit one hour had
passed, and the time was 1428 - slightly less than twenty minutes
had gone by. The effect of this slowing of time was very marked
on me. The condition I was in was becoming more difficult to
bear, enough so that I imagined much more time passing than usual.
The time began literally to drag by, and the clocks slowing became as much an enemy as the real conditions that were causing
my problem. I now concurred with the decision to oool off; however, the descent still did not seem the solution. A statement
made by me at the time to Lee Lewis indicated my conception of
the situation, "I'm glad I don't have to make a night landing".
I continued to look out and be completely amazed by what I
saw. Once, on looking up to read the altimoter, I caught aight
of a striking uiht, The red inflation tube was hanging down
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fron above, seeaingly out of nowhere, and was brilliantly lit
by the sun and contrasted with the black sky background# A
little later Z caught sight of the soon* It was standing about
10 degrees above the halo sone on the horizon and compared in
surface brightness about equal with that brightness witnessed
in the halo zone.

Later during the descent, between 80,000 and ?0000 feett
the sun had deseonded to an angle low enough to U seen through
a porthole. To be able to view the sun, I had included a dark
solar filter in my own equipment. However, this solar filter
was stowed along with a polarizing filter, in the bottom of the
food container, and I felt I was not able to get to it. I wanted
very much to observe the sun at this altitude and to see if any
of the corona could be observed with the naked eye. I remembered
that I had asked one of the photographers for a piece of unexposed sheet film and had put this film in the film container,
which was easily accessible. This film was to serve as a rough
sun filter, one that I could vary by using different layers of
it. Through one layer the solar disc was reduced in intensity
but not enough for comfortable viewing. Through two layers comfortable viewing was obtained. The sky remained very black up
to the sharp edge of the disc and no filamentary structure was
ever seen.
The radio reception had slowly grown worse. The C-47 was
the weakest receivable transmitter on the air, and some transmitters were so much more powerful as to make it extremely uncomfortable when they cut in. In fact, once when I had the volume
up to a level so that reception from the C-47 was just audible,
an airliner came on calling Phoenix Sky Harbor tower with a volume
so intense as to leave my head ringing for several minutes. The
receiver also began to drift as it heated and had to be frequently
retuned. The face of it was so hot that a weted finger placed
against it for a few seconds, sizzled. Because of the frequent
non-project use of 122.8 we had now switched to 121.5.
Heated debate in the van was obvious to me even though there
was an evident effort to spare me the mental strain of being included in it. The frequent pauses in answering my queries, the
carry-over of voice inflection and volume into the replies I re*eived, the more frequent changes in people relaying, were very

good indications, I thoughte

The time was 1525, altitude 91,000,

body temperature now up to 104.20, the heart rate 170. The effect
of these facts on the decisions from the van as to termination
began to bother me. I then injected my opinion that termination
and parachute landing in the terrain we were now over waa extremely
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dangerous and should be avoided if at all possible* Cutting
down would be of value to save my life only if we were over

open terrain.
The pulsation# of my heart, which had been felt since about
1430, were now pounding against the roof of my head, and even the
small effort to reach up and to turn th(, potentiometer to the
center position caused a marked increase in this pulsation and
tired me noticeably.

Now I was too weak and tired to oars if I

lay against the spot photometer or not, and spent most of my- time

lying forward and thinking to each part of my cody, relax and *on-serve, a trick I frequently use to relax and sleep at night. This
procedure seemed to help. I became concerned lest this weakness
become more evident on the ground, and each time I answered the
ground queries I put everything I had into my voice to keep it
apparently sharp and ready. My voice became a very great aid
to me now, about the only one I had. I began to become detached
from myself, it seemed. My brain functioned as well as ever as
far as I could tell then or can estimate now by listening to
flight tapes. I was mentally able even to question the physical
cause of my predicament, and I gave the ground this dissertation.
It was as if I were two people; one alive and alert, the other
dying and unable to respond to the simplest tasks. The lack of
response of this physical self to my mental self added considerable frustration.

I had long considered that I would like to observe my face
in the mirror, but the mirror was stowed in the food case and
I didn't think I could expend the energy to retrieve it. I remembered the polished mirror of the Hasselblad, and did expend
enough energy to use it. I had expected exactly what I saw, a
very flushed faced, sweating profusely, with an extremely "beat"
appearance.
Around 74,000 feet Captain Beeding asked me to put on my
shoulder harness tind lap belt. My rectal temperature was now
up to 105.6. I accomplished this and found immediately that the
harness pulled the 2-clo suit up tight around my back and sides
of my legs, making me feel much hotter. I requested to take off
the harness. Colonel Hessberg refused this request in an exceptionally nice manner, and I again got the impression that the
chance of my passing out and being ground-terminated was very high.
Again I made comment as to the dangerousness of such a move over
the mountains. I definitely did not want to impaot, even secondarily, in a negative direction,
I turned the conutont flow on in the hope that the 02 evaporation rate from the converter would increase and absorb zome
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heat from the capsule atmosphere. Shortly thereafter I asked
the ground for confirmation of the chance of this# They agreed
and advised as to turn it on; I left the constant flow on for
the rest of the flight. Shortly after this Z received instructions
from Oaptain Deeding to perform an unusual operation - to keep the
face plate handy, but off, and to switch from capsule to suit on

the selector switch.

I understood the physical nature of the

attempt; the capsule atmosphere would expand by being released
through the Firewel vent* Expansion implies adiabatic cooling;
however, this effect would be partially nullified by the fact
that the cooled Sam escaped and was not available to absorb heat
from the capsule. I performed this operation and as soon as I
moved the switch from oapsule to suit, a very active white cloud
appeared outside the No. 2 porthole - just where the Firewel vent
was situated. The cabin altitude began a rapid climb and I immediately closed the switch back to capsule. I felt the Firewel
valve cover and it was still as warm as the rest of the capsule
walls.
I had not urinated the whole flight and now realized that
I had a quite natural push to do so. I knew what an effort was
required for this process from the Wright Field experiences,
but the need was great, and in the back of my mind was the idea
that somewhere in my association with the medical groups I had
heard that it was a suspected but unproved fact that a full bladder
may burst and cause death in impact type accidents. Knowing the
good chance of a high impact, I decided that it would be necessary
to follow natural impulses as well as the impact considerations.
I set about to perform this task. This job in itself nearly completely exhausted me; where before I was trying to conserve, now
I was trying to recover. During the time I was urinating, the
ground crew continued its suggestions for proper preparation obviously in case of my passing out and being terminated for parachute impact. The request now was for me to stow the spot photometer.
Just after finishing urinating, I lost contact with the C-47
and could neither transmit to them nor receive them. Finally
an answer to my callo came from NCA 40. This turned out to be
Lt Roger Winquist of the Holloman Balloon Branch, who was in the
recovery control point at Holloman. Knowing that I might lose
complete communications if the radio deterioration continued, I
gave Lt Winquist my personal plan in order that he, at leastwould be able to tell the project control officers my plan in case
of radio failure. This was the first timo that I considered a
complete descent. Even now I considered it only bocause of possible radio failure along with tho other problems at hand. If

left to my own decisions, I would, at the time, have leveled
at some opaule oooling altitude, roted, eaten food, and drunk
water, until after sunneti then gone back to altitude, I know,
however, the control people in the 0-47 wore becoming more and
,:,oru concernied about my condition and might even request a full
descent uven if the oapzule were now to cool to normal* Lt Winquiet rpotted the plan for personal descent after much effort
on my part to transmit this to him, and I returned to the task
of restoring the urine bottle to its proeer place.
The C-47 communications returned before I was able to stow
the bottle, and the voice from that end was now almost militarily
insistent that I stow the spot photometer. I was now becoming
extremely exhauotod and wanted to defer this task, but when I
was unable to return the urine bottle to its place, I gave up,
dropped it oe.the floor and went at the photometer. I was completely exhausted and only with a great effort was I able to sit
up. If I had not practiced the removal of this instrument, I
probably could not have gotten it loose, but I crossed hands and
pushed hard against the pin holding it. It came loose immediately,
and simultaneously I felt a terrific desire not to drop this instrument. However, I was too weak to hold it and it crashed to
the bottom. I had remembered that the bag I had been insistent
on having was put in specifically to hold the photometer on the
floor and away from the foot switch so that normal communications
could be kept. Now the photometer was lying precisely where it
shouldn't - making the foot switch inaccessible.
Captain Beeding now was asking about the photometer, "Has
it been stowed"? I tried in vain to answer him; then I tried to
pick up the photometer, but felt that I would not be able to hold
it, and there was no place to put it. The effort was more than
rematned in me. I could not lift this seven pounds of instrument.
I tried to flip it over, away from the foot switch, but there was

not enough room in the bottom of the capsule for my feet and legs,
the urine bottle, tape recorder, and felt boots. I then found
that I could get a transmitter cl.ck by rocking t e photometer
over toward the right with my foot; I could operate the transmitter switch with the photometer itself! If I had had enough
energy I would have scresmed out an answer to the C-47, but this
was not possible. Now I was just barely able to muster an answer,
much less to make the voice defense that I had kept up so 'ong.
I answered Colonel Heasberg. He didn't receive me. I answered
him again and again. He ended up giving me another long count.
Now I realized that something had to change. The bright
porthole area was not very different from the rust of my field
of vision, It was all bright; there was only a little greener
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east in the shadow areas inside the capsule away from the
portholes. Z was unable to sit up, except with extreme effort,
and then only for a few secondo, but falling forward provided
no relief now. The floor was cluttered and there was no place
for my feet. The elevation of my feet, because of the items

on the floor, caused strain in my loegs when leaning forward.
It was no longer possible to got any relief and rest by closing
my eyes, for when I did, very unoomiortable bright green flashing
areas filled my vision, as if I had only bright lights to view.
These flashes were less disturbing if my eyes were open.

I de-

aided to relax and listen to ground instructions, just so that
I might be more informed. This also proved to be impossible.
Every call from the ground invoked an involuntary effort to
reply; the inability to reply frustrated me and I finally realized that continued effort simular to the last 20 minutes
would surely cause me to pass out or die. Therefore I pulled
out my communications plug. The silence was absolutely startling
but unbelievably welcome. I could now concentrate on repairing
some physical ability to operate. The silence and complete inactivity seemed the means by which I might be able to do this.
My heart rate was about 180, breathing was fairly heavy
and I knew that much more activity would cause me at least to
faint; more than ever I felt the separation of mind and body,
and it was almost an eerie feeling to let my mind wander off
to some cool spot and to sit there and watch the body slowly
and helplessly going into thermal oblivion. I lay as comfortably as possible against the parachute and was completely limp
and exhausted for at least 30 to 40 minutes. Then I made the
small effort of lowering the drinking tube down to my mouth and
pumping the bulb up; I lay there now very slowly taking on water
and continued to absorb it long past the point of being full of

it, because I knew that my internal water supply was very much
depleted. I stopped only when I felt that I would vomit with
any more intake.
The communication failure occurred at 1710 hours at about
59,000 feet and with a rate of descent of 400 fpm, and now it
was 1750 hours. I had recovered from the very uncomfortable
bright flashes and the feeling of going out from exhaustion.
My mind had turned over and over the various possibilities and
consequences of my position, my condition, and any errors that
I might make. Several new aspects of the problem presented
themselves, and by the time I began to feel an if I would not
go out, I had a concrete set of plans for what I felt were my
only choices.
First, I now knew that I would have to perform the ground
termination at the end of thiz descont, This meant a night
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landing, and since I was not sure of my position, heading or
speed, possibly a nieht landina in the mountain. To this Z
had what was to ae a unique solution. I knew that I must land
with a controlled rate of speed and remain upright, no matter

what type of terrain I landed on.

A secondary negative impact,

as might occur if the capsule toppled from the side of a oliff

into a ravine, could provide the most dangerous situations

This

condition had been the worst preflight emergency that I could
lure

it was so bad that I had resolved to level off at

0-<at 10,000 feet over the terrain if I found myself landing
%n mountainous country. I would then hold altitude until I
drifted over a more desirable spot to land. I had decided to
follow this procedure even if it meant total ballast drop to
level off, taking a chance then that I could satisfactorily
valve my way into more suitable terrain. I had never considered
landing in any mountains under any conditions but now I was
faced with this possibility. With this consideration I decided
to make a very normal and very cautious approach to land at 200
to 300 fpm as a desired rate of descent, but that I would not
ballast to obtain this rate unless I was above 400 fpm. This
was as prebriefed. However, I planned to determine in the few
seconds of initial ground contact whether or not to release the
balloon normally or to retain it. If I hit normally, remaining
upright or falling over and remaining that way for a few fractions
of a second, I would consider this a solid normal contact and
squib the balloon. If I hit on a slope or on the side of a very
steep wall, I hoped that I would he able to feel the sliding or
rolling effect received and be able to distinguish this contact
from the desired solid impact. In this case I would retain the
balloon. If I retaiued the balloon its lifting presence would
stabilize the directions of possible secondary impacts so that
the chance of negative application of these impacts would be
greatly reduced. I hoped then to impact, slide, retain the balloon and even to bounce the two or three thousand feet expected,
and then, knowing the altitude of first impact, to open both
valves 300 to 400 feet above the altitude on the way in the
second time. This landing would be a series of shorter and
shorter bounces, working the capsule slowly down the slope, to
terminate when the bottom, or solid impact, was reached.

I considered the possibility of a mountain peak or cliff
edge ripping the bag and rapidly but not immediately drop me.
I thought that there was no choice other than to accept this
possibility. If I impacted and could not decide positively
that I was on solid flat ground or on sloping steep ground, X
decided that I would do at least one high bounce that would
give me a few more seconds and another impact to decide. The
second impact would probably not be too bad and I could terminate

on Its

Zf the round control terminated me, I decided to blow

the capsule apart at 22,000 flot and slowly and calmly stop
out at 1,000 to 20,000 feet after pulling the red apple# The
procedure was as prebriefed and therefore the ground crew
would know exactly what to ezpect.
These considerations inoluded all possibilities for termination that I could imagines X also realized that the only
indication of personal condition, now that communications were
out, was the balloon performance. I resolved to accomplish
this so that the command group would have no cause to believe
that I was in any other condition than the condition I was in
on our last contact.
I continued to make only the minimum effort necessary to
make the descent and landing. I reset the potentiometer to
zero deflection and decided not to touch it again until landing
so as to remove this small effort from the list of energy consuming necessities. The temperature reading as it was last
set was 108.7*F. The potentiometer needle had deflected more
by impact time but I did not read it. The only energy consuming
tasks that I allowed myqelf were to read the altimeter and vertical speed, and valve and ballast as necessary for balloon control.
I had gained enough strength and lost the vision difficulties
by now even though my body temperature was still rising and the
capsule was still as hot. However, it was not getting hotter.
I allowed myself to perform the last termination rites by stowing every other loose item, including the Hasselblad, into the
bottom of the capsule. It really hurt to put the Hasselblad
away, and I shot the remaining film quickly as the sun was near
setting. The altitude and time was respectively 38,000 feet and
1740 hours.
The vertical speed was now a very steady 1000 fpm, having
stabilized at this new rate from the 400 fpm I carried in the
stratosphere. This rate was by far higher than I intended to
impact with, and as the sun was now setting, I knew that the
vertical speed would soon increase. I wantod to place all my
current thoughts on record so I unhooked the dictet microphone
from its capsule hanger and set it in my lap within easy reach.
I recited all my considerations and thoughts and all activity
within the capsule for the record. I started to retrieve the
diotet itself from the bottom of the capsule and to install ;
fresh tApe for the descent and to check its operations, but
energy and activity considerations stopped me from this and I
forced myself to accept the fact that it was operating.
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The seat booamo very unoomfortable with my feet elevated
from the floor level. The many items stowed on the floor oaused
this lifting of the lower part of my thighs from a large area
of the webbing of the seat# This increased the sitting pressure on my buttocks and made sitting in this one spot very uncomfortable, even though I only had one or two hours that way.
Just as the sun set Z lifted the guard on the ballast
initiator and selected 12-volt battery No* 1 on the selector
switch. I had deoided to wait until the vertical speed began
to increase, even the slightest amount, and then to ballast this
battery. This happened just before the sun was fully set and
the vertical speed was 1000 fps when the first battery was blown
off. I noted the time, altitude, vertical speed, and which
battery was being blown on the diotet, and also the tine again
when the vertical speed began to drop and at what value it restabilized. When I blow the first battery, it went with a loud
"spang", a light red flash and considerable oscillation of the
capsule. Within four or five minutes the vertical speed dropped
to 900 fpm or a little less. I thought that this small response
was due to the continued natural intent of the balloon to desce
faster with loss of more super heat. I decided that 900 fpm was
slightly fast and that I might start early to approach the more
normal impact speeds; I selected 24-volt battery No. 1 and
"spanged" it off as before, holding the dictet against the metal
wall of the capsule to record this event. The red flashes and
capsule shaking were evidence enough for me that this ballast
was away. I became somewhat concerned about the tracking crew
below me in aircraft and choppers but dismissed this with tho
thought "I have my problems, they have their problems".
I really felt proud that I had been able to out-guess the
balloon, for now the vertical speed remained precisely 900 fpm;
I thought this indicated exact compensation of loss of super
heat with ballast. After allowing the balloon to descend a
couple of thousand feet to be sure tha it had reached a state
of equilibrium, I started to ballast to reduce the vertical
speed to the desired landing value. I selected 2k-volt battery No. 3 (No. 2 was not selected here because it was a double
ballast load of about 100 pounds) and on initiating it I got
only a muffled sound; no oscillation was imparted to the capsule.
I decided to descend another l00 feet to be positive. I would
make all decisions while lying forward against the parachute
and was extremely slow and deliberate with all movements. Even
when performing the neoessary tasks I would lie against the
right side of the capsule and try to rest. After esconding
another 100 feet the vertical velocity was still the same, and
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Z chose 12-volt battery No. 21 it appArently went with normal
indications. The vertical rate did not changes After another
2000 feet or so : selected 24-volt battery No* 4 and upon init.

tating it I got abseutely no response, and shortly thereafter
50 Then Z lay forward for awhile
trying to see if Z oould find an answer to the problem of why
these items had malfunctioned, No answer came and I could not
think of any means to trace the ballast circuits for possible
trouble check. I considered that the selector and/or initiator
switch were not making contact, yet some batteries had gone,

lot the same with I2-volt No

indicating good contact.

Since I knew also that I could not

afford the effort to make any sort of investigation involving
any prolonged activity, I dismissed the possibility of a trouble
check. I decided to try to find at least one battery that would
go out of the remaining ones so that I might fulfill my intentions
toward reducing the vertical speed. I then switched over to internal emergency battery on both 12-and 24-volt systems and
turned on the rotating beacon, as I was now coming down below
30,000 feet. The selector switch positions to blow all remaining batteries were alternately chosen and initiated, but no response was obtained. I thought that I heard one small unusual
sound on initiating 24-volt position No. 9 or No. 10 but nothing
definite. I concluded that I had no other ballast available except possibly the double weight ballast No. 2 on 24 -volt battery.
I then took a long rest, some of which was done lying against
the right side and looking out the No. 2 porthole. The mountains
to the west were still sharply silhouetted against the background
glow of the western sky. These loomed up so large that I decided
to be prepared for the worst; I would land in these mountains.
However, I could not tell if I was drifting toward or away from
them now, as I had been able to tell when it was lighter. I could
now see several towns, apparently to the east. I could never decide if these were Alamogordo, Carrizozo or Artesia. The more
southerly town had a very beckoning beacon and I remarked to the
dictet how I would prefer to land near this beacon; however, I
was more concerned that if I came this close I could easily come
down in the town itself, and I definitely wanted to avoid this.

In
watching the light patches that were towns in the distance, I
found that I had started using them to help judge my altitude.
I also established the idea that if I should descend below a mountain peak, the cutoff of these lights might indicate this and prepare me for impact. I had no ability to Judge height or see the
impact coming otherwise.
At 24,000 feet I got the only instant of real confusion or
panic on the flight. I had established the uae of the lights to
tell me if I descended below a mountain peak; however, I had
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deoided the maximus height that this oould occur would be
12,000 feet or lower, the maximum height of the mountains in
the area. however, the lights suddenly vanished before my
eyes at 249000 feet of altitude, and for an Instant the present
plane were completely disrupted* It took me a few seconds to
discard the fact that no mountain oould have intervened, epeoially for two such widely separated towns.
I concluded it
must be a cloud layer, yet I had not seen one on the flight and
could not see one now* Shortly I came out of this condition
and apparently had gone through a very heavy haze layer#
From 24,000 feet down to 1,000 feet I went over again and
again all landing possibilities. I located the top and bottom
Marman clamp release switches and the balloon squib initiator
switches many times, both with lights and in the dark.
I reached back to open the manual decompression valve at
23,000 feet and got a terrific pain and cramp in my muscles of
both thighs. This pain almost doubled me up but I forced myself,
in spite of it, to take the valve cover completely off. The pain
continued to come and go and seemed to be just a cramp caused by
my unusual leg position. I now monitored the P02 closely as I
descended. It remained very high and I stopped monitoring it at
about 18,000 feet. Somewhat below this altitude I performed the
landing procedure of closinF the air regenerator valves and
shutting off the blower. The windows immediately fogged over
and could not be wiped fast enough to see thiough them; I decided to forget the outside and simply wait it out following

my own plans.
I had been dict-'ing all the movements and mental ideas to
the dictet and it became my companion that provided for data
storage. I suddenly realized that it provided communications to
the outside, even if of a delayed sort, and that the only use I
was making of it was as communication to myself. I imagined that
it provided a way to review the flight after I returned to good
shape. I realized that in the situation it would perhaps be
normal to leave some note on this undying tape, since it would
surely survive. I became aware that I had considered the things
that might cause my death in an almost unholy passive way; from
a review of the tape it might even seem as if there was no apparent difference between my existence on this or the other side
of death. It disturbed me somewhat that this little parrot that
I was speaking to might leave such an impression, and I made some
comments to try to leave a true record of my feelings. I had,
during the whole project, considered many very disastrous recults
to overlook them would have been foolish - and this continual association with the idea of certain emergency events had

reduced then to objective evaluation*

Now it was the same,

except that the conditions wore more conorete#

I was not pray-

ing to live or even concerned that dying or being injured was
so definite a possibility.
remarked that I felt I had plans
and the capability to augment them that would allow a reasonable probability to aooommodate my unusual position, If I had
not boon satisfied with the abilities of myself and the facilities at hand to compensate for this situation, I would have
made other procedures that should have provided the compensation. In short, I thought that my outlook was the exact
opposite of fatalistic.
The vertical speed varied between 850 and 900 fpm and I
deoded I would not initiate the large ballast unless I got an
increase to 1050 fpm. I felt that the impact could be made at
700 to 900 fpm and that if I used the single large remaining
ballast, I must use it at a speed which would be high enough
to insure a continued descent after ballasting. At 12,500 feet
I set a light on the instrument panel to be able to see the
altimeter and vertical speed, and leaned over into a very secure
position kept tight with the safety belt and shoulder harness;
I selected the position for the large ballast and placed my
thumb on the ballast initiator switch, lifted both guards on
the ground termination and termination actuator switches, and
carefully slipped both fingers under the guards. I sat viewing
the altimeter for impact and possible termination, and the vertical speed in case I should get into an area of downdraft in which
case I would initiate my remaining ballast.
I descended from 12,000 to below 6,000 feet fully expecting to impact at every 5-foot increment on the altimeter. At
4 ,300 feet I felt a light bump or swing as if I had brushed a
tree or gone through a wind shear, and shortly after, about
100 feet lower, I saw the vertical speed decreasing. It was

passing through 750 fpm when I hit with a good solid impact.
The capsule rocked up as if it were on a slope, and then back;
I knew I was down and blew the squib. The noise of the squib
punctuated the beginning of a very loud silence. The gauges were
dead, the altimeter and vertical speed were stopped and I was
through. Then I got a flash - I might just be starting, as I
counted on no one reaching me until morning. I would get out,
take off the helmet, put on the 2-clo suit, build a fire, eat
something, and build a small shelter with my parachute. Then
I heard the helicopter and flashed the Grimes light around the
portholes. I hoped that if I was in the mountains the helicopter would not have an accident landing. Then I got a strange
compulsion - if they landed to retrieve me now, I wanted to be
outside, to descend the last 6 feet under my own power* I got
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the pliers and dikes and out away all wiros but the photoflash wires, unhooked all my oonneotions and blew the upper
Harman clasp. Upon shoving the top off I met Dr. Rtuff, Lee
Lewis and Don Fostere I had to insist that I be allowed to
jump down, and upon doing so found that this jolt made my knees
shake and gave a light pain in my stomach. In fact for a couple
of minutes I fought the urge to lean or rest on anyone or anything. It was a complete relief to remove my helmet and only
then did I get a chance to feel how hot I really was. The cool
night air provided a tremendous comparison to the air I had felt
for the last few hours.
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OHAPTER VZ
PEYDIOLOOCAL ASPZCTS OF MANHZOR

II*

Because of such factors as high capsule air temperature
and a non-ventilated partial-pressure suit, this flight was
from the human factors aspect an extremely strenuous stress
test for the pilot. The physiological data recorded adds in
great measure to our knowledge of body function under space
equivalent conditions and closely approaches the upper limit
of huhan endurance to stress of this nature#
The simulated flight performed in the WADC low-pressure
chamber gave us baseline type impressions for all physiological
and related data which were invaluable in decision making during
the hot flight. Most interesting and of greatest value was the
noting of a labile pulse rate. Variations between rates of 53
to 115 were common with a high of 180 beats per minute observed
during a planned rapid decompression of the capsule.
Also worthy of note during the chamber test was the extreme eagerness displayed by the subject for the entire 32-hour
run with the obvious intent of doing a good job and making a
good impression on the people conducting the test. At this
time Lt McClure was the alternate pilot for the flight. This

desire to always make a good impression was still evident during
the latter stages of the hot flight. In the pilot's report
(Chapter V) he states "I became concerned lest this (his weakened
condition) be more evident on the ground and each time I answered
the ground queries I put everything I had into my voice to keep
it apparently sharp and ready".
Data discussed in this section are best understood by considering events in chronological order beginning with subject
preparation preflight.
Three days preflight the pilot was put on the low residue
diet described in Chapter XI, Nutrition of the Pilot. The
reasoning behind this low residue diet is discussed later.
At approximately 1300 hours on each day preceding an expected launch day, the pilot was sedated and put to bed isolated
from any distractions. The long preparation time preflight plus
the anticipated long flight duration make a well-reoted pilot a
necessity.

By Captain 2, L, Booding, Jr.

Lt MoClure was awakened at 2030 and given time for a homecooked meal and to shower and shave. At this stage every effort
was being made to insure a relaxed, physically fit pilot at launch
time. As the preparations progress, this relaxed state can be
maintained only by enoompassing the pilot in an orderly, effioient
operation.
After arriving at the preparation area the pilot took a sodium phosphate-biophosphate enema an a last minute precaution
against any in-flight defecation necescity,
A digression is in order here to discuss the inadoquacies
of the partial-pressure suits in common usage in the Air Force
when they are worn continuously for more than 24 hours. Although
no difficulty was encountered on the shortened MANHIGH III flight,
during 32-hour chamber runs the urge to defecate has presented a
problem. With no access out of this suit the pilot feels a natural
reluctance to relieve himself. This means that for sozd hourt he
must consciously fight this urge, and what begins as a minor irritation ends as a major problem.
A deficiency which does apply to this flight is the lack of
suit ventilation. At the beginning of this program, a contract
was written for partial-pressure suits to be specially fitted to
potential pilots with provisions for ventilation and a built-in
zipper to permit defecation. This ventilation port permitted a
low power blower to circulate air around the subject's torso underneath the suit. This provision would have been of great value to
the pilot as a cooling mechanism. Once his suit became perspiration-soaked, and with no air flow around the bladders, skin cooling came to an end. As can be noted from the chapter on Pilot
Selection, Lt McClure was the sixth candidate for the HANHIGH III "
pilot. A lack of time prevented the securing of one of these
special suits for him.
The author wishes at this point to insert the very firm opinion that for flights of 36 hours or longer no type of partialpressure suit should be worn. The day must come when the pressurization capabilities of the vehicle have to be trusted. For
long duration flights the disadvantages to the pilot outweigh the
potential advantages. To invest so much time and money in a vehicle and then to have so little faith in its capabilities that
a partial-pressure suit must be worn is incompatiblo.
A brief preflight physical examination produced the following
information: blood pressure sitting - 128/78, stnnding - 128/82,
prone - 120/641 pulse - 76 beats/minute; respiration - 23 per
minute; temperature - normal; weiCht - 174.0.
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Putting on the physiological sensors and dressing in the
partial-presue suit was begun at 2230 hours. This operation
was completed at 0030 hours the morning of the flights This
phase is time consuming because of the great care with which
each step must be done. The EK0 electrodes must be properly
located# covered, and attached so that they will not dry out
or shift position. Further, any item put on the pilot must be
properly fitted to produce minimum irritation. A chance crease
in the helmet nook seal may be only annoying initially, but
after 10 to 1 hours, and after fatigue has set in, these annoyances can become a maddening distraction.
Thermal ribbons were taped to the instep of the right foot
and to the inside of the right thigh for skin temperature recording. A plastic encased probe was inserted in the rectum
for internal temperature recording.
EKG electrodes were located
on the right ankle, over the apex of the heart and just under the
right scapula corresponding to a non-standard trans-thoracic lead.
To prevent drying of the electrode paste during the flight, the
electrode face was grooved so as to provide a reservoir of paste
and a small sponge was attached to the back of the electrode and
moistened with water. After preparing the akin with paste the
electrodes were first attached to the body with a waterproof
tape which was in turn covered with strips of adhesive plastic
tape. Finally both trunk electrodes were held down by Ace bandage wrapped around the chest. This procedure keeps the electrodes
moist for 34 hours, in place and the configuration is not irritating to the pilot. GSR readings were taken between a dry cloth
electrode on the right instep and a ground lead on the left ankle.
The wiring from each sensor was led out of the partial-pressure
suit by the shortest possible route to a conduit running beside
the capstan up the leg and trunk.
The respiration sensor, a pressure sensitive carbon mike, was
belted to the subject over the partial-pressure suit. Its location was on the front right aide of the trunk at the lower edge
of the rib cage so as to record its movements during the breathing
cycle. After the pilot was completely dressed, the capstans and
bladders were inflated to check the suit fit. The sensor outputs
were nhecked with an oscilloscope and adjusted.
At 0037 hours the pilot began situating himself in the capsule.
Thirty minutes was consumed loading auxiliary equipment which cannot be installed until the pilot is seated.
Compoaition of the capsule atmosphere and the method uced to
obtain this composition waz the reault of experience gained on the
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two previous HANNZON flights and frog several Chamber tests.
This method of ostsblishment insured (1)oheck of the cap Sule
seal for leaks# (2) donitrogonation of the pilot, and (3) a
physiologically adequate atmosphere for the pilot at altitude.
After the upper and lower capsule halves had been sealed,
the only connection between capsule and ambient atmosphere was
through a specially built Firewel oxygen regulators The pilot
can manually seal off this connections
Considering the altitude at Holloman Air Force Ba3e as
4000 feett our calculations began with a total pressure of 656
mm of hg. The procedures are shown step by step as follows:
1. The capsule was flushed with 02 from an external source
until the pilot gets a reading of 500 mm hg partial pressure
02 on the capsule Beckman 02 &aalyzer. The mixture was then
500 mm 02 + 156 mm N2 = 656 mm.
2. After the pilot had closed the Firewel vent, thus
blocking any gas exchange with the outside, helium was introduced
from an external source until a pressure differential of 5 psi
between inside and outside was reached. Then the mixture was
500 mm 02 + 156 sm N + 250 mm He = 906 mm. As a check for a
proper seal of the capsule halves the differential was left at
5 psi for 20 minutes. The attached gauges are watched for any
drop in pressure.

3o. Since the psi did not drop, the pilot then opened the
Firewel vent allowing the mixture of gases noted in 2 above,
to escape to the outside until capsule and ambient pressures
are equal. AllowIng for subject consumption during the 20 min-

ute check period the mixture then was 358 mm 02 + 114 mm N2 +
184 m He = 656 mm. The N2 content had been considerably reduced.
4*. The procedure noted in 3 above is repeated. Firewel
vent closed, introduce He until 5 psi is reached, thus adding
250 mm He to the mixture noted in 3 above. Then the Firewel
vent was opened* the pressure equalized, and we had 260 mm 02

+ 314 mm He + 82 an N2 s 656 mm.

Again the N2 content had been

lowered.

5# Again using external oxygen the capsule was flushed
with 02 until the pilot reads 415 mm 02 P. P. on the Beckman
analyzer.
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The rect of the mixture is composed of 191 mm He
and 50 m N2* The pilot breathed this mixture for tour hours
prior to launohs This serves as the denitrojonation periods
6. As the capsule asoended, the capsule atmosphere bled
off into the lower ambient pressure until the regulator seals
off automatically at 26,000 fo*t. The final mixture was 170

mm 02 + 79 mm He + 20 mm N2 s 269 mm.
As can be seen in Figure 49, the increased cabin sir
temperature caused a lowering of the 02 partial pressure. This
was overcome by the pilots introducine 02 directly from the

oxygen system through a constant flow valves
It can be noted that if one is considering the stresses
imposed on the pilot timewise, the launch time is an unrealistic
point at which to begin this consideration. By launch time the
pilot had already been sealed in the capsule for five hours.
From the time he was sealed in and got his gear properly stowed,
the pilot had little to do except think, "Are we really going
to make it this time? Will the surface winds stay within preestablished limits? Don't let the balloon tear during inflation".
The actual launch probably came as a relief.
The data presented in the remainder of this section arn in
the main the result of exposing a man with a reduced fluid reserve, clothed in an unventilated partial-pressure sait to a
capsule air temperature which reached and stayed at 960 to 97*F
for several hours.
From launch until approximately 1300 all information received indicated that although in an excited state, the pilot
was in good condition. Unfortunately it was during the period
in which the command personnel were transferring from the van to
the C-47 that the pilot's condition began to deteriorate. The
reader, may, at this point, have the impression that the situation deteriorated rapidly. This was not the case. Three methods
of measuring the capsule air temperature were available: (1)
pilot's report from a gauge on the instrument panel, (2) telemetered, and (3) from a manually operated dry bulb thermometer.
The latter was not to be used routinely. See Fi~,ure 50 for a
plot of all capsule air temperature data.
The panel gauge began to give what was assumed to he erroneous reading early in the flight. By 1200 hours the needle
was against the peg at 1200F. Postflight the discovery was
made that the sensing element for this gauge had been inadvertently laid on top of the air regeneration unit, the hottest
item in the capsule.
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This obviously erroneous reading caused us to place our
taith in the telemetered temperature data whioh seomed to be

stabilising around 80o1,

Unfortunately, this too was erroneous*

finally, Lt moolurols report of exssaive sweating led us
to doubt the telemetered temperature. A dry bulb reading was
taken and we were in trouble with an air temperature ot 967Y.
Worthy of note before going into a detailed analysis of the
data is the fact that activities were scheduled for the pilot
to keep him busy constantly. In praotioi this turned out to
be about 70 minutes of work for every hours As a consequence
such normal, but unscheduled, activities as drinking were forgotten and no fluids wore taken from 0200 hours to 1300 hours.
This is the best example of one of the most important lessons
learned on this flight. Those connected with the flight wore
in the habit of subconsciously considering flight activities
in the context of everyday living. Normal ground or aircraft
activities are not necessarily good guides for this type of
endeavor. That man will eat and drink when he feels the need
is a well-known fact. No one even considered that the pilot's
workload, his personal interest in this workload, and the overall excitement generated by the flight would cause him to forget such a vital activity as drinking.
At 1400 hours the situation was as follows: partialpressure suit completely soaked with perspiration, heart rate
fluctuating between 140 to 160 and rectal temperature up to
101.50F. Apparently the combination of high capsule temperature and the soaked partial-pressure suit preventing skin
cooling had become too much for the body to combat and Lt McClure
was headed for heac exhaustion unless his environment coulO be
changed. The only way this change could be made within a reasonable length of time was to terminate the flight. The decision
was then made.
At approximately 1500 hours the subject was judged to be
in a condition approaching exhaustion and collapse and the decision was made to drastically limit his activities. Consequently the subject was required to report only rectal temperature, altitude, and descent rate. He was also instructed
to drink as much 4ater as possible. All other data recorded
after 1500 hours were telemetered.
The last radio communication between the C-47 and the capsule at 1710 gave us this picture: altitude 59,000 feet, a
descent rate of 400 feet per minute, capsule temperature 960F,
rectal temperature 1060F and a heart rate of 180 per minutes
Approximately an hour and a half still to go until landing.
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One of the reasons for this loss of oemmunioations serves

to Illustrate the pilot's conditions

As a safety measure, the

pilot was instructed to remove the spot photometer, an instrument weighing seven pounds, from its locatioA in front of him
and to place it on the floors After getting it loose from its
mooring he was too weak to hold the instrument and it toll on
the radio foot switoh#
Data on physiological condition and on factors effecting
the physiological pioture were gathered through throe media telemetry, radio voice communication and film from automatio
cameras (Fig. 47). Thus the first two were our sources of information during the flight.
Telemetered physiological and related data included time,
respiration rate, EKG, BSR, cabin air temperature, and cabin
altitude. These were recorded both on tape and on paper, the
latter affording a source of immediate read out.
Information routinely reported by radio included pressure
differential between cabin and ambient atmosphere, cabin altitude, oxygen partial pressure, carbon dioxide percentage, relative humidity in the cabin atmosphere, capsule air temperature,
a subjective opinion by the pilot of his personal condition,
pilot's skin and rectal temperatures, and inside capsule skin
temperatures.
One can readily see that great gaps in information would
result from loss of radio communications. That is precisely
what happened on this flight. As is mentioned later in this
section, sufficient information was available from telemetry
to show that the pilot was near collapse. After the radio failure we in the command post were in the position of the foot
soldier fighting from a trench suddenly called upon to direct
the entire battle. Only a portion of the facts were available,
but decisions had to be made. Other difficulties could have
arisen without the knowledge of the command post which would
have dictated the use of the large cargo parachute as a quicker
means of bringing the capsule to the ground.
As examples of the essentiality of having all information
telemetered, consider the following possibilities. Had the air
regeneration system failed, the CO 2 percentage build-up would
have occurred without our being aware of it. This and the oxygen
partial pressure sensor system strikingly illustrate the need
for complete automation that will permit telemetry. Using a
standard Bookman analyser the pilot takes the reading indicated
by a spot of light on the soalo. This light burns only during

*
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the time a button is depressed by the pilot. Zn hopes of having

a complete record postfliCht the pilot was instructed to line up
a sliding metal marker with the light spot location following
eaoh reading# thus giving the automatic cameras a target, The
author and other pilot candidates found that this lining up of
the metal slide after each reading iS routinely forgotten when
the pilot is fatigued or immersed in other activities. Therefore, Lt McClure was cAutionea many times about this requirement
but to no avail# Consequently after the loss of oommunications
only one reading is available for 02 partial presoures,
The dangers inherent in combining radio communications with
readings taken by the pilot are many. The chance for human error
is present at both ends of the line, gauges are misread and when
reported the error can be magnified by incorrect recording.
Sensors which are not automatic open up another avenue for
error. The pilot had been reporting a CO2 concentration in the
capsule of 0.0 percent. Suddenly he reported a percentage of
0.8 percent. Iot a dangerous level but perhaps indicative of a
trend and the first sign of air regeneration system failure. The
author and pilot went through a step by step check of the procedure used to get this reading. The pilot had left a plunger
in the up Dosition that should have been down. This simple error,
although easily found and corrected, disturbed the pilot and ground
crew and wasted, valuable time.
Experience from thin flight shows that the need for telemetry
from automatic physiological and related sensors cannot be overstressed. Automation and telemetry offer the best source of complete data and the best chance of obtaining data free from error.
Judging Crom the information available to us our pilot was

probably on the verge of collapse from heat exhaustion. Rectal
temperature was 106.50F. A considerable loss of sodium chloride
in his perspiration had to be assumed. Fulse rate was steady at
180 per minute which is the borderline for cardiac decompensation.
This speeding up or shortening of the cardiac cycle at the
expense of the diastolic (rest and fillinG) phase and the period
of ejection is energy viso a wasteful process. Although the absence of a blood pressure measuring device made a definitive analysis impossible, it is not unreasonablo to as3ume that the reduced
stroke volume output due to the high rate and conoequent inconlete
filling of the ventricles plus the dilationof peripheral blood
vessels as a rotlex attempt to cool tho alcin would reduce his blood
pressure to a point borderin on circulatory collapse,

1.72

The belief that the pilo 's blood pressure was lowered
was reinforced by the reporting of visual fapparitions" by
the pilot. Just prior to the onset of these visual phenomena,
Lt Mclure had gone through the tiring procedure required to
use one of the urine bottles* This includes getting into a
half standing position and remaining there for several minutes.
This endeavor was followed by the spot photometer episodes After
dropping the photometer, now discouraged and exhausted, he closed
his eyes and tried to get some root. He then noticed what he described as "green global' in his visual field. These were inter2ittently present for the next twenty minutes, both with eyes
closed or open. They did not track eyeball movement. These
visual phenomena were probably the result of cerebral isahemia,
In spite of the conditions described above and without any
outside advice for the last hour and one-halfl Lt'McClure was
ret only able to continue to function but brought his balloon4apsule system in for a perfect landing. This was a truly magnificent performance considering the fact that fe had become the
subject for one of the most rigorous stress tests ever recorded.
One hour post impact, the pilot was in the hands of the
Base Hospital personnel. His blood pressure was 120/70, rectal
temperature l0l.40F, pulse 140 and respiration rate 22. The
admitting Medical Officer gave a diagnosis of early heat exhaustion. Lt M1cClure was given 1000 cc of 5 percent glucose

with KCL intravenously and sedated with seconal. An hour later
he was given another 1000 cc of the same solution.
The next morning he was discharged from the hospital his
usual self - high on the tiger index scale.
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PSYCHOLOGOAL AGPECT4 OF HANHIZGK III$

A.

GE~NERAL
Psychiatrio aspects of the MANHIGH experiments are of

particular importance because behavorial reactions to space
flight cannot be thoroughly studied in a ground environment.
High altitude balloon flights provide the best means currently
available for simulating psychological stress conditions expeocted during expeditions in space. Information from these
experiments can be applied in planning satellite and other advanced missions with les speculation than if one were to begin
with laboratory data.
During the MANHIGH III project, therefore, psychiatric studies
were included in the selection, ground testing and flight phases.
Objectives during the first two phases were to select a candidate
qualified for the mission and to establish a baseline for evaluating reactions to the flight itself. Objectives during the
third phase were to describe the subject's behavior and to identify features of the mission which appeared psychologically stressful. An attempt was also to be made to measure changes in performance and to determine which conditions of the flight produced
such changes.

B. SELECTION PHASE
Six potential subjects received the full battery of procedures
devised for psychological screening of candidates for demanding
missions. The techniques employed were:
1. Psychiatric Interviews - In most cases two interviews
were given by each of two psychiatrists. These were intended
to evaluate the subject's personality structure, with emphasis
on motivation and emotional stability. Attention was directed
to past experiences in order to define methods customarily employed by the subject for solution of life problems and for adaptation to environmontal demands.
2. Isolation - Each cubject was placed in a dark sound-proof
room containing only a bed, toilet and refrigerator. He was
asked to remain an long as possible, This procedure provided information on his capacity to adapt to situations containing few
features of his uoual environment.
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3. !hsle
Adult-Intelltnce al - Because of the
MANHZIOX piot's responsibility for conducting experiments and
operating complex equipmentg a high level of intellectual ability
was required. This test of intelligence was administered to measure a variety of verbal and performance functions.
4. Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory - This is an
objoeotive, paper-and-pencil test which offers a description of
personality based on responses to a 366-item questionnaire.

5. Rorschach Polydiognostic Test - By observing the nature
of a subject's associations to ten ambiguous ink blots, a psychologist is able to probe relatively deep levels of the personality. Important information on emotional conflicts and defense
mechanisms can be obtained by analyzing what is seen and how it
is seen.
6. Thematic Aperception Test - The subject is asked to tell
stories suggested by a series of pictures. This test yields information about inter-personal relationships on a fairly deep
level.
7. Draw-A-Person - In this projective test, the subject is
asked to draw male and female human figures. Information is
thus given on his body image and feelings about his place in the
universe.
8. Sentence-Completion Test - This consists of incomplete
sentences which are completed by the subject. His choice of
conclusions offers further information on his personality0
All subjects recommended for the MANHIGH experiment showed
superior intelligence, motivation and emotional stability. It
was also felt that each of them had intellectual and personality
resources to meet the specific demands of the mission. Isolation
experiences, which varied in this group from 22 to 43 hours, revealed no undue susceptibility to prolonged isolation or confinement.
C.

GROUND TEST PHASE

Observations of changes in psynhological functions were made
during simulated misaions in the WADC high altitude chamber.
These were supplemented by self-ratings made by each subject for
"alertness", "drive", "efficiency", "tension", and "comfort".
A four-point scale wGs employs4 for these ratinga, so that
"alertneass", for example, would be rated "I" it subject felt that
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he was maximally alert; "" if atan average state ot alertio! 11s
o it soeepy; and 10411# it barely awake#
Pata from this pound test are prevented only for the subjeot who subsequently made the flights
Lt McClure viewed the chamber run as an opportunity to increase his familiarity with the system. He worked at this task
conscientiously# maintaining a high level of efficiency throughout his 31.5 hours in the capsule. A drop in drive and alertness at 0500 during the first day and from 2200 of the first day
to 0300 of the second day was consistent with his normal diurnal
cycle. Improvement In drivel efficiency and tension scores after
0300 on the second day could be attributed to a short period of
sloop, plus anticipation of the end of the run*- Occasional periods of euphoria during the last 10 hours also arose'from the feeling that the mission had been successfully accomplished and was
approaching termination.
It was noted throughout the run that Lt McClureOn autonomic
functions were highly variable. The effort of arranging urine
bottles, for example, was sufficient to raise his pulse to 160.
This observation subsequently proved important in interpreting
the significance of pulse rate changes observed during the flight.
D.

FLIGHT PHASE

It was planned that psychiatric observations would be made
throughout the flight. Particular emphasis was to be placed on
changes in performance capability and emotiobal status. Since
it was not feasible to equip the capsule with psych6logical test
facilities, these assessments were to be made by questioning and
testing the subject from the ground. In addition to these scheduled contacts, information was to be gained from psychiatric monitoring of all the subject's communications with ground personnel.
The emergency arising early in the flight prevented systematic
evaluation of the subject's status. Psychiatric impreasions, therefore, were based on monitoring radio transmissions and discussions
with the pilot after the flight, supplemented by his subsequent
written report.
Early phases of the flight were uneventful. The subject appeared highly stimulated by the experiences of the launch and ascent#
This subsided after the first hour, and was replaced by a businesslike but more relaxed approach to his duties. These were performed
in a routine, efficient manner* Ie was highly alert, and reported
now experienoes in extensive details
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During the first psychiatric "interview" the suljeot reported a feeling of uneasiness at the absence of any "visible
means of support". This arose from his inability to look down
and see the reassuring presence of an aircraft wing. It was not
alleviated by looking toward the balloon, because the act of
lookine upward provented the use of horizon and ground as reference points.
As a result of his preoccupation with his duties and observations, the subject neglected to take food or liquid until

1200. At that time, after finding that his water supply was not
functioning, signs of mild anxiety were evident. He also seemed
to require excessive effort to accomplish simple tasks. This,
it was apparent, was caused by overheating of the capsule. In
spite of these difficulties, however, the subject's problemilving ability and other higher intellectual capacities were
unimpaired.
Instructions to descend were received with respectful protests. Although uncomfortable, the subject was convinced he
could continue. By 1400, rectal temperature had risen past
103*, and pulse to 150. Activities required increasing exertion.
Time seemed to slow down and a feeling of depersonalization was
noted.
Along with mounting evidence of exhaustion, the subject
showed increased seriousness. By now he had ceased questioning
the necessity for terminating the flight end had begun thinking
through all phases of the descent. Although unable to escape
the sensations of pounding in the head, ringing of the ears and
flashing lights before his eyes, his preparations and calculations
were highly effective. Each eventuality was considered and appropriate plans worked out. Even though cut off from contact
with the grounds his descent rate was accurately controlled*
Severe anxiety appeared only after passage through a haze
layer led him to believe that he had passed below
the mountains. This passel almost immediately as
mistake. The possibility f death was considered
and balanced by his confidence in himself and the

the level of
he realized his
with detachment
balloon system.

After landing, the subject felt a "compulsion" to open the
capsule and descend the final six feet without assistance. Once
he had reached the ground, he struggled against the urge to lean
on anything. He then consented to return to the base only after
he had regained possession of the dictating machine he had employed for recording his thoughts and ob4ervations.
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Upon reaching the hospital, the subject's apparently good
physical condition made it possible to ohock his weight and
obtain an electrocardiogram. He cooperated in these procedurea and effectively directed the removal and disposition of
his equipment. It was apparent that his state of consciousnoes was olear. No Impairment of memory or other intellectual
functions could be noted.
In conclusion, it can be stated that this subjet's capacity to withstand stress was unusually high. Even though
body temperature, pulse and respiratory measures indicated
that extreme tolerance limita had been reached, a high level
of intellectual efficiency was maintained. In spite of conditions which might be expected to produce effective changes,
no adverse emotional reactions were noted.
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OAPTIR YINZZ
PZLOTV5 OOMPARISON DETWZZN OONIZNZMZNT TZS?,
OIXAMBR TZT AND AOTUAL FLIGHT

A, GVNERAL
There were a number of differences between the 24-hour
confinement test, the 32-hour Wright Field Chamber Test, and
the MANHIGH III flight, which can be broken down into two *atogories, the physic and the physical differences.
The first of the miria, the confinement test , was performed

within a metal can 3 feet in diameter and 6-1/2 fot tall* Available wore a single chair, food and water, and a series of three
different gauges to monitor. All contact with
removed except through the communications link
period of time was exactly 24 hours from start
sealed condition@ The subject wore a standard
pressure suit.

the outside was
installed. The
to finish of
Air Force partial-

The Wright Field Chamber Test was simulated flight accom-

plished by including the pilot in-capsule within the large ex-

perimental test chamber and depressurizing the chamber to approach
the flight profile. In general-, the same preparations are needed
as for the actual flight, including capsule preparation, communications, pressurization, prebreathing, etc.
The flight to altitude was started after precooling the chamber
to the stratospheric temperature of -35°C, and wag accomplished
in about 2 hours from start of ascent to the attainment of the
100,000-foot pressure altitude. This pressure altitude was maintained and the flight activity schedule, including pilot reports
and hypothetical emergencies, was simulated for 24 hours. Then
a descent lasting approximately 3 hours was made.
In the actual flight the preparations were almost exactly
the same as for the chamber test, with the exception that the
prebreathing period was shortened. The climb to altitude took
3 hours 43 minutes. The system remained at altitude for 3 hours
13 minutes, and a descent was then initiated which took approximately 6 hours.
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I N GXZORMENET1 TEST

This test began as a novelty. The idea was new, the pressure suit was now, and Z feel this newness carried so through
the "game" of the first six or seven hours o; the test* During
this tigo I was mentally oriented to outdo the outside, which
was competing with me to maintain control of the gauges I was
facing. The gauges were three different displays of information
that could be controlled by myself and also by the project person-

nel

One was a continuous scale with a noodle pointer on it.

The needle was to be kept centered on the value "6" on the scale.
If moved off this value I was to move it back. Another gauge
was a small noon lamp that glowed when activated by the project
personnel. The subjectes reaction was to press a button which
extinguished the lamp. The other gauge was an oxygen flow
blinker with a set rate of 12 times per minute. The rate could
be varied and was to be corrected by the project people when
notified by the subject that he had noticed a changed rate.
The time for correction was logged on all gauges as data for the
test.

The newness of the situation and the game with the gauges
soon wore off and after this interval the suit became a problem.

The suit was not fitted to me, but was of approximately correct
size. It was an MC-3 partial-pressure suit, but had seen its
better days. The helmet was warped and would not sit squarely
upon my head and the suit had been repaired in several places.
I had two pressure points, one on the tead just above the
left eye, the other on the left knee. After about 14 hours the
pressure points became numb and no longer were a big problem, and
the routine settled down to just another job. The sleepiest time
that I encountered was about 1500 to 1630 hours the afternoon of
the first day. I did not request to go to sleep during this time;
however, the reaction times to the gauges rose to their highest

values during this time.
I might add that my own opinion, adopted before this confinemont test and lasting throughout the MANHIGH III program, was
that if at any time, a teat became effective enough to make my
performance, upon exit, less than that required for the balloon
landing at the ed of the actual flightt I would voluntarily excuse myself from the program. I felt that this condition would
be realized by myself even before the project people would notice

it.
I requested sloop early in the morning hours of the socond dayr
because I felt that projecting myself beyond this point without
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sOleep Siht saule me to be unable to stay awake near exit times

This# in partioular, as I stated above, Z did not want to happen.
During the last hours of the test the gaugos became somewhat
of a diversion from monotony. I at# more in snacks now instead
of definite seals,
from monotony.

There was a definite need for more diversion

During the test I felt a single twinge of resentment toward

one of the operators.

During the last few hours of operation

this individual seemed to adopt a joking or kidding attitude
toward the test. I did not appreciate such an approach by the
persons outside.
The seat became uncomfortable after about five or six hours,
and from hen on there was considerable repositioning on it. I
did not become particularly tired or feel the need to stretch
or to stand up, but I noticed that the seat was uncomfortable.
The suit discomforts during the run were only the two pressure points discussed. The pressure point above the left eye
left a large contusion. The discomfort from this remained for
approximately two days. The pressure point on the left knee

caused a slight limp for the day following the test. Another
discomfort that evidenced itself following this teat was an
itch. This itch was noticed the day after the test and lasted
for about six or seven days total. The condition was present
on most of the body except the head, but was more severe on the
back and chest. Heat aggravated this condition and upon stepping
from an air conditioned building into the summer air, the discomfort was especially evident.

C. THE WRIGHT FIELD CHAMBER RUN
In the chamber run no diversion was consciously found to be
necessary, even though the time of the test was longer than either
the confinement test or the real flight.
It was during this chamber test that I experienced both being
slightly too warm, before starting and during the first part of
the test, and being cold, during the cooling phase before starting
to altitude.
A certain point noted durinU the cooling phase should be
brought out here, as it bears more relation to the difficulty
with heat encountered on the rval fliaht than it might have if
the flight temperature had been a* expected. Ans the chamber was

cooled and case very close to the equilibrium temperature
desired, I felt a ohill which caused se to utilise the 2-olo
suit. When the pressure was reduced outside and the cabin altitude climbed to and sealed off between 24,000 and 26,000 feet,
almost immediately I felt warmer, and noted this feelins both
on my notes and over the intercom. This warm feeling occurred
when I was still in the same condition of being wet with sweat
and with the same inside temperature reading. I decided the
reason was the fact that convective transfer of heat from my
body was lowered when the inside capsule pressure was lowered.
There was no discomfort at all experienced from sitting and
being so physically restricted from movement for so long. My
pressure suit fit me better and the web seat installed in the
capsule was exceptionally comfortable. As compared to the
confinement test, the only increased inconvenience came with
use of the urine bottles, since I could neither.sit nor stand
completely, but could only half-crouch.
I feel that discomfort might have been noticed more with
this pressure suit had I not been introduced to these by wearing
such an ill-fitting suit as I did in the confinement test.
In the chamber flight no pressure point ever reached the
condition of being foremost in my mind as the two did in the
confinement test. In that test those two points occupied much
conscious thought for several hours.
Ny mental attitude had the advantage of being conditioned
both by the confinement test and by my realization that if the
primary subject were to be lost to the program, there would be
another unprogrammed step-up in tempo to qualify another subject
for the flight. Since this second subject would be myself, I
tried to push as hard as I could dring these tests; to learn as
much about the systems as possible, always as if I were going to
make the flight. This attitude supplied useo for my time during
the chamber run that allowed very little time or need to look
purposely for diversions.

D.

MANHIGH III FLIGHT

The flight had by far enough activity to be anything but
boring. In fact, the work schedule was almost impoauible to
accomplish. I experienced no apprehension during the flight,
or before; in fact, it was an xtreme pleasure to be launched
after so much delay. Other than the heat, no physical discomfort
was found during the normal part of the flight, However, during
the last ona and one-half hours of descent, whoan the capiule

floor wau being used to stow looae itoes in anticipation of impact, the muscles in the lower part of my thigh became cramped.
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I think this

rsamp and pain was preoipitated by my having to

reposition my foot on top of the items on the floor, lifting
my log off the web seat, and inoreasine the seat pressure
felt by my buttocks. This small change in position caused
this discomfort*
Never was any feeling of resentment or anger felt by myproject on the ground. During
the trying period of the descent I could easily guess that
certain discussions were going on among the project groups
I knew that these discussions were spared me out of considerself toward any member of the

ation for my position, especially since there was no real need
for me to contribute to them. I had my own definite opinions
as to the plan that should be followed; however, I knew that
all persona involved had my best interest at heart, and I never
felt any animosity because of a difference of opinion.
That the flight aspects were interesting and absorbing to
me in the extreme was evidenced in many ways. One of the most
outstanding examples is the fact that I grossly over extended
myself in neglecting both food and water intake. When I recalled this fact, I suddenly realized my great hunger an-d thirst,
but I was never conscious of approaching these conditions.
E.

SUMMARY

The confinement test tested claustrophobia well. However,
for me, it was simply a test of long duration in a smallplace
with little diversion. Even though the gauges were monitored
during the whole time, they did not provide enough diversion to
prevent monotony.
The chamber run was more strenuous than the confinement test,
and longer in duration than either that test or the flight. No
test was as interesting or as stressing as the actual flight.
However, it was so enjoyable that.the heat stress condition itself as well as some necessary functions became so relatively
unimportant as to be ignored or overlooked. No diversions were
necessary; in fact, I cannot believe that boredom could occur
on such a flight even if only a few basic scientific instruments
were available. Except for beina tired and needing liquids immediately after the flight, no difficulties remained. The lack
of a good in-capsule voice recorder was noted on both th. chamber
test and the real flight. Notes had to be taken in the chamber
run in place of this recorder. Note-taking is more time consuming, and for this and other roasons, may not allow the true
subjective feelings to be obtained for later analysi.
The radio
failure whioh occurred 4uring the psychologically interesting

landing phase of the real flight left only the dioet and the
subjectfs memory for reoordinG subjective data& The diotet
did not operate properly and all thoue items of interest ha
to be recalled from the fallible memory.
During the real flihtt from the time the temperature rose
above about 900F$ and when my activity dropped low enough to
allow time for reflective thinking, I noticed something that
had been first noticed in the Wright Field test - the greater
retention of body heat when under reduced pressure conditions.
This fact would not have been as evident to me personally at
these higher temperatures if notice of it had not occurred at
ccnstant temperature during the chamber run.
As further evidence during the flight, the command radio
heated up to a temperature far in excess of that which would
normally have been the heating situation within the radio.
However, the radio became almost too hot to touch, while other
metallic items within the capsule never approached this condition. Even the walls of the capsule exposed on the sunny
side never became this hot. This high temperature condition
was a result of the fact that the heat output of the radio itself, combined with the higher capsule atmospheric temperature,
could not be transferred away effectively because of the reduced convective ability of the inside atmosphere at its lowered
pressure. In order to accomplish this transfer, the temperature
rise would have had to be greater than a normal temperature rise.
This same condition of reduced convective transfer ability
was undoubtedly operating against my body cooling system, lowering my tolerance to heat and causing a faster rise in my temperature once the body uas no longer able to compensate. In

substantiating this possibility, I would like to quote from my
!right Field chamber notes.
The conditions were as follo-vs: I was in the capsule, sealed
off, with the atmosphere established. The capsule was sealed
inside the low pressure environmental chamber at Wright Field.
For several hours both the chamber and the inside capsule pressure had been maintained at the local pressure altitude (approximately 800 feet). DurinG this time the refrigeration coils on
the chamber walls had been cooled down and the air inside the
chamber circulated over them to reduce its temperature to the
stratospheric temperature (-550). I was sweaty, and as the
temperature dropped, I donned the 2-olo suit for warmth. The
temperature inside the capsule had otabilizod at 370F when the
depressurization of the chamber began. The inside temperature
remained constant, but the capsule atmospheric pressure dropped
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with the chamber pressure until 25,0O0 feet was reached.

At.

this point the capsule valve that vented it to the chamber
automatically sealed oft, leaving the capsule pressure at
,000 feet for the remainder of the run. The following note
was made at this timet
"0947 - Unsipped the 2-clo suit - dry and very comfortable.
The warmest tha I have felt since the cold runs started.
Ohecked for hypoxia because of the warm feeling. C02 okay.
P02 210 okay. Went on mask for four minutes anyway. Warm
feeling proved to be natural retention of body heat."
There was a definite change in body feeling at this point
that caused the above questioning approach associated with a
constant inside capsule temperature. I can contribute this
marked increase in comfort from cold to" comfortably cool or
warm to reduction of convective transfer within the capsule
caused by reduced capsule atmospheric density. I had noticed
the condition of "feeling warmer" when only the capsule atmospheric pressure had been changed and the temperature had remained conctant. This change in feeling was so definite and
rapid as to cause me to consume considerable time making sure
this warm feeling was not that accompanying my own peculiar
reactions to hypoxia onset. It was so definite as to provide
reason enough for me to take steps against hypoxia even though
the reading on oxygen partial pressure was available to me.

F. RECOMMENDATIONS
The following recommendations may be made from the results
obtained and lessons learned during the MAWHIGH III flight and
some of the preceding tests:
1. Have in-capsule automatiF voice recorder.

2. Use experienced crews on all tests and the flight.
the same team if possible.

Keep

3*. If communications apparently fail, assume the in-flight
receiver is still operating. Keep talking and constantly repeating any information that could possibly be of any value to
the pilot.
4, Data read-out should be more rapid, even to automatic
warning of potential dangers as indicated from transmitted physiological data,
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5a Zetablish the danger areast Bush go temperature limitso
with the total operation in ARnd, IoF inetance, in this ease
th. dangerous temperature to which the body can be subjected
occur much lower on the thermometric scale than under normal
oonditions. This fact is true not only because of an excited
subject condition and heavy work load, but also because of the
physiological effects on the body cooling mechanisms by the
pressure suit and lowered capsule atmospheric pressure.
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ONAPUR 11
COSMIC RADIATION GTODZES6

A, INTRODUCTION
Since the observation by Chase in 1934 of the greying of
hair on mice exposed in the stratosphere for periods of about
one day, it was deemed advisable to monitor the arm and chest
hair of pilots on the MANHION balloon program in order to correlate changes of hair pigmentation with the passage of heavy
primary cosmic ray nuclei. This program was initiated on the
HANHIGH 1I flight piloted by Colonel D. o. Simons and 4imilar
emulsion preparations were fitted to the prospective pilots
for the MANHIGH III flight. This flight was originally planned
to take place from Crosby, Minnesota, at geomagnetic latitude
550N an area where the low energy heavy primaries can reach
undeviated by the earth's magnetic field. Owing to delay in
the program, unfavorable flight trajectories during'the fall
necessitated the transfer of the operatidh to Holloman Air
Force Base, New Mexico, located at geomagnetic latitude 4 1N,9
where the biologically effective low energy primaries are deviated by the magnetic field.
Nevertheless, the skin emulsion monitors were mounted on
the arms and chest of Lt C. McClure and processed several days
after the flight termination. These particular emulsions developed with an excessively high background of slow electron
tracks whose density was such as to render the cosmic ray recording visible only at high magnification, in excess of 500 X
diameters. This high electron track background did not originate from flight in the stratosphere, as a ground control plate
of identical history ahowed an identical electron track background. Two other units of emulsion, B and C, described in
Table I, mounted on the outside of the gondola developed with
a normal background and furnished a measure of the star producing radiation for this flight.
The mysterious blackening of the skin monitor emulsions
appears to be explicable on the basis of the following observations. When the balloon launching operation was transferred
from Crosby to Holloman Air Force Base, the capsule and all
its externally mounted instrumentation (including emulsion
blocks B and C) was placed on a C-123 transport plane at a distance of about l feet from the cockpit* The skin monitors,
By Dr. H. agoda

TA5LZ Z
DESORIPTION Or EMULSION DLOOK3 MOUNTED XXTUfNALLY
ON THE IANIZGH III CAPSULN

Description

Block B

Block C

components

Ilford 0 3 pollicle. Dual circuler cast600 microns thick
ings prepared from
Ilford 0 gel

Age at time of

62 days

31 days

development

I

Volume scanned

0.259 cc

0.138

Star Tally of
3 prongs

96

58

Stars per cc in
flown emulsions

370

420

Stars per cc in laboratory control

50

50

Stars Der cc due to

320

370

895 ! 91

1030

flight
Star intensity per
co/day*

Z 135

*Computed on a basis that the balloon spent 8.58 hours at el-

vations 5 60,000 feet.
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however, were carried in the writer's handbag which was stored
during flight near the pilotts cockpit at a distance of about
three to five feet from the radium activated luminous dials on

the control panel. It would thus appear that these preparations
were spoiled as a result of about 18 hours proximity to the
numerous radioactive #amma ray emitting sources on the control
panel. The lesson learned from this experience should be made
known to all personnel concerned with the recovery of emulsion
following rocket and satellite exposures. The recovery crews
on the Atlas and Discoverer programs have been alerted to keep
the emulsion blocks as far as possible from the plane's cockpit
and to avoid wearing watches with luminous dials* This information should be made available to similar programs such as
the X-15 and the DYNASOAR.
B.

SKIN MONITOR PREPARATION

The emulsion units worn by Lt McClure represent an improvement in design over those mounted on Colonel Simons. On the
MANHIGH II flight some sweat penetrated the flexible protective
housing causing adhesion of about 10 percent of the emulsion
surface to the black paper wrapping. This difficulty did not
occur on the LANHIGH III flight, despite the excessively high
body temperature of the pilot, owing to the incorporation of a
layer of polyethylene sheeting between the emulsion and the
black paper. This atiditional waterproofing did not increase
the bulk or rigidity of the monitor appreciably, and on post-

flight questioning the pilot stated that the units did not cause
discomfort or interfere with his operations during the flight.

Since these special skin monitoring de7ices may prove useful on
*

other manned flights near or above the top of the atmosphere,
a complete description of their construction follows:
1. Ilford G 5 unsupported emulsion sheets 600 microns thick
are cut into rectangular pieces measuring 5 by 10 cm. In order
to secure adequate pliability the sheets should be maintained
at 60 to 70 percent relative humidity for one to two hours. This
does not reduce sensitivity appreciably but permits fitting the
final preparation to the contour of the arms and chest.
2* The emulsion is placed with its dull side uppermost between two sheets of thin polyethylene sheetin6 and covered with
sheets of thin light-tight paper. The edges are rendered lighttight by sealing the periphery with a band of 10 mm wide black
nylon adhesive tape. The unit is then wrapped in a mheot of
water-proof "Parafilm" measuring 11 by 12 cm, overlapping edges
and sealing them with cellulose adhesive tape, To prevent tearing
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of the thin "Paratilm" material it is Cvored with a strip
of white surgical adhesive plaster 5 by 20 an*

All idon-

tification and orientation marks are inscribed on the surgioal
tape surfaces

3, A particularly useful orientation mark is to inooribo
a circle 10 ma in diameter near a corner of the preparation
The compass needle should be pressed into the emulsion layer
so as to produce a mechanical latent images The large external
circle defines the internal position of this point and is more
readily visible on photographs of the preparation mounted on
the body. The units for the right and left arm should be identified by an"R" and OIL" mark, respectively@

4,. The skin monitors should be placed on a relatively flat
portion of the arm and oriented so that the edges are defined
by characteristic skin pigmentation marks such as A and B of
Figure 51. This serves to define the corresponding coordinate
of point C with reference to the skin. In the absence of natural
pigmentation marks, four tattooed points at the corner of the
emulsion can be imprinted with indelible ink.
5. The monitor is then fitted to the arm contour with the
aid of three bands of one inch wide adhesive tape. The final
tension should be applied by the pilot so as to feel comfortable
and not to interfere with circulation of the blood. The rubberized sleeve of the pressure suit worn by the pilot is largely
instrumental in keeping the monitor in place. The arms should.
be photographed before and after flight and the region under and
adjoining the monitor should be carefully inspected prior to
flight, for the presence of background greying hair.
6. After flight termination and removal of the pressure
suit the akin monitor preparations are usually bathed in sweat.
After removal they should be blotted between absorbent paper and
allowed to air dry before being opened in thi darkroom. Prior
to development, appropriate identification marks should be inscribed on the emulsion proper. As is well known, pencil inscription marks on the upper emulsion surface make permanent
markings on development. The emulsion sheets are mounted on
subbed glass and developed by any of the standard methods for
600 micron thick pellicles as practiced in cosmic ray nuclear
emulsion research. Since the bright lower surface of the emulsion adheres best to the glass support, care should be taken in
preparing and orienting the monitor$ that this particular surface
is adjacent to the skin.
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7. The proosseed emulsion is examined miorosoopioaly for
the charaoceriotio tracks of heavy primaries and the coordinates
of the points where the tracks enter and leave the emulsion layer
art plotted on graph paper. The distance between the two points
represents the horizontal projeotion of the track and is proportional to the obliquity of the incident heavy particles# The
steep tracks are most suited for correlation with changes in hair
or akin pigmentation. A typical graph of track orientation is
reproduced in Colonel David 0. Simons' report "Observations in
High-Altitude 3ealed-Cabin Balloon Flight" page 83, Volume 10,
No, 2 Air University quarterly Review.

0, EXPOSURE TO STAR PRODUCING RADIATION
Two blocks of nuclear emulsions, described in Table I, were
mounted on the outside of the capsule. These developed satisfactorily and star counts of nuclear disintegrations constituted
of three or more prongs were tallied along measured swaths of
emulsion using a 40 X oil immersion fluorite objective and 10 X
eyepieces. The two independent results of 895 ! 91 and 1030 !
135 stars per cc per day are in good agreement within the limits
of statistical error. The average value of the two analyses of
946 t 76 stars per cc per day is essentially identical with measurements made at Pyote, Texas (A = 410N) on stratosphere balloons
launched in 1951 and 1954, which averaged 815 ± 104 stars per cc
per day. This suggests that the star producing radiation does
not vary markedly with the solar sunspot cycle at 410N geomagnetic
latitude. On the 4ANHIGH II flight conducted at geomagnetic latitude 55*N a very pronounced time variation was observed. The results of the two piloted flights are compared in Table II.

D. SCINTILLATION OBSERVATIONS
The pilot of MANHIGH III was provided with a zinc sulfide
phosphor screen and a 7 X prefocused magnifying glass in an attempt
to note the nature of the light emitted by the phosphor as a result
of activation by the cosmic radiation. The observations of the
scintillations necessitates a dark adapted eye and this program
was scheduled for the night hours of the flight. Since the balloon was forced to descend during daylight these visual observations could not be made.
Lt McClure waa also provided with a second zinc sulfide screen
mounted between two film pack containers in an attempt to record
light emission photographically*
On one set of films, exposed
for two hours, a pair of grey spots developed in perfect registor
on the opposing films. Microdenaitometer traoings of these spots
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are exhibited Ln

duced as a resul

rigure 2, The blackening may have been proof the disintegration of a sLno or sulfur

nuoleus in the phosphor screen, the seoondary alpha partioos
and protons traversinS the sins sulfide grain produoing the
luminescent reaction.

,TABLE11
COMPAKIATIVE STAR PRODUCTION ON 14ANHIGH FLIGHTS

Flight Data

MANHIGH

MANHIGH III

1

Pilot

Lt Col D. G. Simons

Lt C. M. McClure

Date

19 August 1957

8 October 1958

Launching Area

Crosby, Minnesota

Holloman Air Force
Base, New Mexico

Geomagnetic Latitude

55N

41iN

Maximum Altitud

101,000 feet

99,000 feet

Duration at 3
60,000 feet

29.2 hours

8.58 hours

Star Intensity per
cc per day
Large emulsion block:. 1170 ! 42
Skin monitor:

1435 1 54

946 Z 76
No reading

Z. COLLECTION OF RADIOACTIVE AND 14ETBORITIC DUSTS
During the summer and fall of 1958 a number of settled dust

samples were collected at high altitudes during the flight of
stratosphere balloons, These samplea were touted for radioactive
aggrogates and nickel-bearing particles by nuclear emulsion and
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mioroohbmxoal teohnLques. Advantage was taken of the ANHION
ZZI flight as an upper atmosphere sampling devices li partiiular it was possible to 2oato the oollotion dishes on
the top-most metal valve plate thereby avoiding the shadow
introduoed by the body of the balloon. The results of these
observations are summarized in Geophyaioal Researoh Direotorate

Laboratory Reports No# 9 and No. 10,
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ONAPTZR X
ANALY414 O PHTStOLOOCAL AND OADIN T4PMATURE DATA

An examination of the temperature data from the MANHIOK II
flight shows that heat was stored in the pilot's body to a degree
sufficient to cause termination of the flight. The analysis will
be made in terms of a non-standard physiological index, because
standard indices, as developed at UCLA and the Aero Medical Laboratory, WADC9 are based on severe heat exposure for relatively
short time periods.

In the MANHIGH III flight, the time period

was long and the heat load externally was relatively mild. While
it would be helpful to be able to use either the UCLA "Body Storage Index" or the "Index of Strain" as used at the Aero Medical
Laboratory these indices are meaningless because of the long time
involved in the MAliHIGH III flight. The "Body Storage Index" is
an expression of heat storage at an hourly rate. The "Index of
Strain" uses an hourly rate for rise in rectal temperature and an
hourly rate for secretion of sweat, which was not measured in the

MA!HIGH III flight.
The very high level of heart rate and the high rectal temperature mean that the pilot was well into a state of "impending
heat stroke" as defined in reports from the Aero Medical Laboratory, WADC."
This state of impending heat stroke is synonymous with the physiological tolerance limit as used in experimental worz in severe heat exposure.
Another way to define the physiological end-point is by calculating the total heat stored in the body. When storage has
reached 100 kcal/m 2 , the critical level has been reached. The
calculation of heat storage is made according to the formula
shown as equation (1).
By Dr. Paul Webb
Veghte, James H. and Paul Webb, "Clothing and Tolerance to

Heat", WIADC Technical Report 57-759, 1957.
Veghtes James H. and Paul Webb, "Uxtending Human Tolerance
to Heat by Prior Body Cooling", WADC Technical Report

38-412, 1958.
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i

qs

W

Aib

n 81.? kg

Se~s

.8; 4.060 0

3

(1)

2.04 32

234 koal/m
1

2

q4 is body storage in'koal/m 2
Wb in body weight in kilograms
m2
S.A. is surface area in
Atb is change in mean body temperature
0.83 is a constant to convert body weight into an
equivalent weight of water.
Values from the MANHIGH III flight hate been substituted into the
formula for body storage and a solution of the equation shows that
134 kcal/m2 were stored over the entire flight. This is obviously
above the critical level.
Body storage iG based upon'a calculation of the change in the
mean body temperature. The mean body temperature (t ) has been
computed by using the Burton equatioi, shown as equation (2).
a tb = 0. 6 74tr + 0.33

ts

U 0.67 x 4.16' C +.33

x

.9°

(2)

= 4.060 0
At b in the change in mean body temperature
At r is the change in rectal temperature in degrees 0
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Ats is the ohange in mean skin temperature in degrees o

The ehange of four degrees 0 in mean body temperature is also
quite highs
A prior experiment under laboratory conditions, on the ground,
with the same subjoeot was made at the Aero Medical Laboratory on
30 July 1938, The conditions were quite diffurent from those in
the MANZIHG III flights Nowever, in both exposures a very great
heat storage level was reached. In the laboratory experiment
the subject was exposed nude to a temperature of 160°? in the
experimental chamber at the Aoro Medical Laboratory. In 60 minutes the subject aad reached the beginning of the state of imi
pending heat stroke, and the experiment was terminated. Caloulations from that exposure were made using the same formulas as
shown in equations (1) and (2). Te change in body temperature
was 2.30C and a total of 83 kcal/m was stored. The terminal
heart rate in this experiment was 160o All the values were lower
in the laboratory experiment than in the MANHIGH III flight but
we purposely stop at the beginning of the state of impending heat
stroke, and termination of the experiment is possible immediately
after the decision is taken. In contrast, in the actual balloon
flight, after the decision was made to terminate the flight,
another period of hours was needed to bring the balloon back to
earth.
There are some interesting differences in the data for the
In the
laboratory experiment and the actual N!UIQU III fliht.
laboratory experiment the terminal rectal temperature was 102.80F,
compared to 106.50 in the flight. However, the measured mean skin
temperature reached 102.80 in the laboratory experiment since the
external heat load was extremely high - air/wall temperature of
160OFo In the flight, the very high rectal temperature was balanced by what must have been a somewhat lower (although not
measured) skin temperature. An assumption has been made that
the skin temperature at the end of the HANHIRG III flight was
A calculation of the mean body temperature
approximately 100e.
in the two experiments shows that in the laboratory expeziment
tb a 102.8* and in the MANHIGH III flight the terminal tb

104.3or.
If the decision to terminate the flight was made on the ground
at about 16309 then values can be taken from the data to determine
body storage and mean body temperature at this time. The rectal
temperature at 163o was io0F, and we can assume a mean skin temperature of 99sF. Parenthetically it should be pointed out that
these skin temperatures for the flight are pure Sueaswork, but
they are based on experience with somewhat similar exposures in
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the laboraborys,

alculating the mean body temperature we find

tb 2 10361 and body storage was III koal/a 2. At this point
the pilot's heart rate had already reached the maximum level of
180. For the next two hours heat storage continued, only to
stop when the balloon had landed.
Zt is not hard to find causes for the excessive heat storago
which caused the flight to terminate. rirst, the subject was,
of course, producing metabolio heat* at a levo well above basal.
Although his activity level was that of a sitting man$ there was
the added excitement of the pioneering and potentially dangerous
flight. The pilot's normal heat loss was compromised by the unventilated partial-pressure suit which was worn. This suit had
rubberized bladders which covered the torso and part of the legs*
The pilot can lose heat by radiation, conduction and convection
as long as the cabin air and wall temperatures are lower than his
surface temperature. As thcoe temperatures approach the surface
temperature, and this happened early in the flight - about 0900,
then the gradient fror iurface to cabin diminishes to 0. When
the cabin air and wall temperatures go above the pilot's surface
temperature, a heat gain results, the magnitude again depending on
the gradient from environment to man.
The evaporative pathway is the normal way to lose heat in a
warm environment, both the heat from metabolism and the heat gained
from the environment. As noted above, evaporation is already
limited because parts of the body (40 to 50 percent in a partialpressure suit) are covered with rubberized bladders. Sweat secreted
in these areas cannot cool because it cannot evaporate. However,
cooling is proceeding on the rest of the body surface - face, hands,
arms, and parts of the legs - where evaporation can take place.
This water is taken up by the cabin atmosphere.
The cabin, or gondola in this case, is sealed. Water vapor
added by the man must be removed if a dry air is to be maintained.
Dry air is vital to the evaporative heat loss process. If cabin
air becomes heavily laden with water vapor, then this final means
of losing heat is lost. The data tell that soon after 0900, when
heat could be lost only by evaporation, this avenue of heat loss
also was lost. Heavy sweating probably began between 0900 and
1000 hours. By 1100 the relative humidity was 55 percent and the
dry bulb temperature was 93*F. This is equivalent to a water
vapor pressure of 22 mmHg - a moist atmosphere. Evaporation from
the skin is seriously reduced at this partial pressure of water
vapor. As the flight continued even more water vapor was tako
Bo8est estimate is 100 kcal to 120 ksal/hour.
the high internal temperature.
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No increase with

up by the air, which was gradually heating, and therefore could
hold more water vapor. By 1400 the dry bulb temperature was
about 990?, and the relative humidity 32 percents so that the
partial pressure of water vapor was about 25 =IS. The vapor
pressure gradient was very small in a physiological senses
oration of sweat was minimal.

Ivap-

The effect of this high water vapor content in the cabin,
plus the restriction to evaporation imposed by the partial-pressure
suit, was to virtually eliminate heat loss by evaporation. This
means that all the metabolic heat had to be stored instead of dissipated. The curve of rectal temperature showed that this is what
happened. Starting at 1100, the internal body temperature began
a precipitous and a steady climb, to terminate only at the end of
the flight.
The amount of heat stored by this pilot was a good 30 percent
above the usual level of 100 kcal/m2. This is a heat exposure of
heroic proportions.' That this man was able t perform even simple
flight tasks in the difficult and tense period of landing is a
testimony to his determination and ability. The pilot was certainly well selected for his job.
In summary are the following observations:
1. Cabin temperature control was inadequate, and this permitted a gradual temperature rise to above the level of the body
temperature.
2.
The system, for removing water vapor became overloaded,
permitting the partial pressure of water vapor in the sealed
atmosphere to rise to a high level.
3. The high water vapor pressure, the warm environment, and
the rubber bladderi in the partial-pressure suit all combined to
prevent loss of metabolic heat. This heat continually produced
was stored.

4.

When sufficient heat had been stored (over 100 keal/, 2 )

and the mean body temperature was above 103F, the state of
impending heat stroke had arrived. The high and rising rectal
temperature and the high pulse rate are pathognomonic of this
state. By surmise, active sweating had diminished, and the pilot
was in an anxious, restless and distressing mental state, just
short of collapse from full blown clinical heat strokes
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CRAflZR UZ
NUTRZUTON OF THE PIWT

A. CHAMBER TEST
lo

Introduction

The primary goal of this experiment was to study the
subjeot's reactions when placed in an unusual situation, ise.,
a setting which lacked moat of the features of his accustomed
environment. The following data pertain to the subject'a reaction to food while alone in the absence of light and sound
for an undetermined period of time.
2.

Procedure

The subject, Lt Clifton N. NcClure, as part of a psychological test program performed by the Stress and Fatigue Section,
Bio-Physics Branch, of the Aero Medical Laboratory, WI.DC, entered
a dark, soundproof chamber, 2 September 1958 and come out after
an approximate two day stay. This chamber was furnished with a
bed, chair, table, refrigerator, and chemical toilet.
Sufficient food for a five day period was provided in
advance. Table I lists the inventory of foods, type of packaging,
and code used to distinguish one food from another. Some foods
were packaged in plastic containers. For these, foods within a
similar group were packaged in similar shaped containers. Covers
of containers of different foods within a specific group were
coded with masking tape. Thus, foods were identified by touch.
Other foods which could be recognized by their natural shapes were
wrapped, if necessary, in waxed paper or aluminum foil. Prior to
the test period, the subject was apprised of the code system and
the arrangement and placement of food, both in and out of the
refrigerator. Food requiring no refrigeration was systematically
arranged on the table. This area was also used for the storage
of accessory items such as paper cups, plates, straws and napkins,
spoons, can opener, and Wash n Dri packet.
Table 11 cites the calculated nutritional value of the
food as provided and a comparison with reomnended daily allowances.

'Y Rs

Be tnkielstoin
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TABLI Z
DARK - IOLATION STUDY
FOODS AND X&THOD O PACKAI NO

od

Unit

Ant

Type of Packaging

0ode

Beverages

*Jilk
'Toddy

8 ox
8 os

Bread
Wite

4 Carton
4 Can

Slices

Caramels
Chewing gum
HLM's
Peppermints
Cake and Cookies
Brownies

Cubes
Package
2 oz
2 ox

Triangular container
12
1
2
1

Cellophane
Original wrapper
Carton
Carton

VW
V
1

1-1/2" x 1-1/2"
x-1" squares
5 os carton
2 oz carton
6 per package

6 Wax paper

1
2" x 2" x 3/4"

2 Aluminum foil

Fruit, Fresh or Dried
*Pears
Raisins

Medium size
1-1/2 oz

3
2 Carton

Fruit, Canned
"Apricots
*Peaches
'Pineapple

6 os
6 os
6 os

1 Rectangular container 1 Rectangular container
1 Rectangular container

b oz

2

Can

2

Can

*Fruit Cake
*Pound Cake
Sugar Wafers
Dair Products
*Eggs (Har Cooked)
*Choese,

Fruit Juice
*Pneap-py
'Apple
'Orange
*Tomato

Swiss

-1/2 an

3-1/2 os
3-1/2 on

Fooda otored-in the refrigerator
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1 Round container
1 Round container
2 Aluminum foil

2

x
xx

Aluminum foil

2 Can
2 Can

TADLI 2 (Oont'd)
Foed

unit

Ant

Type of Paokaging

Oode

Meat
1eofsteak
*Chicken
*Turkey

6 oz
6 o
6 os

1 Square container
I Square container
1 Square container

Nuts
sorted

oz

1 Carton

Sandwiches"
4 Rectangular container

*Ram--

Vegetables
*Carrot Sticks'
*Celery Sticks

1-1/2 oz
1-1/2 oz

2 Aluminum foil
2 Aluminum foil

Fo

f
foods
stored in the refrigerator
0 Two sandwiches prepared with white breadl two with rye broad
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3.Results- and Dtsoltloti
During the 40-1/2 hours the subject remained in isolation he consumed 4t,?4 calories. When computed on a day's
basic, this quantity is equivalent to approximately 2,800
calories, an amount adequate for an individual performing
little physical activity.
Much satisfaction was reported with the amount and
variety of food. Food was eaten partly in the form of meals,
and partly as snacks. An inability to identify white and rye
bread used for sandwiches interfered with taste satisfaction
and thus the enjoyment of food.
A considerable degree of preoccupation with food was
indicated by the opening and closing of the refrigerator door
at approximately one hour intervals. This was also illustrated
by the remark, "Eating habits really change in here. You never
know whether you are eating because you are hungry or because
you want something to do".
4. Conclusion
Food, for this test subject, was a means of counteracting the stress of darkness and isolation. It was a method
of obtaining personal satisfaction. Despite this psychological
tie with food, caloric intake compares favorably with recommended
daily allowances for persons engaged in sedentary activity. Frequently, under these circumstances, inordinate amounts of food
are consumed.

B. PREFLIGHT DIET
MANHIGH balloon flights require the balloonist to wear a
pressure suit assembly. Such protective clothing makes defecation
difficult during flight. In order to cope with this problem, a
low residue diet was recommended. These recommendations are inoluded as Appendix A.
The low residue diet was adhered to both prior to the Low
Pressure Chamber Flight Profile conducted at Wright Air Developitent Center, 5 to 7 September 1958, and the actual balloon flight
of 8 October 1956. In the first instance, tho low residue diet
was consumed for a 72 hour period; in the second for a 96 hour
period because of an aborted mission on 7 October 1938.
There was no need for defecation during either the simulated
or actual balloon flight.
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0. OWPRT34URM CRAMSEB YL?'MT PR0?ILSi TEST
1. IZtroduotio
The MANEHOH III project includes a preliminary sinmulated balloon flight. This phase of the project was conduoted
in the low pressure chambers at Wright Air Development Center.
The purpose of the trial was to check the operation of gondola
systems and equipment under conditions of time and altitude which
were anticipated in flight. At this time, the acceptability and
functional utility of foods considered for use were determined*
2. Procedure
A feeding program'forithe MANHIGH flight was established
according to the following criteria:
a. The balloonist will spend a minimum of 24 hours In
the air and approximately 40 hours in the capsule.
b. During flight the activity level of the subject will
be extremely high and will be accompanied by considerable streas.
Yet, maintenance of peak efficiency is necessary.

c. The weight of food should be maintained at the lowest
level compatible with good acceptability and adequate nutritional
value.
d. The atoragg space for food and accessory items will
be limited.
e. Weight and space
food service equipment.

imitationj preclude the use of any

f. The temperature range of the gondola will be 40 to
750F.

Humidity will average 50 percent.

Capsule pressure will

approximate 24,000 feet.
Table III presents an inventory of food and amounts proAccessory items are also included.

vided for the trial test.

Table IV gives the calculated nutritional value of the
food as provided
A considerable period of time was involved in pretliminary
preparationsi donning the pressure suit, prebreathing of oxygen,
and closure of the capsule. Hence, many hours elapsed between
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!AILI ZZZ
SZMATED MAN1EZOIZZZ BALLOoN FLzoni
INVTOR? Of FOOD AND ACOESORT ITEMS

Unit

Food
Beverages

Amount Provided

8 oz bottle'

1

8 os can
8 os can

2
2

Package
os package

1
1

Caket Cookies, Crackers
Chocolate Oreos
Pound Cake
Ritz Crackers

Package of 5
1-1/2 os carton
Package of 5

1
1
1

Fruit and Fruit Juice
Raisins
Orange Juice
Pineapple Juice

1-1/2 oz carton
5-1/2 oz can
6 oz can

1

Meat
Beef Cubes
Beefsteak (IF)
Beef, Semi-solid
Chicken, Semi-solid

3 per package
3 oz package
3-1/2 oz tu0s
3-1/2 os tube

2
1
2
2

Os package
a

1

00etras Drink
Milk
Toddy

Candy
Chewing gum
M20s

Nuts
Assorted Nuts
Accessory Items
-Ca , Opener
Napkins
Strawe
Wash n Dri

3
3

1
Individual
Individual
Packets

A hih proton beverage prepared with Sustagen,
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6
10

6

L44

cm1
cm

0

r4

I

4.4.

9

0

0

A

H.

0

04

H
'Ia0
N

.44

00
4

o00
'0

U

.

44

o12

.4

consuaption of the last meal and the onset of the test periods

In order to provide the subject with a concentrated torm of
sustenane

eight ounces of a high protein beverage (coffs*

drink oontaining Sustagen*) were made available to him.
Appendix B and 0 for oomposition and nutritive values
3s

see

Results and Discussion
The acceptability and functional utility of the food

provided is best illustrated by the subject's report on this
phase of the projects

"0915 - 1 beefsteak tube - Initially did not like this
method. I think this was due to breaking the old eating habit
of solid foods. I must admit my first impression made me think
of eating something someone else had chewed* This distaste for
the method of food storage disappeared before the tube was finished when I had gotten used to the idea. I was extremely
plestsed with the final waste product, the rolled-up tube. Space
was :-critical item both actually and mentally, and the importance of having a small, easily stowed waste container cannot
be overemphasized, If it had remained a large item, I would
not have been able to store it completely out of the way, and
it would have become one of those annoying items to be moved and
relocated every time I went for another item.
"Also drank one toddy with this - refreshing but a little
heavy. This 'heavy' feeling may well be due to the fact that I
seldom drink chocolate.
"Also 'drank small amount of a coffee drink, perhaps onethird bottle.
"1145 - 1 can pineapple juice
2 chocolate crackers
2 juice cans water - thirsty but didn't want
just water. Generally, water was consumed by being transferred
into juice can first so as to give some measure of the volume
consumed. However, the capsule tube method was used directly
some because of the inability to store open juice cans. This
can be measured only as total consumption after the water was
weighed at the end of the run.
"1428 - Four beef cubes. I think ther were enjoyable
in the more normal form only because of normal habit, since chewing
becomes a task when in the pressure suit. I do believe this task
would soon make the luxury of remaining with habit% just to be
aUS

jgj'Voruced by Mead, Johnson and Company, Evansvilleo
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Inde

able to show, undesirable to the crew member and would bring
him rpidly to the point of reogniasing the value of the tubeo
This was the ease here with m.
"I can orange juice

I aide.can water
Another one-third bottle *offee drink - normally I
do not drink a lot of coffee# although this drink did not seem
very strongly ooffee, and I drank it mainly for variety.
"One-half tube of chicken - consistency was little
thinner than other type tube foods, and I felt my own personal
opinion to be In favor of the higher consistency.
"1935 - 2 juice cans water
1/4 of small pound cake
Some nuts and M&M's
The cake was very welcome by then.

It appeared almost

like a Christmas gift and gave me a small lift in spirits.
item was easy to consume even in the pressure suit.

This

"0215 - 1 can pineapple juice - suspected that I drank
this to have something to do and for a taste change. I was not
particularly hungry or thirsty at the time.

"0220 - Dentyne gum - again for diversion.
"0310 - 1 sweet cracker
1 juice can water
"0440 - Other one-half tube chicken
"The food in the isolation test was of more normal type
and particular facts were noted as to container methods, etc.
The food was adequate both in variety and quantity, and in this
test provided a much greater degree of diversion since this was
just about the only thing available to be accomplished. I will
state that this food was eaten more as snacks rather than as
definitely spaced meals.
During this trial period 1750 calories were consumed.

4. Conclusions
Food provided during the Low Pressure Chamber Flight
Profile was adequate in quantity, variety, and acceptability.
Rowever, a need exists for familiarizing future subjecta, prior
to flight, with foods or forms ot food which are not commonly
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eaten* Usually increased acceptability will occur with in.
Greased familiarityi Data again indicate the emotional and
social role ot food in situations of stress*

Do

HANHIGII ?

ALLOON FLIGHT

L. Introduotion
Experience gained from the simulated balloon flight
described In section C permitted provision ¢f a suitable means
of sustenance for the subject of the MANIIIGH flight. Only minor
ohanges based on subjective food preferences, were necessary.
2. Procedure
Foods suitable for consumption in the coaled capsule of
the ANHIGH III flight were provided by the Aero Medical Laboratory. An inventory of these, along with accessory items, are
included in Table V. Table VI cites the calculated nutritional
value of the food as provided. Instructions for preparation of
the high protein drink were submitted to project personnel. Consumption of eight ounces of this beverage was recommended during
the period of preliminary preparation prior to take-off.

3.

Results and Discussion

Food consumed, and its acceptability is again best recorded
by direct quotation of the subject:
"On the MANHIGH flight the items consumed are few for
two main reasons. First, the flight was cut short, and second,
the pressure and pleasure of being launched provided almost complete diversion so that at about 1130 on 8 October (the day of
the flight), I realized that I had overextended myself both in
food and water requirements. Most of the food consumed on the
flight was consumed shortly thereafter. As far as I know, only
one can of orange juice was taken before this, and this juice was
taken about 0420, before launch.
"The following is the food consumed:
2
2
1
2
3

cans orange juice
oans pineapple juice
tube AF chicken
chocolate Oreo cookies
pounds of water
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!AALi V
KAN11OI ZZZ BALLOON TRIAL
ZXINVMOR O FOOD AND ACOZSSORT ZTE2S

Amount Provided

Unit

Food

60oco ate Drink
Toddy

8 os bottle
8 os can

2
2

Package
Package
2 os package

1
1
1

Package of 4
2 as carton
1-1/2 os carton
Package of 6

2
1
1
2

Fruit and Fruit Juice
Applesauce
Raisins
Orange Juice
Pineapple Juice
Vegetable Juice

3-1/2 os
1-1/2 os
5-1/2 os
6 os can
3-1/2 os

1

Meat
Beef Cubes
%
Beef, Semi-solid
Chicken, semi-solid

Individual package
3-1/2 as tube
3-1/2 as tube

howing gun
Lifs Savers
M&M's
Cake, Cookies
Chocolate Oreos
Fruit Cake
Pound Cake
Sugar Wafers

-

Nuts
Assorted Nuts
Aooesnory Items
Can opener
Napkins
Straws
Wash n Dri

tube
carton
can
tibe

1
"

os package
a

4
3
2
10
2
2
I
1

Individual
Individual
Packets

*"A high prote n beverage prepared with Sustag*en
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"The only comment on this was &#&in that the conaistenoy of the ehioken was a little too light for my own tasts.
This is a personal point and, of course, could be reversed

with another individual.
"One overall point night be that some method might be
developed to provide liquid containers as rugged as the cans but
which are able to be reduoed easily to small volume for storage
as that which has been accomplished with tube foods. An alternate might be to provide a good method of compression of the
can after use. I did try to crush these cans which helped to
reduce them to storable size, but a great further reduction was,
of course, still possible."
Only 600 calories were consumed in flight. The untimely
termination of the flight was precipitated by failure of the
capsule's heating system. This condition imposed severe heat
stress and dehydration. These conditions demonstrated a necessity
for systematic feeding, both during the preliminary period of
preparation, and during the flight itself. The possibility of
extreme stress arising suddenly and unexpectedly during flight
suggeat;3 the need for scheduled consumption of food during all
phases of unusually demanding missions. Permitting the pilot to
regulate intake according to personal desire for food and fluids
may mean that an emergency can arise when the subject's hydration
and nutritional status are already inadequate.
4. Conclusion
Data, though inconclusive, indicate that food and liquid
requirements can be met during high altitude balloor flights.
However, limited storage facilities create a need for packaging

liquids in more suitable containers. Containers whon emptied
should be easily compressed and reduced in size. In addition,
an organized feeding program, both prior to and during flight,
should be mandatory. Such a requirement is based on maintenance

of an optimal physiological state at all times.
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APPZNDX A

tOW REDIDUE DIET
.Usi 1-4.or to Flieht Requiring
Reoommended
Use of Phu-ute Suit Assembly

I. OBJECTIVE
Consumption of a low residue diet for 72 hours prior to a
flight which requires the use of the pressure suit assembly is
recommended to eliminate the urge for defecation. In order to
provide foods which will be completely absorbed from the gastrointestinal tract thereby leaving little or no bulk for the formation of feces, a high protein low residue diet is required. The
basis foi such a diet is meat, rice, eggs, sugar, small amounts
of fruit juices, tea, and coffee.
a. Foods Allowed
Beverages:- Carbonated beverages, coffee, tea
White (toasted or plain), soda crackers

Bread:

Rice, cream of wheat, noodles, macaroni

Cereals:

Cottage cheese

,Cheese:

Gelatin, sherberts, angel food cake, sponge

Desserts:
I

*Sggs:

cake, sugar cookies

Soft or hard cooked, scrambled$ poached

Fat:. Butter or margarine, not to exceed 3 tablespoons
per day
Fruit:

Strained fruit juices, canned peeled fruit,
such as peaches or pears in limited amounts

Meat-Fowl-Fish:
Soup:
:weets:

Beef, liver, chicken, fish

Clear broth flavored with rico or noodles
Sugar, jelly, in limited naiounto

VeGettibleat

Strained veGotableu auan &a tom'toea,peas,
carrots, (not more than onie aervwnj; per day);
or boiled),
potatoo (bnitac

bFoods t* Avoid

coarse or whole pain bread$ and oorealo
Oheses

other than @otta" oheese

Rioh desserts

Fat in excess of 3 tablespoons
Fried foods
Fruits except strained fruit juice and canned peyled
fruit such as peaches or pears
Milk*
Tough cuts of meats
Spices, condiments, highly seasoned foods
Sugar-And sweets in excess

Vegetables except strained vegetables such as tomatoes,s'
peas, carrots, and baked or boiled potatoes.
c.

Recommended Low Residue Menus

Breakfast

Lunch

Menu 3rd Day Prior to Fight

Amount

Orange Juice
Cream of Wheat
Sugar
Cinnamon or Nutmeg
Scrambled Eggs
Crisp Bacon
Toast (white bread)
Butter
Strawberry Jelly
Coffee - Cream - Sugar

4 on

Chicken Rice Soup

I cup

Hamburger Pattie

3.4 oz

Baked Potato (no skin)
Cottage Cheese

1 medium
2 rounded Tbsp:

Bread

1-2 slices

1/2 cup cooked
1-2 tsp
few grains
2
2-3 slices
1-2 slices
2 tops
1 Tbsp
--

residue food and should not be used in tood
e±1k in a
ghih
preparation or consumed as a beYerage.
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Lunch (oont'd)

Butter

2 top#

Tomato, Juice

4 os

Baked Chicken Breast

4-3

Steamed Rice
Pureed Peas
Bread (white)

1 cup
1/2 cup
1-2 slices

Butter
Lemon Sherbert'
Sugar Cookies

2 tape
3/4 cup
2-3

I Tbsp
Apple butter
1/2 cup
Sliced Peaches (canned)
Coffee or tea - cream a sugar -Dinner

Coffee or tea - cream - sugar

os raw

--

Menu 2nd Day Prior to Flight
Breakfast

Orange Juice
Cream of Rice
Sugar
Cinnamon or Nutmeg
Soft Cooked Eggs
Crisp Bacon
Toast (white bread)
Butter
Grape Jelly

4 oz
1/2 cup cooked
1-2 tsp
few &:'ftins
2
2-3 slices
1-2 slices
2 taps
1 Tbsp

Coffee - cream - sugar

Lunch

4 o
Pineapple Juice
3-4 oz raw
Broiled Liver
1 cup
Buttered Noodles
1/2 cup
pureed)
and
(stewed
Tomatoes
1-2 slices
Bread, white
2 taps
Butter
2 halves
Canned Pears
--Coffee or Tea - cream - sugar

Dinner

Beef Consomme
Broiled Sirloin Steak
(loan, no gravy)
Baked Potato (no skin)
Cottage Cheese
Melba Toast

1 cup

Buttor

2 taps

Angel Food Cake w/Lemon

2 0o piece W/ 1/13

Sauce
Coffee or Tea - cream - sugar

*

--
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4-3 oz, raw
1 sedium
2 rounded Tbsp
2 slices

cup sauce
--

Menu lot Day &W
Ireakfast

Lunch

o Might

Orange Juice
Cream of Wheat

4 os

4ugar

1/2 tops

Cinnamon or Nutmeg

few grains

Hard Cooked Zges
Crisp Bacon
,2-3
Toast (white broad)
Butter
Coffee - cream - sugar

2

Apple Juice

4 as

Baked Halibut
Parsley Potatoes
Hard Roll
Butter
Cottage Cheese
Strawberry Jolla w/Whipped
Cream

3-4 as raw
1 medium
1
2 tops
2 rounded Tbsp
1/2 cup plus 2
Tbsp cream

1/2 cup cooked

slices
1-2 slices
2 taps
MW

--

Coffee or Tea - cream - sugar
Dinner

Chicken Noodle Soup
Roast Beef (lean without

graV7)

-

1 cup

4 os

Steamed Rice
1 cup
Sliced Canned Peaches
1/2 cup
Toast (white bread)
1-2 slices
Butter
2 tape
Orange Sherbert w/Sponge
3/4 cup w/2 oz
Cake
of cake
Cqffee or Tea - cream - sugar
Menu for Morning of Flight
Orange Juice
Sirloin Steak (lean)
Scrambled Eggs
Toast
Butter
Strawberry Jelly
Coffee - cream - sugar

4 oz
4-5 oz raw
2
2 slices
2 tops
1 Tbsp
--

,.d All preflight feeding should occur at a controlled
dining facility, preferably one at the Base Hospital where the
preparation of special diets is a routine activity. Between
meal snacks other than carbonated beverages, coffee, tea, or
clear soups, should be avoided.

d. It is desirable that stews be maintained in a state
of water balance# The recommended pretlight diet provides
liberal amounts of liquidn and beverages. Carbonated beverages such as Coca Cola, Singeraleo 7-UP, tea, coffee, anid
clear soupo are perMiusable between meals. It is strongly
recommended that no alcoholic beverages be consumed during
the 24-hour period prior to flight. This recommendation is
based on the dehydrating effects of alcohol.
e. Subjects participating in this program should be
apprised of the objectives and need ror ouLrolled feeding.

APPENDIX 3
OOMPOSZTION AND METHOD Or PREV7RATION
or Hzaf PROTEIN B&VIrdZ

Coffee Drink

-

2/3 cup Sustagl,,
2/

cup cold wrer

1/3 cup coffe, strong
1/ tap vanilla

Combine coffeet azer and vanilla,
Mix well. Chill before eerving.

Chocolate.Drink

-

Add Sustagen.

2/3 cup Suatasen'
2/3 cup cold water
1/3 cup chocolate milk

1/2 top vanilla
Combine chocolate milk, water, and vanilla.
Add Sustagen. Mix well. Chill before serving.

-uataaon producod by Read John3on nnd Company, Lvanaville, Ind.
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OHA'TR XII
PHO OORAPIC EqUIPMEN*

A, INTRODUCTION
The followingis a list of photographic equipment, experiments and special problems encountered on the IANHIOH III
flight.
1. A method of photographing the subject, and certain
areas of the capsule, without effecting the subject's night
vision, was a requirement. Two Praktina cameras with infrared
film and filters and electronic flash, proved satisfactory for
this purpose.
2. A standard Photo Research Inc., spot photometer, equipped
with a Robot camera was utilized to take pictures and sky brightness readings simultaneously.
3. A K-100 Eastman-Kodak motion picture camera, with a removable revolving filter wheel which contained red, green, orange,
yellow and neutral density filters, loaded with experimental
black and white film, was utilized in photographing the horizon
-and the ground. The same camera, with the filter wheel removed,
was used for color motion picture photography at the subject's
discretion.
4. Two modified K-10Os mounted on the capsule landing gear,
were used to photograph the ground and the balloon simultaneously,
and at intervals to record rotation and oscillation.

5. A Star Track camera was mounted on the outer side of the
capsule to record rotation an- oscillation- durin- the night.
6. A Hasselblad camera, and three magazines, were to be used
at hourly intervals taking thrcc picturen at different exposures,
of the cardinal headings and the ground during daylight hours
with color film. The came camera was to be used with a high speed
black and white film to photograph certain constellations at night.
7, Two film packs and oe cosinic plato (phosphor betwon thin
sheeto of glass) wore used to record any fluoresconco occurring
from cosmic hits*
3y T/egt F, Z, Hensey
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Because of the disruption of night vision by the flash
of the photo panel camera during previous flights, It was deemed
necessary to provide a means of photography utilizing an invisible
portion of the spectrum for exposure.
The use of ultraviolet light was tested first$ since Air
Force flight instruments are fluorescent. The power drain for
this method proved excessive and part of the required equipment
produced heat in great amounts. Exposure vould have to be readjusted during the daylight hours to prevent overexposure. This
system would not photograph the subject during the hours of darkness.
Eastman Xodak

igh Speed Infrared (HIR408) was tested pre-

vious to the flight. An electronic flash of 120 watt second output was covered with an 870 filter. The light transmitted through
the filter was barely discernible, for the duration of the flash
(1/1000th of a second), and did not affect the subject's night
visiot. Further tests were run with an 89B filter over the lens.
This provided sufficient light to use the same exposure for night
and day.
The two Praktina cameras, equipped with 50 foot magazines,
(loaded with HIR408), electric motors, and release solenoids, were
mounted on brackets inside the upper hemisphere of the capsule
(Fig. 53)o Ring-type "Ascor Lights" (electronic flash) were
covered with 87C filter material and mounted above the cameras.
This type of light provides very flat lighting to avoid hot spots
or flares from shiny surfaces. A sheet of 89B filter material
was placed over the 28mm Angenieux lens. The camera mounted behind the subject covered the flight instruments, pO2 and humidity
instruments. The other camera was mounted on the opposite side
of the capsule to record the head and shoulders of the subject.
An exposure of f-8 at 1/25th of a second was used. The film was
processed in D-76 at 680F for 20 minutes. This included the 25
percent over-development recommended for this type of photography.
The cameras were controlled by the intervalometer located in theelectronics section or the capsule. Two intervals were provided two minutes and six minutes. The short interval was intended for
accent and descent. The cameras were timed so that the flash from
the iastrument camera would not fog the film in subject camera,
and vise versa.
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The spot Photometer is a standard photo Research ZIe,0
initrumento

modified with the addition of a nausch and Lomb

Ilterforenoe Wedge for continuous spetral filter seleotion over

the visible region# (4000 to 700OA), A spring operated Robot
camera was attached to the photometer with a mechanical linkage
so piotures could be taken simultaneously with light readings.
The camera could be disconnected if pictures were not nOeeasary.
An Abney Level and a Devil Level were attached to accurately
measure angles of both photography and readings. Thirty-five
an Super Anscoohrome Film was provided in 36 exposure cassettes.
Only one of the several sessions scheduled for use of the photometer was completed during the flight. Readings in photopic
blue and red filter ranges were taken at elevations 15 degrees
above the tangent level and 15 degrees below the tangent. A
Spectra coputor was furnished with the photometer to convert
photometer readings to photographic exposure.

3.

K-lO Filter Wheel - Black and White and Color Photography

The K-lOS camera equipped with a removable filter wheel
and Devil Level was provided by Eastman Kodak Company. An experimental black and white film was to be exposed through each
filter at specified times and directions. The same camera, with
the filter wheel removed, was used for color motion picture photography at the subject's discretion. Ten rolls of Anscochrome
film was provided for this purpose.

4. Hasselblad Camera and Magazines
This standard single lens reflex camera was equipped with
a metal mirrnr mounted at a 45 degree angle above the ground glass
to facilitati focussing and viewing. This is necessary to properly
use the cameri throulgh the portholes and to permit the subject to
move effectively and use the camera when wearing the partial-pressure
suit.
The three magasine were provided to enable the subject
to accomplish the hourly programmed photography without stopping
to reload. Three color photographs were to be made of the cardinal headings every hour. One frame was to be exposed according
to the Weston Meter reading and the other frames taken a stop
above and a stop below the normal reading. Three more pictures
were to be taken of the ground in the same sanner. Any unusual
phenomena would be photographed at the subject's discretion.
Twenty rolls of Anooohrome color film and two rolls of Ansco
Super Hypan were provided. The camera we* to be used during the
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aLght o photograph seleoted star field areas (uper Nypan
predetermined exposure at one second and f-2.8), and to ohtain vory under-exposed photographs of the setting sun - underexposed deliberately to delineate the bright solar disk.
50

100 U9 andckwt cameras

The two 1-100 oaeras were mountod on the landing sear
of the oapaule. They had been previously modified for single
frame exposure, provided with a tripping solenoid, and an
electric motor to wind the spring. The two cameras and one
battery were inclosed in a standard styrofoam package. Plastic
water bottles were provided to warm the battery (Fig.

e)

A 3*3mn 84 degree lens was used on the "up" camera and
a 23mm lens on the "down" canera. UV-17 filters were used! on
both lenses. Simultaneous exposures were controlled by the
photo intervalometer inside the capsule. The cameras were
loaded with Kodachrome film. The exposure was 1/20th at f-11.
Simultaneous photographs were to be taken of the balloon and
the ground. Both oscillation and rotation would therefore be
recorded.
6&

The Star Track Camera

The Star Track camera was attached to the outside of
the capsule and was a modified identification-type camera.
The film would move continuously, once started. No shutter
was utilized. A high speed black and white film was used.
The camera, timer and battery were packaged in styrofoam and
formed a self-contained unit* The timer was net to start the
camera after dark, and would record oscillation and rotation
during the night (Fig. 53)o

7, Cosmic Ray Experiment
A special plate was made with two thin pieces of glas-ai
with a phosphor layer between. This was placed between two
2-1/4 by 3-1/4 inch Tri-X film packs with the edges sealed to
prevent the film being struck by light. When the protective tab
was removed from each pack, the film would be in contact with
The time each sheet
both sides of the phoephor-"sandwich'.
of film was in contact with the plate was to be recorded, UtilisIng film packa for thia experiment permitted 12 different exposures on each side. It was expected that cosmic hits would
cause sufficient fluorescence to be recorded on the film.
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Both cameras operated intermittently during the flight.
Considerable heat ogging occurred in both cameras. The film
in the photo panel camera fogged the moat. This camera was
located about one-eighth inch above the ventilation ring in the
upper hemisphere of the capsule. fogging was caused by the
wars air from the air regeneration system that flows through
the ventilation ring. The film was approximately 50 percent
usableo
2.

The negative density was heavy because of the fogging*
Svot Photometer

Photographs were not obtained during the taking of
light readings because of a malfunction of the mechanical
linkage between the photometer and the Robot camera.
Readings obtained with the spot photometer were submitted to Scripps Oceaneographic Institute for evaluation.

3*. K-100 Filter Wheel - Black and White and Color Photography
The experiment with the filter wheel and black and white
film was not accomplished.
Two rolls of 16mm Anscochrome film were exposed during
ascent and at ceiling. The footage exposed utilizing the down
mirror is very good and shows both rotation and oscillation.
The ground detail is excellent, especially during ascent over
the mountains. The footage taken toward the horizon tends to
be over-exposed. Footage taken from the horizon up was satisfactory.
4.

Hasselblad Camera

Five rolls of Anscochrome film were exposed. Pictures
taken through the capsule up mirror of the balloon were excellent, Pictures taken toward the horizon are over exposed. The
only usable photographs were the stopped down portion of the
quadrant picture series. These were one stop less than the exposure indicated by the Weston Light Meter reading, and even
some of these exposures were light and not fully color saturated.

50. K-O0 Up and Down Cameras
Both cameras operated intermittently during the flight,
but skipped frames because of malfunction of the photo inter.
valometer; also, the shutter remained open at tines* Approximately
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40 feot of film was exposed* The exposure is exellent on
the film from the "up" oamera.

Film from the "down"

lamera

was usable but is slightly under oxpooed at the beginning
of the flight and slightly over exposed while the oapsule
was over light oolored terraiAn. The ground detail was good.
6.

Star Track Camera
No data wore available from this camera beoause of

the early termination of the flight.
7.

Cosmic Ray Experiment

Film packs were released to Dr, H. Tagoda.
sults are included in Chapter IX.

D.

The re-

DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
1.

Praktina Cameras

Cameras using infrared film should be mounted as far
as possible from heat or any high intensity infrared sources.
The power supply should be as near the camera as possible and
protected against low temperatures. A positive mechanical intervalometer, not effected by cold, heat, or pressure conditions
should be used. The intervalometer used for the KINHIGH III
flight continually malfunctioned under low temperature and
pressure conditions, yet operated perfectly under normal ground
conditions.
2.

Spot Photometer

A more positive mechanical linkage should be designed
if the photometer is to be used in conjunction with a camera.
A means of mounting the photometer on an arm and tripod head
should be added so it need not be supported manually by the
subject. The instrument was much too heavy, cumbersome and
awkward to be operated efficiently in a confined space.
However, the photometer gave readings of a very narrow
field of 1-1/2 degrees and the readings were readily converted
to photographic exposures. Use of this permita the subject to
take LiGht readings of relatively small areas and obtain a correct exposure of that area.
The Weston light motor lave headinga of much too wide
a field, usually 67 deareeas horizontal and 55 dogreos vertical,
This type of meter must be hold at an anale so none of the sky
is included if correct exposures of tne ground are to be mmde.

q

P.

XlOO rilter Wheel

81Duk And Whtle and Oor Photasritshr

A camera equipped with an automatic exposure control would
simplify motion picoture photography, and would give better overall
exposure control. Soene& covering the ground and sky in one frame
would still tend to be over exposed. A telephoto lens and matohing exposure control would help regulate this condition, but would
cover a much smaller area*

zxposure, otherwise, should be com-

puted for the brightest portion of the sene being photographed.
4. Nasselblad Camera
Specific areas should be framed as much as possible for
each exposure. If both the ground and the sky are being photographed at the same time, the exposure should be computed for
only the brightest area. Again, a means of reading light intensity of small areas ins needed to produce perfect exposures
of certain selected areas.

5* K-lOO Up and Down Cameras

-.

Automatic exposure control would be helpful on the "down"
camera. Otherwise, a mechanical control could be provided to be
operated by the subject to compensate for changing light conditions. The predetermined exposure seems satisfactory for the
"up" camera. A reliable intervalmeter should be provided.
6.

Further Recommendations

More importance should be attached to photographic functions on future flights. Also, a sufficient amount of time
should be allotted to the subjects to familiarize themselves
with the photographic equipment before the flight.
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